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1. I would like to thank Charles
Williams, Nancy Bookidis, and Ronald
Stroudfor offering me the opportunity
to publish this material.I am especially
gratefulto Nancy Bookidis for discussing with me all aspectsof the site that
bear on this study and for facilitatingmy
work in the museum and storeroomsat
Corinth. She and Ronald Stroudread
the manuscriptof this articlewith great
care,and I am gratefulfor their
observationsand corrections.In the
courseof my researchat Corinth I have
profitedfrom discussionswith John
Lavezzi,JeremyRutter,Elizabeth
Pemberton,and CatherineMorgan.
CatherineMorgan also generouslymade
availableto me the manuscriptof her
forthcomingstudy of the Late Bronze
Age and EarlyIron Age pottery from
Isthmia,which will appearas Isthmia
VIII. To all these scholars,and to the
anonymousreadersfor Hesperia, I
gratefullyacknowledgemy indebtedness. Photographsfor the articlewere
taken by Lenio Barzioti and Ino
Ioannidou.The site plan was produced
by David Peck. All other drawingswere
made by the author.The readershould
be awarethat in the drawingsof the fine
painted pottery,all visible decorationis
renderedin solid black ink or stippled
tone, though on the actualpieces much
of the paint may be worn away,leaving
only faint "ghosts"of the original
patterns.
The final reportof the topography
and history of the Sanctuaryof Demeter
and Kore appearsin Corinth XVIII, iii.
2. Rutter 1979, pp. 348-349.

CORINTH

This article presents the pottery of Early Iron Age date discovered in excavations conducted between 1961 and 1994 in the area of the Sanctuary
of Demeter and Kore on the north slope of Acrocorinth.' Its aim is to
supplement the earlierstudies ofJeremy Rutter and Elizabeth Pemberton,
which treated, respectively, the late Mycenaean pottery and the Greek
pottery of the 7th century and later.The material presented here provides
a major addition to the body of published Early Iron Age (EIA) ceramics
from Corinth and so offers an important contribution to our knowledge of
Corinth's early ceramic history. At the same time, it gives important evidence for the history of the Demeter sanctuary;by confirming that the site
was used in all periods between the Late Bronze Age and the Orientalizing
period, the material raises the possibility that the sanctuarywas founded
well before the 7th century, when the appearance of distinctive votives
offers indisputable proof of cult activity.
Because the archaeological context of the EIA pottery from the
Demeter sanctuarysignificantly affects the nature and scope of this study,
it will be discussed in the first part of the article. Thereafter, the pottery
itself will be treated in a commentary devoted to the categories of the
wares represented, the shapes of the vessels, and the chronological distribution of the ceramics from the site. This commentary will be followed by
a catalogue of 141 representativespecimens of the EIA ceramics from the
Demeter sanctuary.After this presentation of the pottery, there will be a
brief discussion of the other EIA finds from the site-small bronzes and
an Early Geometric(?) grave-and a few final remarks,focused especially
on the use of the site in the Early Iron Age as indicated by the totality of
the archaeological evidence.

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL

CONTEXT

In the introductionto his study"The Last Mycenaeans at Corinth,"2Rutter
observes that time has "not dealt kindly"with the Late Helladic remains
in the area of the Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore. As proof he notes that
"not only have no complete building plans survived but no more than one
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wall is preserved throughout its original length."With regardto the associated pottery, he laments that it "is almost without exception broken into
small fragments and is heavily worn." Unkind as time has been to the
prehistoric remains of this site, it has been still more unkind to the remains of the Early Iron Age. For this period of approximately400 years,
from ca. 1100 to 700 B.C., not a single building, nor even the slightest
remnant of a building, survives.The only feature certainly datable to the
Early Iron Age is a shallow unlined cist grave, discussed below. Evidence
for the occupation of the site through the Early Iron Age is otherwise
provided only by small finds: a number of bronze pins and fibulae and the
pottery presented here.
This pottery, like the earlier Mycenaean pottery studied by Rutter, is
generally very fragmentary,and the surfaces are badly worn. Moreover,
none of this pottery comes from a clear stratigraphic sequence. Because
the site is located on the steeply sloping terrain of Acrocorinth, stratigraphy tends to be disturbedby erosion;finds deposited in one place arewashed
downhill with rainwaterwherever retaining walls fail to hold in place behind them the fill and associated finds. As a result, mixed or contaminated
deposits are common for all periods represented on the site. The early
strata of the site have suffered as well from later construction, which involved both the removal of earth fill to create foundation trenches and the
mixing and moving of fill to create terraces.
During the excavationof the sanctuaryonly rarelywas a stratumfound
to contain EIA pottery as its latest datable material, and in those cases the
pottery does not all derive from a single phase of the Early Iron Age or
else includes pieces of earlier,Late Helladic (LH) IIIC, phases, confirming
that the strata are not pure. Far more often the EIA pottery from the
Demeter sanctuaryappearsin stratathat include pottery dating many centuries later. Because of the mixed contexts, only those EIA sherds which
preserve features distinctive for shape, such as rims and feet, or characteristic decorative motifs can be identified and dated on the basis of comparative evidence. It is impossible to attempt a detailed accounting of the
hundreds of nondiagnostic sherds of possible Early Iron Age date or to
clarify disputed aspects of the ceramic chronology.
Because of the disturbed nature of the stratigraphyof the site, it is
hard to determine over how large an area the EIA pottery was initially
deposited. Although pottery of this date is found over most of the Lower
and Middle Terraces of the later sanctuary,much of this may have been
scattered from its original place of deposition (Fig. 1). The concentration
of EIA sherds in "strata"just over bedrock in the area at the base of the
Classical stairway in grid-square 1:20 and immediately to the west might
well indicate that some EIA activity was centered here. To draw any further conclusions from this evidence would, however, be imprudent, for it
was only in this part of the site, bereft of later building remains, that excavation of early levels was carriedout over an extended area.Future investigation of early strata elsewhere on the site might well reveal other similar
concentrations of EIA pottery.
Except for one simple grave, discussed below, the pottery presented
here and severalpieces of bronze jewelry now constitute the entire body of
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Figure1. Sanctuaryof Demeter
and Kore,plan.
A: grave1972-8
B: MycenaeanTerraceWall
C: ClassicalStairway
D: MycenaeanBuilding
E: grave1969-42
F: grave1964-3
Shadedareasindicategrid-squares
in which EarlyIronAge pottery
was found.
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3. In responseto a queryfrom one
of my readers,I note here that no floral
or faunalremainswere recoveredwith
the EIA materialfrom the site. In
defense of the excavators,it should be
pointed out that becauseof disturbances to the stratigraphy,there could
be no assurancethat the floraland
faunalremainsfound with the EIA
materialwere contemporarywith it
ratherthan contaminationsfrom
anotherperiod.
4. Rutter 1979, pp. 371, 390.
5. CorinthXVIII, i, pp. 1-2.

evidence for human activity on the site of the Demeter sanctuarythroughout the Early Iron Age.3 The nature of that activity is a matter of considerable importance for the history of the site, since it relates directly to the
question of the foundation of the sanctuaryfor which the site is best known.
Rutter, in his study of the earlier,Mycenaean, remains on the site, argued
persuasivelythat in the closing years of the Bronze Age the site was used
for ordinarydomestic purposes.4Pemberton, in her study of the later Greek
pottery from the site, showed that at least by the second half of the 7th
century the site was used as a sanctuary.5If it is in fact true that a cult of
Demeter and Kore supplanted earlierhabitation at some time between the
end of the Mycenaean era and the Orientalizing period, it is reasonable to
look to the material of the intervening period, treated in this study, for
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indications of that change. As will become cleareras we proceed, however,
the evidence for the use of the site in the Early Iron Age is difficult to
assess, and conclusions based on it must be set forth with caution.
METHOD

OF RECOVERY

OF PIECES

FOR THE

AND

SELECTION

CATALOGUE

Except in 1994, no form of sieving was used for the recoveryof small finds
in the excavations of the Demeter sanctuary.The large numbers of very
small sherds in the pottery lots from the site suggest, however, that the
recovery of finds was diligently pursued. To my knowledge all recognizable EIA sherds were kept from the excavations. Except for a few pieces
removed to the museum and inventoried, sherds pertaining to saved deposits were, at the time my study began, stored with those lots in trays in
the storeroomsin Ancient Corinth. EIA sherdsfrom excavationunits ("baskets") that were discarded were saved in lots 6507, 72-122, and 75-272.
Because of the worn state of many of the sherds from the site, which makes
identification difficult, it is possible that a few sherds of this period were
discarded accidentally, but it is unlikely that this loss is significant. We
may be confident that the saved material reported here accuratelyreflects
what was originally excavated.
The commentary and catalogue of pieces that follow are intended to
provide a full range of representativepieces for all attested wares, shapes,
and chronological phases. In order to compile the catalogue I examined
carefully (and in some cases several times) every pottery lot for which the
excavators'description gave an indication that there might be pottery of
7th century or earlier date. The best-preserved and most telling pieces
were chosen for detailed description. Less well preserved and less distinctive pieces of Early Iron Age date (or possibly Early Iron Age date) were
allocated to a general lot description, which may be found in the appendix
to this article.

COMMENTARY ON THE POTTERY
CATEGORIES

OF WARES

LOCAL

WARES

FINE

The majorityof the Geometric fine wares are made of a well-prepared clay
that ranges in color from buff to yellowish or greenish buff. This is, beyond doubt, the same local clay that continued to be used for Corinthian
ceramics through the Archaic, Classical, and Hellenistic periods. The fabric of the earliest Iron Age vessels (Submycenaean and some Protogeometric) tends to be rather darkerin color, ranging from tannish buff to
orangish tan, though these pieces too are apparentlylocal.6
Among the pieces that seem, on the basis of fabric, to be of local
manufacture is one sherd belonging to the so-called Thapsos Class, 96.
Although the association of this class of pottery with Corinth has been

6. As yet no tests have been
performedto determinewhat factors
might contributeto the darkercolor of
these earlypieces.
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questioned owing to the scarcity of examples from excavations in the
Corinthia, chemical and minerological studies would seem to indicate that
it is indistinguishable from other Corinthian Late Geometric and
Protocorinthian fine wares.7
For reasons not yet understood, most of the fineware sherds from the
Demeter sanctuary-particularlythose of local fabric-were quite soft when
they came from the earth and remain so to the present. Since this condition apparentlyreflects some change in the structure of the fabric of the
pieces after their deposition in the earth, I have omitted referencesto hardness and texture in the descriptions in the catalogue. The softened condition of the fabrics of these pieces unfortunately contributes to the poor
state of the surfaces of the pieces and of their painted decoration.
IMPORTED

7. For the rarityof Thapsos pottery
at Corinth, see Williams 1983, p. 144.
ForThapsos pottery at nearbyIsthmia
(five fragments),see IsthmiaVIII
(forthcoming).For a summaryof earlier
views on the origin of the Thapsos
Class, see Neeft 1981, pp. 8-11. Neeft
himself favorsa non-Corinthianorigin,
probablysomewherewest of Corinth,
but he does not advancea specific
candidate(pp. 41-57).
For testing of specimensof the
Thapsos Class, see Grimaniset al.
1980; Deriu, Buchner,and Ridgway
1986. For other studies in which the
associationof the Thapsos Class with
Corinth is accepted,see Dehl 1983;
Bosana-Kourou1984; Benson 1989,
pp. 16-17; Morgan 1997, pp. 325-326.
8. In supportof a provenience
nearerthan Attica, Morgan cites
pottery from gravesat Aghioi
Theodoroi (ancient Krommyon),which
resemblesAttic in fabricbut shows
apparentCorinthianinfluencein regard
to its decoration;IsthmiaVIII (forthcoming).
9. Whitbread 1995, pp. 334-335.

FINE

WARES

In addition to the local fineware pottery there are pieces from the sanctuarywhose fabrics are certainlyforeign to the Corinthia. One foreign fabric
identifiable in two krater fragments, 34 and 35 (Fig. 11), is Argive; it is
recognizable by its characteristiccolor-purple at the core and tan on the
surface.
Another foreign fabric represented in this assemblage resembles Attic; it is orangish tan in color and usually has a few medium reddish brown
inclusions and very small bits of mica. Catalogued pieces with this fabric-3-5, 16, 57, 60, and 61 (Figs. 3, 6, 19, 20, 21)-usually have stylistic
features that tie them to the Attic ceramic tradition. Similarities in style
and fabric to known Attic wares, taken with evidence for extensive ceramic production in Attica at this time, support the Attic origin of these
pieces, but as Catherine Morgan has suggested with regardto similarpieces
from the Sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia, it is possible that some of
them might have been made at as yet unknown ceramic centers between
Corinth and Athens-at Megara, for example, or someplace still closer to
the Isthmus.' Until clay from the Peraion and Megarid is examined to
determine its similarity to Attic clay or until evidence of EIA ceramic
production is uncovered in these areas,the provenience of these pieces will
remain open to question. Since, however, the production of pottery of this
fabric is so far attested only in Attica, I have retained the descriptive term
"Attic"for these pieces. Other catalogued pieces-17, 58, 62-66 (Figs. 2,
17, 19, 21)-may also be Attic but areless certainly so. One other piece, 19
(Fig. 6), does not appearto be Corinthian,but its provenienceis not known.
LOCAL

COARSE

WARES

The EIA coarse pottery is consistently of the local gritty fabric that appeared in the Corinthia in prehistoric times and continued to be used for
utilitarian wares through the Orientalizing period. The gritty texture of
the fabricresults from the small pieces of stone added as a tempering agent
to the clay. Recent petrographic studies of Corinthian pottery, conducted
by Ian Whitbread, have shown that the bulk of the temper, varying in
color from brown to dark gray, is mudstone, which is locally available in
abundantquantities.9Like other Corinthian coarsewarevessels of the Early
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Iron Age, those from the Demeter sanctuaryall appearto have been handmade; their surfaces are not usually well smoothed and occasionally show
signs of paring and burnishing. Unfortunately, because the fabric and
method of manufacture of Corinthian coarse wares remained unchanged
for hundreds of years,it is not possible to determine precisely how many of
the numerous coarse body sherds in the lots should be assigned to the
Early Iron Age. Only those rarepieces preserving diagnostic features appropriate to known vessel types of the Early Iron Age can be assigned to
the period.
There is no indication that any of the coarsewarepottery datable to
the Early Iron Age was imported. Given the relatively high quality of the
local products, there was apparentlyno need to import similar wares from
abroad.The exclusive, or at least nearly exclusive, use of local coarse wares
is reflected in all other EIA deposits at Corinth that I have examined.
COOKING

WARES

Pottery lots from the Demeter sanctuary that include other EIA sherds
contain a few small fragments that might belong to early round-bottomed
chytras, but there are no fragments sufficiently diagnostic to be assigned
with certainty to the Early Iron Age.
ANALYSIS
FINE

OF SHAPES

WARES

The extant sherds of Dark Age and Geometric date suggest that closed
vessels were used at this time in much smaller numbers than open ones
and that the range of closed shapes was limited to varieties of oinochoai
and perhaps to amphoras.'0
Amphoras
Within the lotted pottery examined for this study there are no fragments
that can be positively identified as belonging to EIA amphoras.In several
lots containing both LH IIIC and EIA pottery, such as lots 6935 and
6936, there are amphora or hydria rim fragments with hollowed profiles
that are paralleled elsewhere in the latest phases of Late Helladic IIIC."
Whether amphoras and hydrias with rims of this profile continued to be
produced at Corinth at the beginning of the Early Iron Age has not yet
been confirmed. The fabrics of these rim fragments from the Demeter
sanctuary,and of most of the light-ground body sherds that might be associated with the rims, tend to resemble LH IIIC fabrics more than EIA
ones. For this reasonI have excludedthese pieces from the catalogue,though
I list them in the lot summary,where their date is given as "LH IIIC (or
possibly later?)."
Two Middle Geometric body sherds of closed vessels, 1 and 2 (Fig. 2),
arevery likely to belong to large amphoras,since the thickness of the body
wall of each sherd is greater than that of even the largest of Corinthian
Geometric oinochoai. A number of fragments, 16-24 (Figs. 2, 6-8), which
range in date from Protogeometric to Middle Geometric, might belong to

10. Here is, perhaps,an appropriate
point at which to comment on the
quantificationof wares.In this study I
have not attemptedto make a precise
accountingof the relativequantitiesof
variouswares and shapes.Although I
believe that such quantificationcan,
under the right circumstances,provide
valuableevidence for questions
concerningtradeand site use, I have
refrainedfrom quantifyingthe material
from the Demeter sanctuarybecause of
severalfactorsthat I think could
significantlydistort the numbersand so
mislead.Foremostamong these are the
relativelysmall numbersof identifiable
EIA sherdsfrom the site and the
relativelyhigh possibilityof errorin
identifying and dating these sherds,
becauseof their generallypoor
condition and the fact that they derive
from mixed contexts.Under the
circumstances,it seems better to
present more generalobservationsthan
to presenta precisebut potentially
erroneousquantification.
11. See Mountjoy 1986, p. 185, fig.
239:1.
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other, smaller amphoras, but they are more likely to belong to oinochoai,
since in Corinthian EIA deposits, generally,oinochoai are far more common than amphoras.
Oinochoai
The earliest Iron Age oinochoai from the Demeter sanctuarythat can be
identified with certainty are three Attic imports, 3-5 (Fig. 3), which probably date to the Middle or Late Protogeometric period.Two shoulder fragments decorated with sets of concentric semicircles, 16 and 17 (Figs. 2, 6),
probablybelong to similar Attic oinochoai. Two other shoulder fragments
decorated with crosshatched patterns, 18 and 19 (Fig. 6), might also belong to Protogeometric oinochoai, but both the shape and date of these
pieces remain uncertain. The earliest securely identifiable Corinthian
oinochoe fragments, 6 and 7 (Figs. 2,4), are decorated in a manner typical
of the Late Protogeometric and Early Geometric periods, with a darkground exterior interrupted by a zigzag zone at the base of the shoulder.
Three foot fragments, 20-22 (Fig. 7), are appropriatefor Early Geometric
oinochoai of the same type, but they might also pertain to contemporary
amphorasof modest proportions. Neck fragments decorated with isolated
panels, such as 23 and 24 (Figs. 2, 8), probably represent local Middle
Geometric oinochoai of the common large variety,though they too might
belong to small amphoras instead. One oinochoe, 8 (Fig. 4), represented
by three nonjoining fragments, is of a Middle Geometric II variety characterized by a round body and tall, narrowneck. Body and neck fragments
with horizontal banding, such as 25-27 (Figs. 2, 9), and one foot fragment, 28 (Fig. 9), probably belong to conventional full-size oinochoai of
the Late Geometric or Early Protocorinthian period.
Although 7th-century conical oinochoai are well represented in the
pottery assemblage of the Demeter sanctuary,earlier examples are rare.
The banded neck fragment 10 may be as early as Middle Geometric, while
the other fragments, 11-15, probablydate to the Late Geometric and Early
Protocorinthian periods (Figs. 2, 5).

12. See cataloguefor comparanda.

Kraters
The earliest Iron Age fragment that might belong to a krateris the small
fragment from the body of a handmade vessel, 30 (Fig. 10), decoratedwith
horizontal bands and a crosshatchedpattern. Although not precisely datable,comparisonwith other handmadepieces in datablecontexts at Corinth
suggests that this piece might belong in the Protogeometricperiod.12
The next earliest kratersare datable to the Early Geometric or Middle
Geometric I period. At least one of these, 31 (Fig. 10), seems to be an
enlarged version of the typical Corinthian Early Geometric and Middle
Geometric I skyphos (Fig. 25), with which it must be contemporary.The
profile of the body and rim is like that of the skyphos, and the decoration,
with zigzag handle zone, is also the same. A second, smaller fragment, 32
(Fig. 10), probably belongs to a similar krater,though too little now survives to confirm the profile. Another kraterfragment, 33 (Fig. 10), which
preserves only a small portion of the top of the body and bottom of the
rim, seems to represent a more developed form, closer to that of later
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Corinthian Middle Geometric and Late Geometric kraters.The decoration of the exterior with an isolated handle panel is, however, still in the
Early Geometric and Middle Geometric I tradition. Contemporary with
the preceding pieces are two fragments of imported Argive kraters,34 and
35 (Fig. 11), both preserving portions of their meander handle panel.
Three fragments, 38-40 (Fig. 12), may be assigned imprecisely to the
Middle Geometric or Late Geometric phases, while a fourth, 41 (Fig. 13),
decorated with circles joined by tangents on the rim and a waterbird on
the upper body, can be dated with assuranceto the Late Geometric period.
The body and handle fragment 42 (Fig. 14), with zigzags in the handle
zone, and the lower body fragments 43 and 44 (Fig. 14), which are decorated with continuous horizontal banding, might date as early as the Late
Geometric period or as late as the Early Protocorinthian.

Skyphoi
The earliest skyphos fragments included in this study, 45-49 (Figs. 15,
16), have profiles similar to those of the deep bowls of Rutter's latest
Mycenaean phases, LH IIIC 4-5.13 Because of this similarity and the generally small and worn condition of the sherds from the Demeter sanctuary,
it is often hard, in fact, to distinguish between the earliest pieces included
here and the latest included in Rutter'sstudy.Neither within the Demeter
sanctuarynor elsewhere in the Corinthia is there a stratigraphicsequence
to show clearly the development and chronology of the skyphos from the
end of the Bronze Age through the Early Iron Age, but the limited evidence from local deposits, combined with relevant evidence from elsewhere in Greece, suggests that the earliest skyphoi included here belong
to the transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age. These skyphoi have
deep bodies whose upper walls rise almost vertically to unarticulated
outward-turned rims. The exteriors of the bodies are solidly glazed except
for a reserved handle zone decorated very simply with a single horizontal
zigzag.
Skyphoi of similar form and decoration are common elsewhere in the
northeast Peloponnese, at Mycenae, Tiryns, and Asine, and it may be assumed that they are all at least roughly contemporary with one another.
Despite this fact, however, there is disagreement about how best to characterize the chronological phase to which they belong. Barbro Frizell assigns them to a "Final Mycenaean" phase;14 Penelope Mountjoy to a
"Submycenaean"phase;'5 and Alkestis Papadimitriou to a "Friiheisenzeit
I" phase.16 At Corinth small sherds of similar skyphoi were found by Oscar Broneer in 1950 in the area of the South Stoa.'7 Unfortunately, these
pieces, like those from the Demeter sanctuary,all lack their feet. Consequently there is no evidence for whether such skyphoi at Corinth had low
conical feet, as traditionally associated with the Submycenaean phase in
Attica and the Argolid, or taller conical feet, as traditionally associated
with the Protogeometric.
A small domestic deposit associated with a hearth in the areawest of
the museum at Ancient Corinth provides the earliest certain example of a
tall-footed skyphos at Corinth (C-38-552, Fig. 18). This particular example has only a single reservedband above the reserved foot, but another

13. See Rutter 1979, pp. 361-363,
nos. 8-13, pp. 366-367, nos. 32-54,
p. 373, no. 74, p. 380, nos. 96-106,
pp. 384-385, nos. 133-137, p. 387,
nos. 146-148, figs. 2, 4, 6, 7.
14. AsineII, iii, pp. 77-79, 85-86.
Frizell prefersthis term to
for the phase
"Submycenaean"
immediatelyprecedingthe
Protogeometric,because she feels that
"Submycenaean"
inappropriately
implies degeneracy.
15. Mountjoy 1986, pp. 2-3, 15-17,
29-30. Mountjoy favorsthe term
because she sees the
"Submycenaean"
cultureof this period as "thedying
Mycenaeanculture."She arguesthat all
the new featuresof the period had
begun alreadyin Late Helladic IIIC
and that the stirrupjar,"theMycenaean
vase par excellence,"was retainedin
this laterperiod.
16. Papadimitriou1988, pp. 228242. Papadimitrioufavorsthis term
becausethe ceramicsof this phase
show,in her opinion, overwhelming
innovations.

17. Broneer1951, p. 293, pl. 89.
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18. For the Protogeometricskyphoi
from Asine, see Asine II, iv:3, pp. 157,
175-193, figs. 130-135. Recent finds
from Lefkandishow a similarpattern:
skyphoiwith low conical feet and
simple zigzag handle zones first appear
in the Submycenaeanperiod in tombs
of the Skoubriscemetery;skyphoiwith
the zigzag framedwith horizontal
reservedbands do not appearuntil the
Protogeometricphase. See LefkandiI,
pp. 297-299, pls. 92, 107, 111; Lejkandi
II, i, p. 23, pl. 12.
19. The periodizationsuggested
here differsfrom that suggestedby
Rutter,who saw the latest Mycenaean
pottery from the Demeter sanctuary
(LH IIIC: five sherdsassociatedwith
terracefill) as the equivalentof Attic
Submycenaeanand immediately
antecedentto the transitional
hearth
Submycenaean/Protogeometric
depositwest of the Corinth Museum;
Rutter 1979, p. 383. My alternative,
which interposesa "Submycenaean"
phase between his latest pottery and
the hearth deposit, seems to be
consistentwith recentlypublished
evidencefrom the Argolid;Mountjoy,
in her discussionof this material,
arguesthat it is contemporarywith the
Submycenaeanphase of westernAttica;
see Mountjoy and Hankey 1988, pp. 25. For a good reviewof the problems
connectedwith the Submycenaean
phase, see Papadopoulos1993, pp. 176181. For an insightfulhistoriographic
reviewof evolvingideas about the
natureof the EarlyIron Age, see
Morris 1997, pp. 96-131.
20. Williams 1970, pp. 16-19, pl. 9.
Becausethe change in the form of the
skyphosis so significantin the
developmentof Corinthianceramics,I
preferto link it with the inception of
the Early Geometricphase ratherthan
the end of the Protogeometric.
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skyphos from the same deposit (C-38-619a, Fig. 18), which unfortunately
lacks its foot, has a reserved handle zone in which the horizontal zigzag is
augmented by reserved horizontal bands above and below. On the basis of
more abundant evidence at Asine, where low-footed skyphoi with relatively simple zigzag handle zones give way at the beginning of the
Protogeometric period to tall-footed exampleswith more elaboratehandle
zones with reservedbands above and below the zigzag, I think it is reasonable to suggest that the change from simple to more complex zigzag handle
zones may signal the inception of the Protogeometric period at Corinth."8
For pieces with the simpler handle zone, such as 48 and 49, which I would
place between the latest Late Helladic IIIC phase and the inception of
the Protogeometric, I have adopted the term "Submycenaean,"but I use
it without implications for the nature of the ceramics or the period in
which they were produced.19In the Corinthia there is not yet enough evidence for the ceramics or other aspects of the culture of the period to
or some other designation might be more
indicatewhether "Submycenaean"
appropriate.
Rim and body fragments,such as 51-53 (Figs. 15,17), which aresimilar
to those of the earliest skyphoi but decorated with a handle zone comprised of a zigzag framed by reserved bands, can be assigned with some
assuranceto the Protogeometric period. Apparently skyphoi decorated in
this way were produced throughout the Protogeometric period at Corinth,
for exactly the same decorative pattern continues into the Early Geometric and Middle Geometric I phases (Fig. 25). Generally, the zigzags on
Protogeometric and later skyphoi are executed in dilute glaze, but that on
51 is painted with thick glaze in the manner of the earlier Submycenaean
skyphoi. If this is, indeed, significant, it would suggest that 51 belongs at
the beginning of the Protogeometric series. A few tall conical feet of local
fabric,such as 55 and 56 (Fig. 19), might belong to Protogeometric skyphoi
of this type, but since they do not join any of the extant body fragments,
they might also belong to skyphoi of another type.
In addition to the Protogeometric skyphoi decorated with zigzags,
others decorated in the common Attic manner with sets of concentric
circles in a light-ground handle zone are attested among the fragments
from the Demeter sanctuary.A couple of these, 60 and 61 (Figs. 20, 21),
have a fabric that I judge to be Attic. A few others, 62-64 (Figs. 17, 21),
have a tan fabric which might also be Attic, but which is not identical to
the Attic fabrics that I have observed closely. Still other skyphos fragments with concentric circles, 68 and 69 (Fig. 21), have a fabric that fits
within the range of local Corinthian fine wares, thus suggesting that they
are local imitations of the Attic type. Although the fragments of these
Attic and Atticizing skyphoi are generally too small for precise dating,
they are certainly later than the early, experimental stage of the Attic
Protogeometric period, and the tall form of the foot fragment 57 (Fig. 19),
which is very likely to belong to an Attic import, indicates that some at
least of these skyphoi may be assigned to the Late Protogeometric period.
As is indicated by the assemblage of pottery from grave 1968-1 in the
area of the later forum of Corinth, the period of transition to the Early
Geometric phase saw a change in the form of the local skyphos.20The new
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version,which retained the traditionaldecorationwith zigzag handle zone,
was configured with a low ring foot, hemispherical body, and low concave
rim. This type, once established, changed little for more than seventy-five
years, through the Early Geometric and Middle Geometric I periods. To
judge from skyphoi of this type in datable contexts at Corinth, there is no
clear distinction between examples from these two periods (see Fig. 25).
Accordingly, I have given a general date of "Early Geometric or Middle
Geometric I" to most of the fragments in the catalogue (72-78, 84, 85,
Figs. 23, 24, 26) as well as in the lot summary.There are, however, a few
skyphoi of this variety, such as 79-82 (Figs. 23, 24), whose upper bodies
curve in particularlystrongly at the top, that seem to be the latest of the
series, since skyphoi with comparableprofiles, such as C-63-646 (Fig. 25),
are so far attested only in a Middle Geometric I context at Corinth.21
In the Middle Geometric period, skyphoi imitative of the Attic variety are common in Corinthian deposits, and by the Middle Geometric II
phase they apparentlysupplant the local variety discussed above. From the
Demeter sanctuaryrims of severalof these skyphoi (or less likely kantharoi
of related shape) show considerablevariety in their profile. In most cases,
too little is preserved to determine the decorative scheme or the precise
date. Some, such as 90-92 (Figs. 28, 29), may have had solidly glazed
bodies and banded rims, like KP 167 from the Potters' Quarter (Fig. 30).
One, 94 (Figs. 28, 29), has a chevron handle zone and banded rim, a common decorative scheme in the Middle Geometric II phase.22
One particularlytall rim, 95 (Fig. 29), might date to the Late Geometric period, though I have been unable to find a close parallel for it.
Another rim, 96 (Fig. 31), which dates to the end of the Late Geometric
period or to the Early Protocorinthian period, is the only certainly identifiable piece of Thapsos Class pottery from the sanctuary.Needless to say,
this single piece does little to clarify the vexing question of the provenience of the Thapsos Class, though the poor representation of this ware
within the 8th-century pottery of the Demeter sanctuaryprovides further
confirmation of its rarity at Corinth.23
In addition to fragments of full-size skyphoi, the site has produced
one fragment of a miniature (roughly half-size) example, 98 (Fig. 33). Its
profile and decoration, particularlythe triple reserved band on the rim,
resemble Late Geometric and Early Protocorinthian skyphoi, although a
later date cannot be excluded. With the possible exception of this last piece,
the latest skyphos fragment included in this study is 97 (Fig. 32), which
seems, on the evidence of its profile and decoration, to belong to the Early,
or perhaps Middle, Protocorinthian period.
Protokotylai
Though common in Middle Geometric II deposits elsewhere in Corinth,
the protokotyle,a distinctivelyCorinthianvariantof the skyphoswith semicircularbody and minimal rim, is firmly attested by only four rim fragments from the Demeter sanctuary.The decoration, where preserved,follows well-attested patterns for such vessels; 99 has a chevron handle zone,
while 101 is solidly glazed but for a single reservedband on the inside and
outside of the rim (Fig. 34). A few fragments of small low feet, such as 102

21. The context is well 1963-7 at
Anaploga (unpublished).
22. See cataloguefor comparanda.
23. See note 7 above.
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(Fig. 36), might belong to protokotylai, as might some of the many canted
horizontal loop handles and small solidly glazed body fragments in the
pottery lots.
Kotylai
The successor of the Middle Geometric II protokotyle, the kotyle proper,
is representedby two handles decorated with bars, 103 and 104 (Fig. 37),
which probablybelong to hemispherical kotylai of the Late Geometric or
transitional Late Geometric/Early Protocorinthian phase.24To the same
period should be dated one small body fragment, 105 (Fig. 37), which
likely, though not certainly,belongs to a kotyle. Its decoration is reminiscent of that of pottery of the so-called Thapsos Class, though I am uncertain that it does actuallybelong that class. Other pieces, including a small
fragment with a small, squat two-legged bird in the handle zone, 106 (Fig.
37), and a half-size kotyle with sigma'sin the handle zone, 108 (Fig. 37),
are likely to date to the Early Protocorinthian phase, while one small rim
fragment, 107 (Fig. 37), which has wire birds in the handle zone, may date
to either the Early or Middle Protocorinthian period.

24. For the typology and chronology
of the Corinthiankotyle, see Neeft
1975, pp. 107-117. His conclusions,
much influencedby evidencefrom the
colonies of Magna Graecia,are not all
born out by evidencefrom Corinth;in
particular,the absenceof examplesof
hemisphericalkotylai of Neeft's type 1
(with chevronhandle zone) from well
1978-4, which containednumerous
other kotylairelatedto Neeft's types 36, stronglysuggeststhat productionof
type 1 stoppedbefore that of these
other types. For the kotylaifrom well
1978-4, see Williams 1983, pp. 140144, figs. 1-3.
25. IsthmiaVIII (forthcoming).
26. Perachora
I, p. 60, pl. 11:1, 2.
27. Williams 1986, p. 18, fig. 1:1
andJ.

Cups
Among the sherds of the Demeter lots there are several, including 112120 (Figs. 39, 40), that belong to the common variety of Corinthian onehandled cup, with flat base, ovoid body, and low rim, that first appeared
toward the end of the Late Protogeometric period and continued into the
Middle Geometric (Fig. 41). In addition to these fragments, there are two
small conical feet, 110 and 111 (Fig. 38), that might belong to earlier
high-footed cups of the Protogeometric period, but unfortunately no rim
or body fragments assignable to such early cups have been identified with
certainty.
A considerable number of one-handled cups of both the high-footed
Protogeometric type and flat-based Geometric type were found at Isthmia,
where they are associated by Morgan with early cult activity in the Sanctuary of Poseidon.25Two examples of the flat-based variety were found in
the Geometric Deposit of the Sanctuary of Hera Akraia at Perachora,26
and a few others of both high-footed and low types were found on the
peak of Acrocorinth in the area of the later Sanctuaryof Aphrodite.27Although these findspots might suggest a special appropriatenessof this vessel type for early Corinthian cult, the fact that elsewhere in Corinth cups
of the same type have been found in both domestic debris and graves indicates that they could be used for all occasions. Their presence in the archaeological record does not, therefore, provide by itself any clear indication of the nature of the site in which they are found.
Kyathoi
The apparentsuccessor of the one-handled cup, the kyathos, is attested by
only three handle fragments, including 122 (Fig. 42). Though precise dating of these pieces is not possible, they may be assigned generally to the
Late Geometric or Early Protocorinthian period, when this shape was
common at Corinth.
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Kalathoi
In none of the pottery lots from the Demeter sanctuary that I examined
were there any recognizable fragments of EIA kalathoi. The absence of
this vessel type is especially interesting in the light of the fact that from the
7th century onward, when the site was certainly devoted to the cult of
Demeter and Kore, the miniature kalathos, or kalathiskos, was the most
common type of votive.28The absence of what in later times was a typical
votive in the sanctuarymight seem at first to provide evidence for the fact
that the site did not as yet function as a sanctuary in the Early Iron Age,
but this evidence is hardly conclusive, since types of vessels or other objects chosen for offerings might change with time. It is interesting to note,
however, that kalathoi are attested in the Geometric Deposit of the Sanctuary of Hera at Perachoraand that others are attested, perhaps as early as
the Protogeometric period, at the Sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia.29
Stand
One final fineware piece from the Demeter sanctuarythat remains to be
mentioned is 123 (Fig. 43), a hollow, concave stand, such as one might use
to support the base of a large vessel. Datable to the end of the Protogeometric or Early Geometric period by its decoration, this piece is one of
only two yet known at Corinth, the other being a more simply decorated
example from a Middle Geometric I grave group.30
The preceding summaryrevealsthat most of the fineware shapes common
in the Corinthia during the Early Iron Age are attested in the assemblage
from the Demeter sanctuary,although not all shapes are attested in all
periods. There are, however, a few common shapes that are not attested.
As has alreadybeen mentioned, kalathoi are lacking. In addition, pyxides
of all forms (globular,ovoid, skyphoid, and cylindrical),globular lekythoi,
and aryballoi are also entirely absent. The absence of the last two shapes,
however,is not surprising,since with few exceptions these have been found
at Corinth only in graves.
COARSE

WARES

Amphoras or Hydrias
Most numerous of the diagnostic coarsewaresherds of the Early Iron Age
are the neck and rim fragments of large amphoras or hydrias of common
Corinthian types.31Even so, they representonly four vessels. Two of these,
124 and 125 (Figs. 44,45), areMiddle Geometric; the third, 126 (Fig. 46),
is probably Late Geometric; and the fourth, 127 (Fig. 47), may be either
Late Geometric or Early Protocorinthian. Besides these fragments, there
is one Geometric hydria body fragment, 128 (Fig. 48), identifiable by its
horizontal handle but not precisely datable, and one Early Geometric or
Middle Geometric base fragment, 129 (Fig. 49), that might belong to yet
another hydria.
In addition to the full-size examples of coarse amphoras or hydrias
there is a remarkable miniature, 130 (Fig. 50), which accurately reproduces, at a much reduced scale, a Type A amphora,or similar hydria,of the
Early Protocorinthian period. Although it is tempting to see such a piece

28. See CorinthXVIII, i, pp. 19-25.
29. Perachora
I, pp. 61-62, pls. 13,
14, 123; IsthmiaVIII (forthcoming).
30. Nichols 1905, pp. 417-418, no.
10, p1.15; CorinthVII,i, p. 18, no. 65,
p1.10.
31. For these types, see Pfaff 1988,
pp. 29-31, fig. 22 (amphoras);pp. 3133, fig. 23 (hydrias).
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as a votive miniature, that is by no means certain.Three miniatureType A
amphoras of much later date (4th century) have been found in domestic
contexts at Corinth, suggesting that this type of vessel had some practical
function in daily life.32
Pithoi
Pottery lots from the Demeter sanctuary that contain other datable Late
Mycenaean and EIA sherds contain, as well, some very heavy rim fragments and thick body sherds that must belong to pithoi. Since the fragments are all relatively small, and since the typology of early Corinthian
pithoi is not well established, it is difficult to date these pieces independently.33That the greatest concentration of pithos sherds appears in the
lots that contain preponderantly,or almost exclusively,LH IIIC material
suggests that most of the pithoi are Late Mycenaean.34There are, nonetheless, a few pieces, including 131 and 132 (Fig. 51), on which the decorative bands so closely resemble those of pithos fragments from other
Geometric deposits at Corinth that they might date as late as the 8th
century.

32. These amphorasare cited in the
entryfor 130 in the catalogue.
33. For CorinthianEIA pithoi, see
Pfaff 1988, p. 33.
34. Most of the significantpithos
fragmentsfrom these lots have already
been published:Rutter 1979, p. 369,
nos. 71, 72, p. 378, no. 82, pp. 381-382,
nos. 115-124, 126, figs. 2, 7, pls. 92, 93.
35. For the developmentof this
shape,see Pfaff 1988, pp. 33-35.
36. Evidence for the date is
providedin the catalogue.This piece
was previouslydated to the
Protogeometricor Early Geometric
period in Bookidis and Fisher 1974,
p.286.
37. Coarsewaredeep bowls from
other EIA deposits in the Corinthia
most often have plain hemispherical
forms:CP-1903 and CP-1904 (both
LPG, from a child'sgraveat Vello;
CorinthVII, i, p. 7, nos. 14, 15, pl. 2),
W-18 (EG, from a graveat the
northernedge of Ancient Corinth;
CorinthVII, i, p. 15, no. 50, pl. 8), CP2223 (MG I, from near a graveat
Klenia;Charitonides1955, p. 127, no.
17, pl. 40). One MG II example,C-75192 (fromgrave 1975-3; Williams and
Fisher 1976, p. 104, no. 15, pl. 18), has
a distinct evertedrim.
38. For a full discussionof this type
of bowl, see Pfaff 1988, pp. 36-37.

Pitchers
Two base fragments, 134 and 135 (Fig. 53), have the appropriatesize and
profile to belong to Early Geometric or Middle Geometric coarse pitchers
of the common full-size variety.35One other smallerpitcher, 133 (Fig. 52),
the only complete vase of the Early Iron Age from the Demeter sanctuary,
was the sole offering in grave 1972-8 (Fig. 57), discussed below. Though it
is difficult to date, comparison with slightly larger pitchers from an Early
Geometric graveat Corinth (Fig. 52) suggests that this piece may be roughly
contemporary.36
Bowls
Bowls of two different types may be represented among the EIA sherds
from the Demeter sanctuary.Two rim fragments with slightly different
profiles, 136 and 137 (Fig. 53), apparentlybelong to deep bowls. Although
these bowls do not as yet have parallels from datable contexts at Corinth,
their superficialresemblanceto deep bowls and skyphoi of the Late Helladic
IIIC through the Protogeometric period suggests that they might date toward the beginning of the Early Iron Age, if not earlier.37Distinct from
the deep bowl is another wider, shallowervariety,attested by two rim fragments, 138 and 139 (Fig. 53). The close similarity of the profile of these
fragments to better preservedand dated pieces in other deposits at Corinth
suggests that they belong to a variety of pedestaled bowl attested in
Corinthian domestic deposits from the Middle Geometric II to the Early
Protocorinthian period.38Within this chronological range there is no apparent development in the profile of the rims of the bowls; consequently, a
closer dating of 138 and 139 is not possible.
Lids
The pottery from the Demeter sanctuaryincludes two fragmentary diskshaped lids, 140 and 141 (Fig. 53), of a kind attested in Corinthian
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domestic deposits as early as the Middle Geometric I period and as late as
the Early Protocorinthian. The pieces from the Demeter sanctuary are
likely to fall within that chronological range, but where exactly cannot be
determined.These pieces, like other similarlids at Corinth, preservetraces
of blackening from fire or smoke, suggestive of their use in cooking. This
is, so far as I have been able to determine, the only positive evidence for
cooking on the site in the Early Iron Age.
As the preceding summary of coarsewareshapes indicates, most common
types of vessels are attested in low numbers. Some, however, are not attested at all:the aryballos/globularjug,39the krater,40and the basket bowl.41
The absence of the last two shapes is particularlydecisive, because they are
so easy to identify; any small rim fragment of the kraterand any fragment
whatsoever of the bowl would be immediately recognizable. It may be
significantthat these two shapes aremost abundantlyattestedin Corinthian
deposits dating to the Middle Geometric II period, a period not particularly well represented by the fine wares from the Demeter sanctuary.The
absence of the coarse aryballos/globularjug is not surprising, since this
shape, like its fineware counterpart,is generally associated with graves.
The relative number of coarseware to fineware vessels seems rather
small by the standards of domestic (well) deposits at Corinth, but this
should not be overemphasized. The difficulty of identifying small fragments of EIA coarsewarevessels in mixed contexts is likely to have contributed to the underrepresentationof these vessels in the catalogue. The
criteria for saving pottery from the excavations is also likely to have affected the relative proportions;whereas every recognizable fineware sherd
of the Early Iron Age was saved, regardless of whether the remainder of
the context pottery was saved or discarded, coarsewaresherds, apart from
those in saved lots, were discarded.
THE

SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE

SHAPES

REPRESENTED

From the range of shapes representedin the EIA ceramic assemblagefrom
the Demeter sanctuary,we might hope to clarify the nature of activity at
the site from the 11th through the 8th century, in order to determine
whether during part or all of that period the site was used for ordinary
habitation, as apparentlyit was in the Late Helladic IIIC period, or for the
cult of Demeter and Kore, as it was from the 7th century onward. The
difficulty in realizing this hope is that the EIA ceramics of the Corinthia
do not seem to be highly specialized according to function. Most of the
same kinds of vases appearin domestic, funerary,and religious contexts, as
is evident in Table 1, which compares the types of vessels attested for each
period from the Demeter sanctuary with those from domestic deposits
and graves at Corinth and with those from the Sanctuary of Hera at
Perachora.42

As this table shows, only grave assemblages are distinctive, because of
the prevalence within them of small closed vessels-particularly the
Protogeometric globular lekythos and its Geometric successor, the
aryballos-which are not attested at all or very rarely in other contexts.
Between the assemblage from the Demeter sanctuary and domestic

jug,"I
39. By "aryballos/globular
mean pieces such as CorinthVII, i, p. 7,
nos. 16-18, pl. 2.
40. For this shape,see Pfaff 1988,
pp. 35-36, figs. 31, 32.
41. For this shape,see Pfaff 1988,
pp. 37-38, fig. 37, pl. 31.
42. I believe with Humfry Payne
and others that the Heraion at
Perachorawas alreadyunder
Corinthiancontrol in the Geometric
period.Agreeing, furthermore,with
J. B. Salmon that Payne overemphasized the numberand significanceof
Argive Geometric sherds,I consider
the finds from Perachorato be
representativeof a normal Corinthian
Geometric sanctuaryassemblage.On
the question of Corinthianinvolvement
in the Sanctuaryof Hera at Perachora
and the Corinthianorigin of the
Geometric pottery,see Salmon 1972,
pp. 178-204.
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assemblages at Corinth there is no obvious difference for any period
for which there is evidence to compare, except for the apparent absence
of cooking-ware chytras and coarsewarekratersfrom the Demeter sanctuary.There is, likewise, no obvious discrepancybetween the Middle Geometric II-Late Geometric pottery from the Demeter sanctuary and that
of the corresponding periods represented at the Heraion of Perachora.
In addition, it is clear from Morgan's forthcoming study of the EIA
pottery at Isthmia that the range of shapes she associates there with the
earliest phases of the Sanctuary of Poseidon (from the end of the
Submycenaeanor Early Protogeometric period) is likewise consistent with
the range of shapes from the site of the Demeter sanctuary.43
Of the pottery from the Demeter sanctuary presented in this study
the only pieces that might seem to have been specifically created as votives
are the miniature skyphos (98), kotyle (108), and amphoraor hydria (130),
all of which may date to the late 8th century. Since, however, these pieces
are not so small as to be nonfunctional simulacra,their function as devotional offerings cannot be proved. Indeed, as noted above, the miniature
amphora or hydria may have served a practical domestic function, while
the small drinking vessels may have been intended for the daily use of a
child. Although the absence of clearly identifiable votives from the EIA
pottery of the Demeter sanctuary denies immediate confirmation of the
ritual function of both the pottery and the site, I hasten to add that it does
not by any means exclude the possibility of a ritual function. As is immediately clear from the publication of finds from the Geometric Deposit of
the Heraion at Perachora,pottery of special votive types was very rare in
the Corinthia before the 7th century.Indeed the only obvious votive vessel
of the 8th century at Perachora is a fragmentary tripod caldron, painted
with decoration evocative of that on more expensive bronze specimens.44
CHRONOLOGICAL

43. IsthmiaVIII (forthcoming).
44. Perachora
I, p. 55, pls. 14:6,
124:1.
45. This chronologyfollows the
scheme given in GGP p. 330.
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Because so very little of the EIA pottery from the site of the Sanctuaryof
Demeter and Koreis well enough preservedto be assignedto specificphases,
it is impossible to give a precise accounting of the distribution of sherds by
period. I will offer here only a few general observations, freely admitting
that even these might distort reality by reason of the fact that within a
collection of small sherds such as this site has yielded, the shapes and decorative schemes of certain periods might be more easily identifiable than
those of others.
Within the Early Iron Age it would appearthat the greatest concentration of pottery on the site belongs to the Early Geometric and Middle
Geometric I periods (ca. 875 to 800).45 Within these periods, the most
common vessel type is the local low-footed skyphos decoratedwith a horizontal zigzag framed above and below by horizontal reserved bands. Unfortunately,because it is not possible to distinguish clearly between Early
Geometric and Middle Geometric I skyphoi, it is impossible to determine
the relativepercentage of Early Geometric to Middle Geometric I pottery
from the site and thus to determine whether the numbers increase or decrease from one phase to the next, or whether they remain constant.
Pottery of the previous Protogeometric period, from roughly the sec-
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ond half of the 11th century to the beginning of the 9th,46appears to be
the next most abundant on the site. The tall-footed skyphos is the most
common shape, attested in both the local dark-ground variety with the
banded zigzag handle zone and the light-ground Attic variety with concentric circles. As yet too little is known about the development of Corinthian Protogeometric pottery, and the sherds from the Demeter sanctuary are too small, to allow an accurateassessment of the relative number
of fragmentsassignableto each of the Protogeometricsubphases.It is worth
noting, here, that all the recognizably Attic pieces-oinochoai, 3-5, 16,
and skyphoi, 57, 60, 61-date to the Protogeometric period. In her study
of the EIA pottery from Isthmia, Morgan links the appearance of contemporary Attic or Attic-like pottery on that site to the participation in
the Sanctuary of Poseidon of people from beyond the Isthmus,47but the
increasing evidence of Attic Protogeometric pottery at Corinth48suggests
rather that Attic vases were common items of trade at this time.
The remaining periods-Submycenaean, Middle Geometric II, Late
Geometric, and Early Protocorinthian-are clearly less well represented
in the ceramic record of the Demeter sanctuary,but a precise statistical
ranking among them is not feasible, since too few pieces are precisely datable. The numbers of sherds from these periods, though not abundant,
seem, nonetheless, sufficient to confirm a sustained human presence on
the site during these periods. For the Middle Geometric II through the
Early Protocorinthian periods, the occupation of the site is further substantiated by the presence of fine large kraters,38-44, which can hardly
have been left by occasional passersby.For those periods less well represented by ceramic finds, as for those better represented,the most prevalent
types of vases are varieties of drinking vessels: skyphoi of the earliest type
in the Submycenaean,skyphoi of Attic type and protokotylaiin the Middle
Geometric II, and kotylai in the Late Geometric and EarlyProtocorinthian
periods.
The pottery presented here seems to represent all phases of the Early
Iron Age so far attested in the Corinthia. There is, moreover, no obvious
gap between the earliest Iron Age material and the latest Mycenaean or
between the latest Iron Age material and the earliest Orientalizing. On
the basis of this apparentlyunbroken pottery sequence, it might then seem
reasonableto conclude that the occupation of the site was continuous from
Late Helladic times right through to the Orientalizing period. In reality,
however, the pottery sequence for the period in question might conceal a
gap of some twenty to forty years, during which the site was abandoned. It
might be possible, for example, that none of the Early Geometric material
dates to the last twenty years of that period and that none of the Middle
Geometric I material dates to the first ten years of that period; consequently,despite the abundantremainsof both Early Geometric and Middle
Geometric I pottery, suggestive of continuity from one period to the next,
there might be a gap of thirty years from ca. 850 to 820 B.C. The difficulty
of confirming the continuity of occupation on a site from archaeological
evidence alone is, perhaps, self-evident, but it deserves special attention
here because of its relevance to the important question of the use of the
site, which is taken up in the sections after the catalogue.

46. The absolutechronologyof this
period is very uncertain;see PGC?pp.
291-295; GGCIpp. 327-328, 330;
Mountjoy and Hankey 1988, p. 27.
47. IsthmiaVIII (forthcoming).
48. Attic imports are especially
abundantin unpublishedProtogeometric deposits from near the site of
the SacredSpring (lots 6406 and 6407).
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The potterypresentedin the catalogueis dividedfirstby typeof wareand
then by shape.To the extentthat is possible,examplesof each shapeare
arrangedchronologicallyfrom earliestto latest. Pieces in the catalogue
thathavebeeninventoriedin the CorinthMuseumbearaninventorynumber;for example,62 has the inventorynumberC-71-304, indicatingthat
it was the 304th ceramicvesselinventoriedin 1971. Pieces that havenot
been inventoriedhave been assigneda numberaccordingto the pottery
lots fromwhich they derive;for example,1 is identifiedas lot 72-122:16,
indicatingthat it is the sixteenthnumberedsherdfromlot 72-122.49 All
employed
measurementsin the cataloguearein meters.The abbreviations
hereandin the lot summaryareas follows:

A = Archaic
Diam. = diameter
dim. = dimension
EG = EarlyGeometric(ca. 900/875-ca. 850/825)5?
EPC = EarlyProtocorinthian(ca. 720-690)
EPG = EarlyProtogeometric(ca. 1050/1025-980)
est. = estimated
G = Geometric(ca. 900/875-720)
H. = height
L. = length
LG = Late Geometric(ca. 750-720)
LH = Late Helladic
LPG = Late Protogeometric(ca. 960-900/875)
max.= maximum
MG I = Middle GeometricI (ca. 825-800)
MG II = Middle GeometricII (ca. 800-750)
MPC = Middle Protocorinthian(ca.690-650)
MPG = Middle Protogeometric(ca. 980-960)
p. = preserved
PG = Protogeometric(ca. 1050/1025-900/875)
SM = Submycenaean(ca. 1125/1075-1050/1025)
Th. = thickness
W. = width
49. Before 1972, potterylots at
Corinth were numberedsequentially
within a single series,but from 1972
lots were numberedsequentiallyby
year;lot 72-122, for example,is the
122nd lot for the year 1972.
50. The absolutedates of periods
providedhere areintended only as
rough approximations.For general
discussionsof Iron Age ceramic
chronology,see PGP,pp. 291-295;
GGCIpp. 302-331; Snodgrass1971,
pp. 106-125, 134-135; and Amyx
1988,11, pp. 397-434.

The colorsof fabricsandglazes areidentifiedby the numericalnotations
of the MunsellSoil ColorCharts(Baltimore1975).The size designations
for inclusionswithin the fabricsareas follows:verylarge= over2.0 mm,
large = 1.0-2.0 mm, medium = 0.5-1.0 mm, small = 0.2-0.5 mm, very
small= less than0.2 mm,minute= smallestvisible(usedforunmeasurable
sparklinginclusions).Piecesareassumedto be of local,Corinthian,origin
unlessnoted otherwise.
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Figure2. Amphoras/oinochoai.
Scale1:1
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Amphora(?),bodyfragment
Fig. 2
Lot 72-122:16.P.H. 0.039,Th. of
wall 0.005. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingsmallportionof
upperbody.Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/3) with verysmallblackand
browninclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR3/3 to
5YR 3/1) andcrackledwherethick,
light brown(5YR6/6) wheredilute.
Convexupperbodyof large
closedvessel,mostprobablyan
amphora,slopinginwardto shoulder
(missing).
Preserveddecorationon exterior
consistsof (frombottomto top):
solidlyglazedarea,two horizontal
reservedbands,narrowhorizontal
zone filledwith doubleax andvertical
bars,andhorizontalreservedband.
Originallytherewereprobablytwo
horizontalreservedbandsabovethe
doubleax zone. Interiorreserved.
A decorativezone with double
axesalternatingwith verticalbars
appearson two othersmallbody
sherdsof largeclosedvesselsfrom
Corinth:C-35-34 (MG, fromgrave
1935-25 in ForumWest area;
unpublished)andC-82-184a (MG II,
1

3

4

5
Figure3. Attic Protogeometric
oinochoai.Scale1:2
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from well 1981-6; Pfaff 1988, p. 42,
no. 4, pl. 27). Similar zones are
common on Attic MG I and II
amphoras;see GGCIpls. 3:a, d, 1,4:a.
MG

by a light-ground
characterized
shoulderandneck (PGCIpp.48-51,
pl.7).
PG
Attic oinochoe,rim fragment
Fig. 3
Lot 6940:8.P.H. 0.018.Two
joiningfragmentspreservingsmall
portionof rim andverysmallportion
of upperneck.Clay:tan (7.5YR7/4)
with one verylargeand numerous
mediumto smallreddishbrown
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:verydarkgray(5YR3/1);
worn.
Flaringupperneck of oinochoe
risingto rounded,outward-thickened
rimwith slightlyhollowedinterior.
Exteriorof rim glazed;restof
exteriorreserved.Upper0.015 m
interiorglazed;restof interior
reserved.
This pieceprobablybelongsto an
oinochoeof the sameclassas 3.
PG
4

Amphora(?), body fragment
Fig. 2
Lot 2163:2. Max. dim. 0.046, Th.
of wall 0.004-0.005. Single fragment
broken all around. Clay: tan (7.5YR
7/4) with small reddish brown
inclusions, very small white inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
dark brown (5YR 3/2) where thick,
light brown (5YR 6/3 to 6/6) where
dilute; worn.
Convex body of large closed
vessel, most probably an amphora.
Preserved decoration on exterior
consists of horizontal reserved band
above and below horizontal zone filled
with vertical glazed bands. Originally
there were probably double axes at
intervals in the horizontal zone (as on
the preceding piece) or X's, as on
T 2795 (MG II amphora from North
Cemetery; CorinthXIII, p. 39, no. S-8,
pl. 10). Interior reserved.
MG
2

Attic oinochoe, rim fragment
Fig. 3
Lot 72-122:33. PH. 0.019, W.
of handle 0.046, Th. of handle 0.018.
Single fragment preserving small
portion of rim and very small portion
of upper neck. Scar of upper handle
attachment on exterior of rim. Clay:
light orangish tan (between 5YR 8/4
and 7/6) with large to small reddish
brown inclusions, many very small to
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
very dark gray (7.5YR 3/0) to reddish
brown (2.5YR 5/6); very worn on
exterior.
Flaring upper neck of oinochoe
rising to rounded, outward-thickened
rim. Vertical handle, oval in section,
attached directly to outside of rim.
Exterior of rim solidly glazed;
preserved portion of neck reserved.
Upper 0.013 m of interior glazed;
remainder of interior reserved.
This piece and the two that
follow probablybelong to Attic
Protogeometric trefoil oinochoai of
Desborough's Class I, which is
3

Attic oinochoe,rim fragment
Fig. 3
Lot 6936:17.PH. 0.037. Single
fragmentpreservingsmallportionof
top of neck andrim.Clay:yellowish
tan (7.5YR7/6) with largeto small
reddishbrowninclusions,many
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
darkbrown(7.5YR4/2); crackledand
worn.
Neck of oinochoewith rounded,
outward-thickened
rim,similarto 3
and4.
Preservedportionof neck
reserved.Exteriorof rim solidly
glazed;restof exteriorreserved.Upper
0.007 m of interiorsolidlyglazed;rest
of interiorreserved.
This piece probablybelongsto an
oinochoeof the sameclassas 3.
PG
5

6

Oinochoe,
body/shoulderfragment Fig. 4
Lot 6936:5.P.H. 0.048, max.
Diam. ca. 0.12. Twojoining fragments
preservingsmallportionof upperbody
and shoulder.Clay:buff (7.5YR8/4)
with smallto verysmallwhite,brown,
andblackinclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR4/3)
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wherethick,light brown(5YR 6/
6) wheredilute.
Convexbodyand shoulderof
oinochoeroughlytwo-thirdsthe scale
of fill-sized PG and EG examples,
suchasW-20 (CorinthVII, i, p. 10,
no. 22, pl. 2). The profileis ovoid
tendingtowardbiconical,which
suggeststhat this is relativelyearlyin
the seriesof CorinthianPG and EG
Xl

oinochoai.

N

/

Dark-groundexteriorornamentedwith decorativezone at base
of shoulderconsistingof two horizontal reservedbandsframingcentral
reservedbandfilledwith zigzag
executedin diluteglaze.Interior
reserved.
Closestparallelfor size, shape,
and decoration:C-72-96 (LPG, from
grave1972-5;Williamsand Fisher
1973,p. 5, no. 5, pl. 2).
ProbablyLPG

s

6~~~~~~~~~

/ao

7

8

Oinochoe,shoulderfragment
Fig. 2
Lot 72-122:15.P.H.0.044, est.
Diam. at centerof shoulderzone ca.
0.20. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingsmallportionof
shoulder.Clay:yellowishbuff (10YR
8/3) with verysmallbrownandwhite
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkgray(10YR4/1)
andcrackledwherethick,tan (7.5YR
7/4) wheredilute.
Convexshoulderof full-size
oinochoesimilarto W-20 (EG, from
graveat northernedge of Ancient

l
Figure4. Oinochoai.Scale 1:2

Figure5. Conicaloinochoai.Scale 1:2
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Corinth;CorinthVII, i, p. 10, no. 22,
pl.2).
Dark-groundexteriorwith
decorativezone at baseof shoulder
similarto that of 6, but with pairsof
horizontalreservedbandsframingthe
zigzagzone.
EG
8

Oinochoe,shoulderfragments
Fig. 4
C-71-306a (lot 6937). Max. dim.
0.060.Twojoining fragments
preservingsmallportionof shoulder.
C-71-306b (lot 6937). Max. dim.
0.062. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingsmallportionof
shoulderandlowerhandleroot.C-71306c (lot 6937). Max. dim. 0.038.
Singlefragment,brokenall around,
preservingverysmallportionof
shoulder.Clay:grayishbuff (10YR
8/2) with verysmallwhite andblack
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkgray(10YR4/1);
veryworn.
Convexshoulderof a narrowneckedoinochoesimilarto, but
smallerthan,T 2455 (MG II, from
grave17 of North Cemetery;Corinth
pl.
VII, i, p. 24, no. 17-1, pl. 7; GGP?
18:a).
Decorationon shoulderconsists
of uprightcrosshatchedtriangles
abovetwo horizontalreservedbands.
Fragmentsa andb preservetracesof a
hatchedmeanderbelowthe horizontal
reservedbands.Interiorreserved.
The crosshatchedtriangleson the
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Decoration on exterior consists of
ten narrow horizontal glazed bands.
This is the only neck fragment of
a conical oinochoe from the sanctuary
that might be earlier than EPC.
Parallels for shape and decoration:
T 2239 (MG II, from grave 20 of
North Cemetery; CorinthXIII, p. 28,
no. 20-1, pl. 6), and KP 163-165 and
KP 169 (MG II, from grave V of
Potters' Quarter; CorinthXV, iii, p. 18,
nos. 18-21, pl. 2).
MG II or LG(?)

smallwhite andbrowninclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
brown(5YR4/3); veryworn.
Convexinward-slopingshoulder
of an oinochoe,probablya large
conicaloinochoesimilarto KP 985
(LG, fromPotters'Quarter;Corinth
XV, iii, p. 31, no. 94, pl. 6).
Preserveddecorationon exterior
consistsof (frombottomto top):eight
narrowhorizontalglazedbands,
narrowhorizontalzone filledwith N's,
fivehorizontalglazedbands,and
horizontallozengechain(?).
Parallelfor N-motif:CP-2995
(unpublishedEPC[?]pyxisfrom
unknownprovenienceat Corinth)and
I, pl. 14:1 (LG or EPC
Perachora
conicaloinochoefromthe Sanctuary
of HeraAkraia).
EPC(?)

THE

shoulderareparalleledon T 2455, but
the additionof a meanderbelowthem
is otherwiseunattestedat Corinth.
MG II
Smalloinochoe,handlefragment
Fig. 2
Lot 6941:4.W. of handle0.015,
Th. of handle0.008. Singlefragment
preservinglowerhalfof handle,
brokenat lowerattachment.Clay:
grayishbuff (1OYR8/2) with very
smallblackinclusions,minute
sparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkgray
(1OYR4/1); crackledandflaking.
Verticalstraphandle,roughlyoval
in section.The size and shapeof the
for either
handlewouldbe appropriate
a smalloinochoewith squat,rounded
body,suchas C-58-5 (MG I, from
or a conical
grave1958-1 at Athikia),51
oinochoe,suchasT 2456 (MG II,
fromgrave17 of North Cemetery;
CorinthXIII, p. 25, no. 17-2, pl. 7).
Baseof handlesolidlyglazed.
Outsideof handledecoratedwith
narrowlyspacedhorizontalbands;
insidereserved.The fact that the base
of the handleis glazedall around
suggeststhat the shoulderof the vessel
had a darkground,likeW-3 (EG,
fromgraveat northernedge of
AncientCorinth;CorinthVII, i, p. 15,
no. 48, pl. 8) and C-58-5 (MG I, from
grave1958-1;cited above),ratherthan
a bandedbodylike KP 168 (MG II,
fromgraveV of Potters'Quarter;
CorinthXV, iii, p. 19, no. 23, pl. 2).
MG
9
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11 Conical oinochoe, base fragment
Fig. 5
Lot 2161:3. P.H. 0.028, est.
Diam. of base 0.08. Single fragment
preserving small portion of base and
body. Clay: yellowish buff (1OYR 8/4)
with very small brown and black
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: brown (5YR 4/3); worn.
Convex conical body rising from
flat base.
Base reserved. Lower body
decorated with eleven narrow horizontal glazed bands; shoulder decorated
with vertical bands.
Because of the rounded profile of
the body, this piece should probably
not date later than the 8th century B.C.
EPC(?)

12 Conical oinochoe, base fragment
Fig. 5
Lot 1967:1. P.H. 0.020, est.
Diam. of base 0.085. Single fragment
preserving small portion of base and
lower body. Clay: yellowish buff
10 Conicaloinochoe,neckfragment (1OYR 8/3) with very small black and
Fig. 5 brown inclusions, minute sparkling
Lot 2202:2.P.H. 0.039, Diam. of inclusions. Glaze: dark gray (5YR 4/1)
where thick, tan (7.5YR 7/4) where
neck0.016-0.017.Twojoining
dilute.
fragmentspreservingmost of neck,
Shape similar to preceding.
brokenbelowat attachmentto
Base reserved. Lower body
shoulder.Clay:buff (7.5YR8/4) with
verysmallbrownandblackinclusions, decorated with two wide horizontal
glazed bands below at least two
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze
narrow horizontal glazed bands.
almostentirelyworn away.
EPC(?)
Verysmallcylindricalneckwith

almostno taper.

51. This oinochoe belongs to the grave
grouppublishedin Lawrence1964, pp. 9193, but was omitted from the publication.

13 Oinochoe, shoulder fragment
Fig. 5
Lot 2161:2. Max. dim. 0.058.
Single fragment, broken all around,
preserving portion of shoulder. Clay:
yellowish buff (1OYR 8/3) with very

14 Oinochoe,handlefragment
Fig. 2
C-62-345 (lot 1982).W. of
handle0.029,Th. of handle0.010.
Singlefragmentpreservinglower
portionof handleandverysmall
portionof attachedbody.Clay:grayish
buff (1OYR8/2) with few verysmall
grayinclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:grayishbrown
(7.5YR4/2) to yellowishbrown
(7.5YR5/6).
Cited.CorinthXVIII,i, p. 17,
note 24.
Verticalstraphandlewith
roundededgesrisingverticallyfrom
inward-slopingshoulder.This almost
certainlybelongsto a largeconical
oinochoesimilarto KP 985 (EPC,
fromPotters'Quarter;CorinthXV, iii,
p. 53, no. 219, pl. 11).
Exteriorof bodybelowhandle
decoratedwith fournarrowhorizontal
glazedbands.Slightremainsof two
verticalbandsto rightof handle,one
to left. Pairsof glazedbandsalong
edges of handle.Wavybandflanked
by swastika,diamond,andoutlined
cross(?)on outsideof handle.
A similarcombinationof wave
and swastikaappearson KP 1245, an
EPC amphorafromthe Potters'
Quarter(CorinthXV, iii, p. 53, no.
224, pl. 12). An outlinedcrossof more
complexformappearson KP 1137b,
an EPC conicaloinochoealsofrom
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the Potters' Quarter (CorinthXV, iii,
p. 48, no. 187b, pl. 10).
EPC
15 Oinochoe, handle fragment
Fig. 2
C-62-346 (lot 1982). W. of
handle 0.026, Th. of handle 0.007.
Single fragment preserving lower
portion of handle and very small
portion of attached body. Clay:
yellowish buff (10YR 8/4), orangish
on interior (between 5YR 8/4 and
7.5YR 8/6), with small white inclusions, very small black and brown
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: brown (5YR 4/3).
Cited:CorinthXVIII, i, p. 17,
note 24.
Vertical strap handle similar to
the preceding.
Exterior of body below handle
decorated with three narrow horizontal glazed bands above horizontal zone
filled with sigma's. Exterior of handle
decorated with alternating groups of
horizontal and vertical glazed bands.
A similarly decorated handle
appears on KP 1814, an EPC
oinochoe from the Potters' Quarter
that has curvilinear motifs on its body
(CorinthXV, iii, p. 53, no.219, pl. 11).
EPC
16 Attic oinochoe or amphora,
shoulder fragment
Fig. 6
Lot 72-100:1. Max. dim. 0.049,
Th. of wall 0.004. Single fragment,
broken all around, preserving small
portion of shoulder. Clay: tan (7.5YR
7/6) with medium to small reddish
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browninclusions,manyminute
sparklinginclusions.Glaze:dull brown
(5YR 5/4) to orangishred (2.5YR
5/8); worn.Attic.
Slightlyconvexshoulderof
medium-sizedclosedvessel,probably
oinochoeor amphora.
Preserveddecorationon exterior
consistsof one set of six compassdrawnconcentricarcsabovesolidly
glazedcore.Interiorreserved.
Probablythe originalshoulder
decorationconsistedof sets of
concentricsemicircles,with solid
semicircular
or hourglasscenters,
within a reservedfield,as on
Kerameikos2008 and2091 (both
Attic LPG oinochoai;Kerameikos
IV,
pp. 40-41, pls. 5, 13;PGP pls. 2, 7).
PG
17 Attic(?)oinochoeor amphora,
shoulderfragment
Fig. 2
Lot 72-122:22.Max.dim.0.047,
Th. of wall 0.004. Singlefragment,
brokenall around,preservingsmall
portionof shoulder.Clay:tan (7.5YR
7/4) with mediumto smallbrown
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkbrown(5YR3/2);
worn.ProbablyAttic.
Slightlyconvexshoulderof
medium-sizedclosedvessel,probably
oinochoeor amphora.
Exteriorpreservesportionof one
set of fivecompass-drawn
concentric
arcs(probablyhalf-circlesoriginally).
Interiorreserved.
See precedingentryfor
comparanda.
PG

18 Oinochoe or amphora,
shoulder fragment
Fig. 6
Lot 72-100:5. Max. dim. 0.056,
Th. of wall 0.006-0.008. Single
fragment, broken all around, preserving small portion of shoulder. Clay:
tannish buff (between 5YR 8/4 and
7/6) with numerous medium to very
small brown and gray inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
orangish brown (2.5YR 5/8); worn.
Convex inward-sloping shoulder
of medium-sized closed vessel,
probably oinochoe or amphora.
Preserved portion of shoulder
decorated with what appears to be a
crosshatched zone, at least 0.024 m
high. Preserved area below shoulder
zone solidly glazed. For related
shoulder decoration, see the following.
PG(?)
19 Oinochoe or amphora,
shoulder/neck fragment
Fig. 6
C-71-303 (lot 6935). Max. dim.
0.085, Th. of wall 0.008, est. Diam. of
neck 0.10. Single fragment, broken all
around, preserving small portion of
shoulder and bottom of neck. Clay:
orangish tan (5YR 7/6), grayer (7.5YR
6/4) at exterior surface,with many
small to very small brown inclusions,
few very small white inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions; not
typical Corinthian. Glaze: dark gray
(5YR 3/1).
Convex shoulder of mediumsized closed vessel, probably oinochoe
or amphora, curving up to neck.
Preserved portion of shoulder
decorated with cross-hatching;
exterior of neck solidly glazed. Interior
reserved.
For similar shoulder decoration,
see the preceding.
PG(?)
20

16
19
II

Yr

K

Oinochoe or small amphora,
foot fragment
Fig. 7
Lot 72-100:2. PH. 0.054, est.
Diam. of foot 0.075. Two joining
fragments preserving nearly half of
foot and portion of lower body. Clay:
yellowish buff (10YR 8/4), pinkish
buff (7.5YR 8/4) at interior surface,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
Figure 6. Oinochoai or amphoras.
Scale 1:2
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Oinochoe or small amphora,
Fig. 7
foot fragment
Lot 6648:5. PH. 0.017, est.
Diam. of foot 0.082. Single fragment
preserving over one-fourth of foot and
underside; broken above at point of
origin of lower wall. Clay: greenish
buff (2.5Y 8/2) with few small to very
small white and gray inclusions.
Glaze: gray (1OYR4/2); very worn.
Flaring ring foot with beveled
resting surface;convex underside.
This, like the preceding two pieces,
probably belongs to an EG oinochoe
or small amphora; see 20 for
comparanda.
Only slight traces of glaze on
outside of foot; rest reserved.
EG

22

\ I--

20

W-20

W-7

21

22

Oinochoe or small amphora,
Fig. 2
neck fragment
Lot 72-107:1. P.H. 0.030, est.
Diam. of neck 0.065. Single fragment
preserving small portion of lower half
of neck. Clay: light pinkish tan
(between 5YR 8/4 and 7.5YR 7/4)
with few very small white and brown
inclusions. Glaze: grayish brown
(2.5YR 4/2).
Cylindrical neck, probably of
oinochoe or small amphora, with
slightly concave profile. The neck just
starts to curve out to the shoulder at
the bottom of the fragment.
Exterior preserves lower portion
of neck panel with multiple zigzag
framed below by at least two horizontal reserved bands.
Parallels for neck decoration:
W-2 (EG oinochoe from grave at
northern edge of Ancient Corinth;
CorinthVII, i, p. 11, no. 31, pl. 5),
CP-863 (EG oinochoe from grave
1899-2; CorinthVII, i, p. 16, no. 56,
pl. 9), C-61-2 (EG amphora from
grave at Mavrospelaies; Lawrence
1964, p. 89, no. Ml, pl. 17), CP-2178
(MG I oinochoe from grave at
Athikia; Charitonides 1957, p. 170,
no. 2, pl. 65, figs. 1-3), and T 2408
(MG II oinochoe from grave 18 of
North Cemetery; CorinthXIII, p. 27,
no. 18-2, pl. 8). There would not have
been sufficient room for a subsidiary
motif at the bottom of the neck panel,
such as appears on CP-1893 (MG I

23

C-61-2

~t

22

with few mediumto smallblackand
white inclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:verydarkgray(5YR
3/1); crackledandveryworn.
Flaringringfootwith rounded
restingsurface;recessedconvex
underside.Convexlowerbodyrisingat
ca.50 degreeanglefromfoot.This
pieceprobablybelongsto an oinochoe
with tautovoidbody,of the type
byW-20 andW-7 (EG,
represented
fromgraveat northernedgeof Ancient
Corinth;CorinthVII,i, p. 10, no.22, pl.
2, p. 11, no.27, pl. 4) or a small
amphorasimilarto C-61-2 (EG, from
Lawrence1964,
graveat Mavrospelaies;
p. 89, no.Ml, pl. 17);see Fig. 7.
Restingsurfaceandinsideof foot
andundersideof vesselreserved.Rest
of exteriorsolidlyglazed.Interior
reserved.
EG

Figure 7.20 and comparanda;21,22.
Scale 1:2

Oinochoe or small amphora,
Fig. 7
foot fragment
Lot 6939:4. P.H. 0.054, est.
Diam. of foot 0.07. Single fragment
preserving nearly one-fourth of foot
and small portion of underside and
lower body. Clay: greenish buff (2.5Y
8/2) with few small brown and gray
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: grayish brown (1OYR
5/2); crackled and very worn.
Flaring ring foot with beveled
resting surface;convex underside.
Convex lower body rises at 50 degree
angle from foot. This fragment
probably belongs to an oinochoe or
small amphora; see preceding entry for
possible parallels.The form of the foot
is particularlysimilar to C-40-341
(EG oinochoe from grave 1940-5;
Weinberg 1948, p. 207, no. 33, pl. 71).
EG

21

8o

Figure 8. Oinochoe or amphora 24.
Scale 1:2

oinochoe from grave at Athikia;
CorinthVII, i, p. 20, no. 71, pl. 11).
EG or MG
24

Oinochoe or small amphora,
neck fragment
Fig. 8
Lot 6935:2. RH. 0.033, est.
Diam. of neck ca. 0.11. Single
fragment, broken all around, preserving small portion of central part of
neck (top and bottom cannot be
distinguished). Clay: greenish buff
(2.5YR 8/2) with very small brown
and gray inclusions. Glaze: very dark
gray (5YR 3/1); crackled and worn.
Cylindrical neck, probably of
oinochoe or small amphora.
Decoration on exterior consists of
isolated neck panel with multiple
zigzag framed at left by three vertical
reserved bands and below by at least
two horizontal reserved bands.
Parallel for decoration:T 2408
(MG II oinochoe, from grave 18 of
North Cemetery; CorinthXIII, p. 27,
no. 18-2, pl. 8).
MG
25

Oinochoe(?), neck fragment
Fig. 2
Lot 72-122:17. P.H. 0.029, est.
Diam. of neck ca. 0.11. Single
fragment, broken all around, preserving small portion of central part of
neck (top and bottom cannot be
distinguished). Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/3), orangish (5YR 7/6) at
core, with very small black and brown
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: brown (2.5YR 4/2);
crackled.
Cylindrical neck, probably of
large oinochoe.
Decoration on exterior consists of
three horizontal reserved bands below
reserved zone filled with vertical
glazed bars.Where these glazed bars
stop toward the right end of the
fragment is probably the area origi-
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nallylocatedbelowthe handle.
Parallelsfor shapeand decoration:C-72-43 (LG oinochoefrom
well 1972-4;unpublished),C-1978290 (LG or EPC oinochoefromwell
1978-4;Williams1983,p. 155, no. 41,
fig. 4).
LG or EPC

Verticalneckwith concaveprofile
froma medium-sizedclosedvessel,
probablyan oinochoe.
Decorationon exteriorof neck
consistsof six horizontalglazedbands.
Smallportionof one obliqueglazed
line projectsdownwardfromlowest
band(presumably
partof the shoulder
decoration).Interiorreserved.
Like the precedingpiece,this
probablyderivesfroma LG or EPC
oinochoelike those foundin the lower
fill of well 1948-1.
LG or EPC

26 Oinochoe(?),bodyfragment
Fig. 2
Lot 2044:1.P.H. 0.032,Th. of
wall 0.004. Singlefragment,brokenall
around.Clay:greenishbuff (2.5YR8/
2) with few verysmallblackinclusions.Glaze:darkgray(10YR4/1);
flaking.
Convexslopingbodyof mediumsized closedvessel,probablyan
oinochoe.
Exteriordecoratedwith seven
horizontalglazedbands.Interior
reserved.
The vesselto which this fragment
belongedprobablyresembledthe LG
or EPC oinochoaifromthe lowerfill
of well 1948-1 (Weinberg1949,
p. 153, pl. 19, figs.26,27).
LG or EPC

28 Oinochoe(?),foot fragment
Fig. 9
Lot 72-122:23.P.H.0.025, est.
Diam. of foot 0.11. Singlefragment
preservingca. one-sixthof foot and
portionof lowerbody.Clay:yellowish
buff (10YR 8/3) with few verysmall
browninclusions.Glaze:gray(10YR
4/2).
Low delicateringfoot with
roundedrestingsurfacefrommediumsized closedvessel.Insideof foot,
slightlyconcave,slopesin to underside
set off by groove.Convexlowerbody
risesat ca. 45 degreeangle.A similarly
delicatefoot appearson C-48-139, a
LG or EPC oinochoefromwell 19481 (unpublished).
Exteriorof bodysolidlyglazed.
Rest reserved.
LG or EPC

27 Oinochoe(?),neckfragment
Fig. 9
Lot 72-107:2.P.H.0.050, est.
Diam. 0.08. Singlefragmentpreserving smallportionof lowerneck,
brokenat bottomat point of attachment to shoulder.Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/3) with few verysmallwhite
andgrayinclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:verydarkgray
(1OYR3/1); crackledandworn.

i1
27

I

I
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29 Oinochoeor amphora,
handlefragment
Fig. 2
Lot 72-122:18.W. of handle
0.031,Th. of handle0.013. Single

)

_

=

/

Figure 9.
Oinochoai(?).
Scale1:2
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fragmentof lowerhalfof handle,
brokenaboveandbelow.Clay:
yellowishbuff (10YR 8/3) with small
to verysmallbrownandblack
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkgray(10YR4/1);
crackledandveryworn.
Verticalstraphandle,ovalin
section,froma full-sizedoinochoeor
smallamphora.
Outsidedecoratedwith ten
narrowlyspacehorizontalglazed
bands;insidereserved.
Suchdecorationfor the handles
of amphorasand oinochoaiwas
commonat CorinthfromEG through
EPC:cf.W-27 (EG amphora;Corinth
VII, i, p. 12, no. 35, pl. 6), W-14 (EG
oinochoe;CorinthVII, i, p. 10, no. 25,
pl. 3), CP-863 (MG I oinochoe;
CorinthVII, i, p. 16, no. 56, pl. 9),
C-75-186 (MG II amphora;Williams
andFisher1976, p. 101, no. 1, pl. 17),
C-82-186 (MG II oinochoe;Pfaff
1988,p. 43, no. 6, fig. 5), and C-48136 (LG or EPC oinochoe;Weinberg
1949,pl. 19, top right).
G, not preciselydatable
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30 Handmadekrater(?),
preservingsmallportionof upperand
bodyfragment
Fig. 10 middlebody,verysmallportionof
Lot 6936:7.Max.dim.0.053,Th. lowerpartof rim.Clay:greenishbuff
of wall 0.007-0.009. Singlefragment (2.5Y 8/2) with few smallbrownand
brokenall around.Clay:tan (7.5YR
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
7/4) with verysmallblackandwhite
darkgrayto yellowishgray(1OYR3/1
inclusions,verysmallsparkling
to 3/2) wherethick,light yellowish
inclusions.Glaze:reddishbrown
brown(1OYR6/4) wheredilute;
(2.5YR5/6) to darkbrown(5YR3/2); crackledandworn.
crackled.
Slightlyconvexupperbody of
Slightlyconvexbodywall of large kraterrisingto concaveverticalrim.
handmadeopenvessel.Orientationof
Handlezone consistsof horizonfragmentis uncertain.
tal zigzag (executedin diluteglaze)
Decorationon exteriorconsistsof framedaboveandbelowby three
(frombottomto top?):solidlyglazed
horizontalreservedbands.Rest of
area,foursomewhattremulous
exteriorsolidlyglazed.Interiorsolidly
reservedbands,andcrosshatchedarea. glazed.
There areno close parallelsfor
This krateris an enlargedversion
this piece,but otherhandmadefine
of the commonCorinthianEG-MG I
wareswith comparablepainted
skyphos(see below,72-83). It is the
decorationareattestedin PG deposits only suchkraterfoundso farat
at Corinth:C-50-111 (unpublished
Corinth.OtherEG-MG I kraters
PG pitcherfromSouth Stoa area),
foundin the CorinthiaareZ 309, an
C-38-620 (Attic[?]pitcherfromPG
ArgiveimportfromZygouries,which
hearthdepositwest of museumof
has the formof an enlargedkantharos
AncientCorinth;CorinthVII, i, p. 5,
(Blegen1928, fig. 172), andW-36, an
no. 5, pl. 1) and C-70-181 (Attic[?]
apparentlyAttic importfroman EG
pitcherfromPG depositnearSacred
graveat the northernedge of Ancient
Spring).
Corinth,which has the formof an
PerhapsPG
enlargedAttic-typeskyphoswith
addedpedestal(CorinthVII, i,
31 Krater,rim/bodyfragment
pp. 12-13, no. 36, pl. 6).
Fig. 10
EG or MG I
Lot 72-100:3.P.H.0.110, max.
Diam. of bodyca. 0.37, Th. of wall
32 Krater,bodyfragment Fig. 10
0.006-0.007. Singlefragment
Lot 75-258:5.P.H. 0.034,Th. of
wall 0.007. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingverysmallportion
of upperbody (top andbottomnot
distinguishable).
Clay:greenishbuff
(2.5Y 8/2) with verysmalldark

I32&

31

(1:4)

Figure10. Kraters.Scale, except 31, 1:2
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inclusions.Glaze:grayishbrown
(1OYR4/2) wherethick,light
yellowishbrown(1OYR7/4 to 7/6)
wheredilute.
Slightlyconvexverticalbodywall
of krater,apparentlyof the sameform
as the precedingbut with thickerwall.
Preservedportionof handlezone
on exteriorconsistsof narrow
horizontalzigzagzone framed
below(?)by two horizontalreserved
bands,above(?)by one.The zigzag,
executedin diluteglaze,is thickerthan
that of the precedingpiece.
EGorMGI
33 Krater,bodyfragment Fig. 10
Lot 75-251:2.P.H. 0.038,Th. of
wall 0.005. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingsmallportionof
upperbodyandbottomof rim.Clay:
grayishbuff (1OYR8/2), yellowish
Abb

34
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buff (1OYR8/3) at surface,with small
to verysmallbrownandgrayinclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.
Glaze:darkbrown(7.5YR3/2);
crackledandworn.
Slightlyconvexinward-sloping
upperbodyof kraterrisingto concave
verticalrim.
Right side of exteriorsolidly
glazed.Left side preservesrightend of
handlepanelwith portionof crosshatchedareaframedaboveby two
horizontalreservedbands,to rightby
two verticalreservedbands.Top of
body,bottomof rim,andinterior
solidlyglazed.
The decorationis unlikethat of
otherknownGeometrickratersfrom
Corinth;the factthat the handlepanel
appearsto be isolatedwithin a
generallydark-groundexterior
suggeststhat the piece is not laterthan
MGI.
EG or MG I
34 Argivekrater,bodyfragment
Fig. 11
C-73-330 (lot 72-122). P.H.
0.080,Th. of wall 0.009.Twojoining
fragments,brokenall around,preserving portionof upperbody and
beginningof rim.Clay:tan (near
7.5YR 7/4) at surface,purplish(5YR
6/4) at core,with smallto verysmall

II

reddishbrown,black,andwhite
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkgray(1OYR3/1) to
brown(5YR5/3); crackledandworn.
Convexinward-slopingupper
bodyof kraterrisingto offsetvertical
rim (brokenaway).
Right side of exteriorsolidly
glazed.Left side preservesrightend of
handlepanelwith hatchedmeander
framedby two verticalreservedbands
at right,threehorizontalreserved
bandsaboveandbelow.Interior
solidlyglazed.
This fragmentprobablybelongs
to a black-bodiedkratersimilarto
Argos C. 204 (ArgiveEG I, from
Argos;CGA,pl. 27).
EG or perhapsMG I
35 Argivekrater,bodyfragment
Fig. 11
Lot 75-250:1.Max.dim.0.069,
Th. of wall 0.008. Singlefragment,
brokenall around,preservingportion
of upperbody.Clay:tan (7.5YR7/4)
at surface,purplish(2.5YR6/4) at
core,with smallwhite inclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
darkgray(5YR 4/1); crackledon
interior,almostentirelywornawayon
exterior.

Convexupperbodyof krater.
Left side of exteriorsolidly
glazed.Right side preservesleft end of
handlepanelwith hatchedmeander
framedto left by two verticalreserved
bands.Interiorsolidlyglazed.
Althoughsimilarto the preceding
piece,this fragmentprobablydoes not
belongto the samevessel,sinceits
bodywall is thinner.
EG or perhapsMG I
36 Krater(?),
handlefragment
Fig. 12
Lot 6940:1.Max. dim.0.048,Th.
of handle0.010. Singlefragment
preservingportionof left half of
handle.Clay:greenishbuff (2.5Y 8/2)
with few,verysmallblackandbrown
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:verydarkgray(10YR 3/
1); worn.

Broadlyarchingverticalhandle,
Figure11. Argivekraters.Scale1:2
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CorinthXIII, p. 25, no. 17-3, pl. 7)
andT 1224 (LG[?],fromNorth
Cemetery;CorinthXIII, p. 39, no. S-7,
pl. 10).

MG or LG
38
36
40

I

1 39

37
Figure12. Kraters.Scale1:2
ovalin section.As seen head-on,the
handlesplaysslightlytowardthe
bottom,indicatingthat the fragment
belongsto the bottomportionof the
handle.This is furtherconfirmedby
the presenceof paringmarkstoward
the bottomof the insideof the handle,
probablymadein the processof
attachingit. The curvatureof this
preservedlowerportionof the handle
excludesits associationwith an
oinochoeor neck-handledamphora.
Most probablyit belongsto a krater
with largeverticalhandles,suchas
ArgosC. 204 (ArgiveEG I, from
Argos;CGA,pl. 27).
Outsideof handledecoratedwith
seriesof narrowlyspacedoblique
glazedbarsbetweentwo vertical
glazedbands.The missinghalf of the
handlewas presumablydecoratedwith
a secondseriesof obliquebars
orientedin the oppositedirectionso as
to forma herringbonepattern.
At present,37 providesthe only
parallelfor this type of handle
decorationat Corinth.At Argosthis
handledecorationis attestedthroughout the Geometricperiod;see CGA,
pl. 110.

G, not preciselydatable
37 Krater(?),
handlefragment
Fig. 12
Lot 6935:10.Max.dim.0.032,
Th. of handle0.011. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof one half of

'

\
1
handle.Clay:greenishbuff (2.5Y 8/2)
with few,verysmalldarkinclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
darkbrown(7.5YR3/2); veryworn.
Verticalstraphandle,ovalin
section.This, like the preceding
handle,mightbelongto a krater,
but it mightjust as well belongto an
oinochoeor amphora.
Outsideof handledecoratedwith
herringbonepattern;outeredge
glazed;insidereserved.
This and36 areso farthe only
examplesat Corinthof handles
decoratedwith a herringbonepattern.
G, not preciselydatable

39 Krater,bodyfragment Fig. 12
Lot 6940:7.Max.dim. 0.041,Th.
of wall 0.005. Singlefragment,broken
all around,preservingsmallportionof
upperbody (top andbottomnot
distinguishable).
Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/4) with verysmallbrown
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR3/4) and
crackledwherethick,tan (7.5YR7/4)
wheredilute;veryworn on interior.
Slightlyconvexupperbodyof
krater.
Exteriordecoratedwith horizontal zone filledwith diluteverticalbars
(perhapspartof a meander);one
horizontalreservedbandaboveor
below.
MG or LG

40 Krater,bodyfragment Fig. 12
Lot 6935:4.Max.dim.0.058,Th.
of wall 0.012. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof upperbody
andbottomof rim.Clay:buff (7.5YR
8/4) at surface,pinkish(5YR 8/4)
belowsurface,with verysmallbrown
andwhite inclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:darkgray(5YR
4/1); crackled,verywornon exterior.
Convexupperbodyof krater
38 Krater,bodyfragment Fig. 12 curvingin to verticalrim (broken
Lot 6827:4.Max.dim. 0.052,Th. away).Closestparallelfor profile:
of wall 0.008-0.009. Singlefragment, C-1982-199 (MG II, fromwell 1981brokenall around,preservingportion
6; Pfaff 1988, p. 47, no. 19, fig. 8).
of upperbody.Clay:yellowishbuff
Preserveddecorationon exterior
(1OYR8/3) with verysmallbrownand of bodyconsistsof hatchedvertical
blackinclusions,minutesparkling
zone (perhapspartof a meander)
inclusions.Glaze:black(1OYR3/1);
separatedby two narrowvertical
crackledandworn.
reservedbandsfromareafilledwith
Convexinward-slopingupper
checkerpattern.Exteriorof rim
bodyof krater,perhapsof the pedespreservesonly the slightesttracesof
taledvariety,suchas C-37-1 (MG II,
two horizontalreservedbands.
fromgrave1937-3; CorinthVII, i,
Interiorsolidlyglazed.
To my knowledgethe checker
p. 25, no. 73, pl. 12; GGPpl. 17:f).
Exteriordecoratedwith large
patternis unattestedin Corinthian
hatchedmeander.Interiorsolidly
paintedpotterybetweenthe PG and
LG phases.Cf. C-68-59 (LPG pyxis
glazed.
Similarhatchedmeandersappear fromgrave1968-1;Williams1970,
on C-37-1 as well as on T 2686 (MG
p. 18, no. 24, pl. 9) and C-70-76 (LG
II, fromgrave17 of North Cemetery; oinochoefrompit 1970-1;Williams
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1983, p. 154, no. 9, fig. 1). The checker
pattern is attested on one piece from a
late MG II context at Corinth (well
1981-6), but it is on an Attic import;
Pfaff 1988, p. 59, no. 56, fig. 18. The
appearanceof the pattern on 40 might
indicate that the piece is later than its
profile would suggest.
MG II or LG
41

Krater,rim fragment
Fig. 13
C-69-329 (lot 6208). PH. 0.046,
est. Diam. of rim ca. 0.42. Single
fragment preserving small portion of
upper body and rim. Clay: yellowish
buff (1OYR 8/3) with large to small
white inclusions, small to very small
brown inclusions. Glaze: dark brown
(7.5YR 3/2) where thick, light brown
(5YR 5/6) where dilute; streaky on
interior,worn on exterior.
Convex upper body of krater
curving in to vertical rim with concave
exterior and flattened top. The rim is
taller than those of Corinthian MG II
kraters,such as C-1982-200 (from

well 1981-6;Pfaff 1988,p. 47, no. 20,
fig. 8), but heavier than those of most
later kraters,such as T 2554 (LG,
from North Cemetery; CorinthXIII,
p. 38, no. S-2, pl. 10) and T 1789
(EPC, from grave 32 of North
Cemetery; CorinthXIII, p. 32,
no. 32-1, pl. 7); Fig. 13.
Preserved decoration on upper
body consists of head of double-
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a

crestedwaterbirdfacingrightwith
swastikabelowbeak.Portionsof two
verticalglazedbandsto rightof bird,
one to left;two horizontalglazed
bandsabovebirdat top of bodyof
vessel.Exteriorof rim decoratedwith
smallcircleswith dots at theircenters, 42
linkedby tangentiallines;horizontal
glazedbandsframethe circlesfrom
aboveandbelow.Top of rimreserved.
Interiorsolidlyglazed.
Waterbirdswithin isolatedpanels
areattestedon CorinthianLG kraters,
suchasT 2554 (citedabove)and
C-48-154 (fromwell 1948-1;
unpublished),but the delicacyof the
drawingof the birdand swastikaof 41
is closerto that of C-32-316 (unpublishedLG pyxis[?]fromAsklepieion
area).Circlesconnectedby tangents
appearon a numberof CorinthianLG
kraterrims:C-37-2480 (fromForum
Centralarea;unpublished),C-48-155
(fromwell 1948-1;unpublished),
C-70-464 (fromSacredSpringarea;
unpublished),andT 1224 (from
North Cemetery;CorinthXIII,p. 39,
no. S-7, pl. 10).
LG

43

/~~~~~~~~

42 Krater,body/handlefragment
Fig. 14
Lot 2044:2.Max.dim.0.071, W.
of handle0.025. Singlefragment,
brokenall around,preservingportion
of upperbodyand stumpof handle.

44

If

/

Figure 14. Krater. Scale1:2

41~
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C-19821200 \

Figure13. Krater41
and comparanda.

T 2554

JW

T 1789

Scalc1:2

Clay: greenish buff (2.5YR 8/2) with
very small black and gray inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
dark brown (7.5YR 3/2); worn.
Convex inward-sloping upper
body of kraterwith canted horizontal
strap handle with rounded edges.
Preserved decoration on exterior
of body consists of five vertical glazed
bands framing right side of handle
zone, which is comprised of horizontal
zigzag above four horizontal glazed
bands; two horizontal glazed bands
above handle and handle zone.
Exterior of handle decorated with six
horizontal glazed bands. Interior
solidly glazed.
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Krater,body fragment
Fig. 14
Lot 75-244:1. P.H. 0.066, Th. of
wall 0.005-0.006. Single fragment,
broken all around, preserving small
portion of lower body. Clay: greenish
buff (2.5YR 8/2), pink (5YR 8/4) at
core, with very small brown inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
brown (5YR 5/4 to 5/6) to dark brown
(7.5YR 4/2).
Slightly convex lower body of
krater sloping outward at 70 degree
angle.
Exterior decorated with sixteen
horizontal glazed bands. Interior
solidly glazed.
LG or EPC

45 Skyphos,rim fragment Fig. 15
Lot 72-122:24.P.H. 0.035, Diam.
of rim not measurable.Single
fragmentpreservingsmallportionof
rim andupperbody.Clay:tannishbuff
(between5YR 8/4 and 7/6) with
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
reddishbrown(2.5YR5/6 to 6/6);
crackledandworn on interior.
Slightlyconcaveupperbody of
skyphosrisingand taperingto flaring
rimwith roundedlip.Two holes for
repairs,0.003 in diameterand 0.005 m
apart,at rightend of fragment.
Solidlyglazedinsideand out.
C-38-552, fromthe PG hearth
depositwest of the museumof
AncientCorinth(CorinthVII, i, p. 4,
no. 2, pl. 1) has a similarprofileand
holes for a repair,but it has a reserved
bandon the insideof the rim (Fig.
18). Othersimilarrim fragmentsfrom
the Sanctuaryof Demeterand Kore
that havebeen publishedby Rutter
werefoundin contextsthat indicatea
LH IIIC date;see, for example,Rutter
1979, pp. 362-363, nos. 10-13, figs.2,
5, which appearto belongto the floor
depositof a late Mycenaeanhouse.
Without moreof the vesselor better
contextualevidence,it is impossibleto
establishthe precisedateof this and
the followingpiece.
LH IIIC-EPG
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Figure15. Skyphoi.Scale1:2

49

Parallelfor decorativescheme:
T 2733 (LG or EPC kraterfrom
North Cemetery;CorinthXIII, p. 39,
no. S-6, pl. 11). Parallelfor specific
formof zigzag(createdby seriesof
overlappinginvertedV's):C-31-41
(LG kraterfromMuseumPithos
Deposit;CorinthVII, i, p. 35, no. 103,
pl. 15).
LG or EPC

44

43 Krater,bodyfragment Fig. 14
Lot 2245:1.Max.dim.0.072,Th.
of wall0.004-0.006. Singlefragment,
brokenall around,preservingsmall
portionof lowerbody.Clay:yellowish
buff (1OYR8/3), pink (5YR 8/4) at
core,with smallto verysmallbrown
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkbrown(7.5YR4/2),
partiallymisfiredreddishbrown
(2.5YR5/8); worn.
Slightlyconvexoutward-flaring
lowerbodyof krater.
Preserveddecorationon exterior
consistsof eight horizontalglazed
bandsabovesolidlyglazedarea.
Interiorsolidlyglazed.
This fragmentprobablybelongs
to a kratersimilarto T 2554 (LG,
fromNorth Cemetery;CorinthXIII,
p. 38, no. S-2, pl. 10) or C-40-452
(LG or EPC, fromwell 1940-5;
Weinberg1948,p. 208, no. Cl,
pl. 72).
LG or EPC

46 Skyphos,rimfragment Fig. 15
Lot 6936:13.P.H. 0.023, Diam.
of rim not measurable,
Th. of wall
0.006. Singlefragmentpreservingvery
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Figure 16. Skyphos 48. Scale1:4

smallportionof lip andupperbody.
Clay: gray (1OYR6/2) with small to
very small dark inclusions. Glaze: very
dark gray (1OYR3/1) to dark reddish
brown (2.5YR 3/4).
Rim of skyphos similar to the
preceding but with much thicker wall.
Exact orientation uncertain.
Exterior solidly glazed. Interior
solidly glazed except for 0.01 m-wide
horizontal reserved band near top.
The use of such a broad interior
band is paralleled on C-38-547 from
the PG hearth deposit west of the
museum of Ancient Corinth (Corinth
VII, i, p. 3, no. 1, pl. 33).
SM or EPG
Skyphos, rim fragment
Fig. 15
Lot 72-122:6. P.H. 0.036, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.22. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: orangish tan (5YR
7/6) with small brown inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) to reddish
brown (2.5YR 5/6); crackled.
Vertical upper body of skyphos
rising to slightly flaring rim with
rounded lip. Profile similar to 48a.
Top 0.033 m of exterior solidly
glazed. Small portion of reserved
handle zone preserved at bottom of
fragment. Originally the handle zone
was probably filled with a simple
zigzag, as on 48 and 49, or a zigzag
with horizontal reserved bands above
and below it, as on 51-53. Interior
solidly glazed except for reserved band
just below the lip.
SM or PG
47

48 Skyphos,rim andbodyfragments
Fig. 16
a) Lot 72-122:31.P.H. 0.036, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.20, Th. of rim
0.003. Singlefragmentpreserving
smallportionof rim andupperbody.
b) Lot 72-122:4.PH. 0.059,Th. of
wall 0.003-0.005. Twojoining sherds
preservingsmallportionof central
body,brokenall around.c) Lot 72122:3.PH. 0.057,Th. of wall 0.0030.005. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingsmallportionof
centralbody.Clay:tannishbuff (5YR
7/6) with smallbrowninclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
brown(7.5YR4/4) to darkgrayish
brown(7.5YR4/2); uanevenly
applied;
crackledwherethickandworn.
Deep skyphoswith convexlower
body,straightverticalupperbody
risingto slightlyflaringrimwith
roundedlip. Parallelfor rimprofile:
C-38-619a (fromPG hearthdeposit
west of museumof AncientCorinth;
CorinthVII, i, p. 4, no. 4, pl. 1;
illustratedherein Figs. 17 and 18).
Exteriorsolidlyglazedexceptfor
singlereservedhandlezone (0.028 m
high) decoratedwith horizontalzigzag
executedin undilutedglaze.Interior
solidlyglazed.
Parallelfor decoration:C-50-115
(SM, fromSouth Stoa area;Broneer
1951, p. 293, pl. 89:b).
SM
There aretwo rim fragments
similarto 47 and48a in lots 6648 and
6936.

49 Skyphos,bodyfragment Fig. 15
Lot 72-122:5.PH. 0.050. Single
fragment,brokenall around,preserving smallportionof upperbody.Clay:
yellowishbuff (1OYR8/3), pinkish
(5YR 7/4) at core,with mediumto
smallblackandwhite inclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
darkgray(5YR4/1); crackled,very
wornon exterior.
Verticalbodywall of skyphos
slightlyconvextowardbottom,slightly
concavetowardtop.
Upperbody/rimsolidlyglazed
abovereservedhandlezone decorated
with horizontalzigzag.The glaze is
not preservedwell enoughto indicate
whetherthe zigzagwas executedin
undilutedglaze,as on 48. Interior
solidlyglazed.
SM
50 Skyphos,body/handlefragment
Fig. 17
Lot 6936:2.PH. 0.039, Th. of
handle0.012. Singlefragment,broken
all around,preservingstumpof handle
and smallportionof attachedbody.
Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR8/3) at
surface,buff (7.5YR8/4) elsewhere,
with verysmallblackandgray
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkgray(5YR3/1) to
grayishbrown(between7.5YR 3/0
and3/2); unevenlyapplied;crackled.
Straightverticalbodywall of
skyphoswith cantedhorizontalloop
handle,roundin section.
Exteriorof handleandhandle
rootglazed;interiorof handle
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reserved. Portion of reserved handle
zone preserved to left of handle.
Interior solidly glazed.
This piece might belong to a
skyphos with a simple zigzag handle
zone like the preceding two examples
or to one with a more elaborate handle
zone, like 51-53 below.
PG
Skyphos, body fragment Fig. 17
Lot 72-122:7. P.H. 0.040. Single
fragment, broken all around, preserving small portion of upper body. Clay:
tannish buff (between 7.5YR 8/4 and
7/4), orangish tan (5YR 7/6) at core,
with small brown and black inclusions,
numerous sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
brown (5YR 5/4) on exterior;reddish
brown (2.5YR 5/8) and crackled on
interior.
Convex body of skyphos rising
vertically toward rim.
Preserved portion of handle zone
on exterior consists of horizontal
zigzag framed above and below by one
horizontal reserved band; body below
handle zone solidly glazed. Interior
solidly glazed.
The handle zone of this piece,
with horizontal reserved bands
framing the zigzag zone, is an
elaboration of the handle zone of the
preceding examples. Other PG
skyphoi with a similar handle zone:
C-38-619a (from PG hearth deposit
west of museum of Ancient Corinth;
CorinthVII, i, p. 4, no. 4, pl. 1;
illustrated here in Figs. 17 and 18) and
C-70-174 (from PG deposit near
Sacred Spring; Williams and Fisher
1971, p. 25, no. 3, pl. 6). This variety
of handle zone is also typical of
Corinthian deep skyphoi of the EG
and MG I phases (see below, 72-81).
PG
51

Fig. 15
Skyphos, rim fragment
Lot 72-107:3. P.H. 0.037, est.
Diam. of rim 0.13. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: buff (7.5YR 8/4)
with few very small brown and
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: dark
brown (2.5YR 6/2); worn on exterior.
Upper body of skyphos slightly
convex toward bottom, slightly
concave toward rounded lip. Small
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Figure 18. Comparanda: LH IIIC Late deep bowl C-69-179;
PG skyphoi C-38-552 and C-38-619a. Scale 1:2
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Skyphos, foot fragment Fig. 19
Lot 6936:15. P.H. 0.031, est.
Diam. of foot 0.05. Single battered
fragment preserving ca. two-thirds of
foot; none of original resting surface.
Clay: yellowish buff (between lOYR
8/4 and 7/6) near surface, orangish
(5YR 7/6) at core, with few large to
medium reddish brown inclusions, few
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
brown (5YR 5/6) to brownish red
(2.5YR 5/6); very worn.
Tall conical foot of skyphos,
rising at ca. 65 degree angle. Top of
foot curves out to lower body without
sharp articulation.
Exterior solidly glazed. Underside
reserved.
PG
56

58

5+19
repairhole, 0.002 m in diameter,
0.005 m below lip at left break.
Preserved upper portion of
handle zone with two horizontal
reserved bands above horizontal
zigzag zone (zigzag and banding
executed in dilute glaze). Probably two
horizontal reserved bands would
originally have framed the bottom of
the zigzag zone. Area above handle
zone solidly glazed. Horizontal
reserved band along inside of lip.
Rest of interior solidly glazed.
PG
53

Skyphos, body fragment Fig. 15
Lot 75-261:1. P.H. 0.048. Two
joining fragments preserving small
portion of upper body. Clay: tannish
buff (between 7.5YR 8/4 and 7/4)
with large to small reddish brown
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: very dark brown (5YR
3/3) to reddish brown (between 2.5YR
5/6 and 4/4); worn.
Vertical body wall of skyphos,
slightly convex toward bottom, slightly
concave toward top.
Preservedportion of handle zone
on exteriorconsists of horizontal
zigzag, painted in dilute glaze, framed
above by two horizontal reservedbands
and below by four horizontal reserved
bands; exteriorsolidly glazed above
handle zone. Interior solidly glazed.
PG

'
54

Skyphos, body/handle fragment
Fig. 1,
Lot 6518:1. P.H. 0.046, max.
Diam. of body ca. 0.15, Th. of handle
0.009. Single fragment, broken all
around, preserving nearly half of
handle and small portion of attached
body. Clay: buff (7.5YR 8/4), pinkish
buff (5YR 8/4) at core, with very smal
black and white inclusions, minute
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: reddish
brown (2.5YR 5/6); worn.
Vertical body wall of skyphos,
convex toward bottom, concave
toward top. Canted horizontal loop
handle, round in section.
Exterior of handle and preserved
portion of body solidly glazed except
for reserved areawith sloppy horizontal brush stroke below handle. Interioi
solidly glazed.
This piece probably belongs to a
PG skyphos similar to C-38-619a
(from PG hearth deposit west of
museum of Ancient Corinth; Corinth
VII, i, p. 4, no. 4, pl. 1), which has a
very similar brush stroke (potter's
mark?)below the handle.52
PG
52. For potters'marksof the EarlyIron
Age, see Papadopoulos1994. Most
comparablearethe PG skyphoiwith X's in
the reservedareasbelow their handles:see
Papadopoulos1994, p. 440, no. A2, p. 443,
A9-A11, fig. 1, pls. 108, 110.

Skyphos, foot fragment Fig. 19
Lot 75-251:1. P.H. 0.032, H. of
foot 0.024, est. Diam. of bottom
of foot ca. 0.064, est. Diam. of top of
foot 0.035. Two joining fragments
preserving less than one-fourth of foot
and part of attached floor. Clay:
yellowish gray (1OYR 7/3), gray
(1OYR 7/1) at core, with medium to
small dark gray inclusions. Glaze:
grayish brown (1OYR 3/2).
Tall conical foot of skyphos,
rising at ca. 50 degree angle from
rounded resting surface;conical
underside with small nipple at center.
Exterior solidly glazed except for
reserved band along bottom of edge of
foot. Resting surface and underside
reserved. No glaze preserved on floor
of vessel.
PG
57 Attic skyphos or one-handled
cup, foot fragment
Fig. 19
Lot 6648:4. P.H. 0.030, H. of
foot 0.021, est. Diam. of bottom of
foot 0.048, est. Diam. of top of foot
0.024. Single fragment preserving
most of foot, broken at juncture with
body; much chipped along lower edge.
Clay: light orangish tan (between 5YR
8/4 and 7/6) with medium to small
reddish brown inclusions, minute
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: grayish
brown (5YR 3/1) where thick, light
grayish brown (7.5YR 6/4) where
thin; unevenly applied. Attic.
Tall conical foot of skyphos or
one-handled cup, slightly convex in
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Figure20. Atfic skyphos60. Scale 1:2
profile,risingat ca. 60 degreeangle
fromslightlyflattenedrestingsurface;
conicalunderside.
Exteriorsolidlyglazedexceptfor
reservedbandalongbottomedge of
foot. Restingsurfaceandunderside
reserved.
MPG or LPG
58 Attic(?)skyphos,foot fragment
Fig. 19
Lot 6936:6.Max.dim.0.044, est.
Diam. of foot ca. 0.07. Singlefragment preservingsmallportionof
conicalfoot, brokenabovenear
juncturewith body;chippedat resting
surface.Clay:orangishtan (between
5YR 7/6 and 7.5YR 7/4) with smallto
verysmallreddishbrownandgray
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkbrown(7.5YR4/2);
slightlycrackledandworn.Possibly
Attic.
Tall conicalfoot of skyphos,
slightlyconcavein profile.
Exteriorsolidlyglazedexceptfor
reservedbandat bottomedge of foot.
Undersidereserved.
MPG or LPG
59 Skyphos(?),foot fragment
Fig. 19
Lot 6936:12.PH. 0.022, est.
Diam. of foot 0.07. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof foot,
brokenbelowattachmentto body.
Clay:tannishbuff (between7.5YR
8/4 and 7/4). Glaze:brown(5YR6/6)

to darkgrayishbrown(7.5YR4/2);
crackledandworn.
Conicalfoot of skyphos(?),rising
at ca. 50 degreeanglefromrounded
restingsurface.
Exteriorsolidlyglazed,though
theremight originallyhavebeen a
horizontalreservedbandalongthe
bottomedgewhich is now obliterated
by wear.Restingsurfaceandunderside
reserved.
PG
60 Attic skyphos,rim fragment
Fig. 20
C-75-280 (no lot; notebook636,
p. 18, basket13). PH. 0.063, Diam. of
Twojoining
rim not measurable.
fragmentspreservingportionof upper
bodyandverysmallportionof rim.
Clay:orangishtan (5YR 7/6) with
manysparklinginclusions;outer
surfaceslightlylighter,apparently
smoothedor slipped.Glaze:verydark
gray(5YR3/1) wherethick,tan
(7.5YR7/4) wheredilute.Attic.
Convexbodyof skyphos,curving
in and up to roundedlip.
Light-groundhandlezone
decoratedwith set of nine compassdrawnconcentriccirclesbelow
horizontalzigzagin diluteglaze.Two
horizontalglazedbandson outsideof
rim.Interiorsolidlyglazedexceptfor
horizontalreservedbandneartop.
The preserveddecoration
suggeststhat this is an Attic skyphos
of Desborough'stype I (with threesets

of concentriccirclesin the handle
zone) or type II (with two sets of
concentriccirclesto eitherside of a
centralpanel;PGP pp. 80-85). For
type I, see Kerameikos547 (Reif/
ReiferPG, fromProtogeometricgrave
15; KerameikosI, p. 190, pl. 68; PGP

pl. 10) and2032 (LPG, from
Protogeometricgrave48; Kerameikos
IV, p. 45, pl. 23; PGPpl. 10). Fortype
II, see Kerameikos607 (MPG[?],
fromgrave-mound,T 24; Kerameikos
I, p. 126, pl. 49; PGPR
pl. 10) and 1091
(LPG, fromProtogeometricgrave38;
KerameikosIV, p. 39, pl. 22; PGP
pl. 10).

MPG or LPG
61 Attic skyphos,rim fragment
Fig. 21
Lot 73-123:1.P.H.0.025,Diam.
of rimnot measurable.
Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim.Clay:
lightorangishtan (between5YR 8/4
and7/6) with manyminutesparkling
inclusions;outersurfaceslightlylighter,
smoothedor slipped.Glaze:
apparently
brown(2.5YR4/2). Attic.
Verticalupperbodyof skyphos
curvingslightlyoutwardat top to
roundedlip.
Decorationon exteriorconsistsof
horizontalzigzagin diluteglaze at top
of light-groundhandlezone surmountedby two horizontalglazed
bandson outsideof rim.Interior
solidlyglazedexceptfor single
horizontalreservedbandneartop.
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ing smallportionof upperbody.Clay:
grayishtan (1OYR7/3) with verylarge
to smallreddishbrowninclusions,
manyminutesparklinginclusions.
Glaze:reddishbrown(2.5YR5/6);
veryworn.ProbablyAttic.
Straightverticalupperbodywall
of skyphossimilarto preceding
62 Attic(?)skyphos,bodyfragment
examples.Two smallrepairholes,
Fig. 17 0.002 m in diameter,spaced0.009 m
C-71-304 (lot 6936). PH. 0.036, apartat upperbreak(cf. 45 and52).
Th. of wall 0.006-0.007. Singlesmall
Preserveddecorationon exterior
fragment,brokenall around,from
consistsof portionof set of five
middleportionof body.Clay:orangish compass-drawn
concentriccircles
tan (between5YR 8/4 and 7/6) with
withinlight-groundhandlezone. Area
largeto smallreddishbrownincluabovehandlezone solidlyglazed.
sions,numerousminutesparkling
Interiorsolidlyglazed.
inclusions.Glaze:reddishbrown
ProbablyMPG or LPG
(2.5YR3/4 to 4/6). ProbablyAttic.
Convexbodyof skyphossimilar
64 Attic(?)skyphos,bodyfragment
to precedingexamples.
Fig. 21
Preserveddecorationon exterior
Lot 6941:1.Max.dim.0.030,Th.
consistsof verticalcrosshatched
of wall 0.007. Singlesmallfragment,
lozenge-chainframedat rightand
brokenall around,fromcentral
bottomby glazedband,at left by two
portionof body (top andbottomnot
glazedbands;portionof fourcomdistinguishable).
Clay:tan (7.5YR
pass-drawnconcentriccirclesto left of 7/4) with largeto smallreddishbrown
lozenge-chain.Interiorsolidlyglazed. inclusions,numerousminutesparkling
In all probabilitythe original
inclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR4/6) on
decorativeschemeof the exteriorwas
exterior,verydarkgray(5YR3/1) on
similarto that of Kerameikos2102
interior.PerhapsAttic.
(LPG, fromProtogeometricgrave39;
Slightlyconvexbodyof skyphos,
Kerameikos
IV,p. 40, pl. 23; PGPIpl.
similarto precedingexamples.
11), which has a centralpanel,filled
Preserveddecorationon exterior
with a verticallozenge-chain,flanked consistsof portionof set of six
by two sets of concentriccircles.
concentriccircles
compass-drawn
MPG or LPG
withinlight-groundhandlezone.
Verticalglazedbandto right(?)of
63 Attic(?)skyphos,bodyfragment
concentriccirclesprobablyframeda
Fig. 21 centralpanel,as on 62. Interiorsolidly
C-75-337 (lot 75-264). P.H.
glazed.
0.024,Th. of wall 0.006. Single
ProbablyMPG or LPG
fragment,brokenall around,preserv-
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Figure 21. Attic(?) skyphoi and
Corinthian imitations. Scale 1:2
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65 Attic(?)skyphos,bodyfragment
Fig. 21
Lot 72-122:30.Max.dim. 0.057,
Th. of wall 0.004. Singlefragment,
brokenall around,preservingsmall
portionof lowerbody.Clay:gray
(1OYR7/2) with few mediumto small
brownand darkgrayinclusions,many
verysmallto minutesparkling
inclusions;burned.Glaze:gray(1OYR
4/2) to darkgray(1OYR3/1). Perhaps
Attic.
Convexlowerbodyof skyphos,
similarto precedingexamples.
Preserveddecorationon exterior
consistsof portionof light-ground
handlezone separatedby two
horizontalglazedbandsfromsolidly
glazedlowerbody.Originaldecorative
schemewouldprobablyhaveresembledthat of Attic skyphoiof
Desborough'stype I or II (see 60
above).
ProbablyMPG or LPG
66 Attic(?)skyphos,
body/handlefragment Fig. 17
Lot 6936:1.P.H. 0.050. Single
fragment,brokenall around,preserving smallportionof bodyand handle
root.Clay:light orangishtan (between
5YR 8/4 and 7/6) with smallbrown
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:verydarkgray(5YR3/1)
to reddishbrown(2.5YR5/8).
PerhapsAttic.
Convexbody of skyphossimilar
to precedingexamples,with canted
horizontalloop handle,roundin
section.

One broadglazedbandalong
exteriorof handle;secondbandalong
junctureof frontedge of handleand
bodywall.Interiorsolidlyglazed.The
handledecorationof this piece is
typicalof Attic PG skyphoi(cf. PGPI
pls. 10, 11). In Fig. 17,66 is shown
besidea similarfragment(C-69-188)
of unquestionably
Attic fabricthat
cameto light in the GymnasiumArea.
ProbablyMPG or LPG
67 Skyphos,body/handlefragment
Fig. 17
Lot 6937:1.P.H. of body0.026,
Th. of handle0.008. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof body and
attachedstumpof handle.Clay:buff
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Figure22. Skyphoi.Scale1:2

(7.5YR8/4) with minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR5/4);
worn.
Convexbodyof smallsk-yphos
similarto precedingexamples,with
cantedhorizontalloop handle,round
in section.

Handle solidlyglazed.Exteriorof
body to left of handlepreservessmall
portionof threecompass-drawn
concentriccircleswithinlight-ground
handlezone. Interiorsolidlyglazed.
This and the followingtwo pieces
appearto be Corinthianimitationsof
Attic skyphoiof Desborough'stype I
or II (see 60 above).
ProbablyMPG or LPG
68 Skyphos,bodyfragment Fig. 21
Lot 72-122:27.P.H. 0.024,Th. of
wall 0.005. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingsmallportionof
centralbody.Orientationuncertain.
Clay:buff (7.5YR8/4) with numerous
largeto smalldarkredinclusions,few
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
verydarkgray(5YR3/1).
Convexbodyof skyphossimilar
to precedingexamples.
Preserveddecorationon exterior
consistsof smallportionof set of three
concentriccircles
compass-drawn
withinlight-groundhandlezone.
Interiorsolidlyglazed.
ProbablyMPG or LPG
69 Skyphos,bodyfragment Fig. 21
Lot 6938:1.P.H. 0.027,Th. of
wall 0.004. Singlefragment,brokenall
around,preservingsmallportionof
centralbody.Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/3) with one mediumwhite
inclusion,few verysmallgrayinclu-
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sions, minute sparkling inclusions.
Glaze: gray (1OYR4/2) to brown
(7.5YR 5/4); crackled and worn.
Convex body of skyphos similar
to preceding examples.
Preserved decoration on exterior
consists of portion of set of seven
compass-drawn concentric circles
directly above horizontal glazed area
or band. Interior solidly glazed.
Probably MPG or LPG

dot at center;restof interiorsolidly
glazed.
The additionof a dot at the
centerof the reservedcircleis
paralleledon two one-handledcupsat
Corinth:C-72-97 (EG, fromgrave
72-5;Williamsand Fisher1973, p. 5,
no. 7, pl. 7) and C-63-617 (EG or
MG I, fromwell 1963-7;unpublished).
LPG(?)

70

72 Skyphos,rimfragment
Figs. 23, 24
C-70-370 (lot 6648). P.H. 0.040,
est. Diam. of rim ca. 0.16. Single
fragmentpreservingportionof rim
andupperbody.Clay:buff (7.5YR
8/4) with smallbrownandwhite
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkbrown(5YR 3/3 to
5YR 2.5/2) andcrackledwherethick,
paleyellowishbrown(7.5YR7/6)
wheredilute;worn on exterior.
Convexbody of skyphoscurving
in slightlyto low concaveverticalrim
with roundedlip.This fragmentand
those following(73-78) belongto
skyphoiof a commonCorinthiantype;
well-preservedexamplesareC-68-53
(transitionalLPG/EG, fromgrave
1968-1;Williams1970, p. 19, no. 26,
pl. 9), W-13 (EG, fromgraveat
northernedge of AncientCorinth;

Skyphos, foot fragment Fig. 22
Lot 75-264:15. P.H. 0.019, est.
Diam. of foot 0.045. Single fragment
preserving ca. one-third of foot and
small portion of lower body. It is not
clear if any of the original resting
surface of the foot is preserved. Clay:
buff (7.5YR 8/4) with few small black
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: grayish brown (7.5YR
4/2); streaky and crackled on inside.
Small flaring ring foot of skyphos
with rounded resting surface;low
conical underside with broad nipple at
center.The conical form of the
underside is similar to that of PG
skyphos feet, but the low height of the
foot is more reminiscent of later EG
skyphos feet.
Exterior solidly glazed except for
lower edge of foot; underside reserved.
Interior solidly glazed (no reserved
circle at center).
LPG(?)
Skyphos, foot fragment Fig. 22
Lot 72-100:4. P.H. 0.032, Diam.
of foot 0.044. Single fragment
preserving nearly all of foot and
portion of lower body. Clay: orangish
tan (5YR 7/6) with minute sparkling
inclusions. Glaze: dark brown (7.5YR
3/2); worn.
Low flaring ring foot of small
skyphos with rounded resting surface.
Inside of foot not clearly articulated
from convex underside. Slightly
convex lower body rises from foot at
ca. 40 degree angle. The profile of the
foot seems closer to that of 70 than to
those of later EG or MG I skyphoi;
cf Fig. 25.
Resting surface, inside of foot,
and underside of vessel reserved.
Exterior solidly glazed. Reserved circle
(Diam. 0.010) in middle of floor with
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Figure23. Skyphoi.Scale 1:2
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CorinthVII, i, p. 13, no. 38, pl. 7), and
C-63-616 (EG or MG I, from well
1963-7 at Anaploga; unpublished); see
Fig. 25. Skyphoi of this type clearly
differ from earlier SM and PG
skyphoi, such as 45-48 and 52, by
having a distinct rim.
Dark-ground exterior with
handle zone consisting of zigzag of
dilute glaze framed above and below
by two narrow horizontal reserved
bands. Handle zone terminates at left
end of sherd against glazed area
originally at base of handle. Narrow
reserved band along top of rim.
Interior solidly glazed.
The same basic decorative
scheme appears on all the skyphoi
cited above as parallels for shape, see
Fig. 25.
EGor MGI

C-68-53

Skyphos, rim fragment
Figs. 23, 24
Lot 72-122:8. P.H. 0.037, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.13. Single fragment
preserving portion of rim and upper
body. Clay: tannish buff (between
73

7.5YR 8/4 and 7/4) with minute

sparkling inclusions. Glaze: dark
brown (5YR 2.5/2), lighter brown
(5YR 5/6) where dilute; slightly
crackled.
Shape similar to preceding
example.
Dark-ground exterior with
portion of handle zone similar to
preceding but with only one horizontal reserved band above the zigzag and
with taller, sharperzigzag that extends
across two reserved bands. Reserved
band on inside of rim, rest of interior
solidly glazed. Parallel for zigzag
extending across two reserved bands:
CP-866 (MG I, from grave 1899-2;
CorinthVII, i, p. 17, no. 59, pl. 10).
EG orMG I
74

Skyphos, rim fragment
Lot 891:2. PH. 0.034, est. Diam.

Figure 25. Comparanda: skyphoi
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C-63-616

THE

of rim 0.105. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
upperbody.Clay:tannishbuff
(between7.5YR 8/4 and 7/4) with
verysmallblackinclusions,minute
sparklinginclusions.Glaze:dark
brown(7.5YR3/2), lighterbrown
(7.5YR6/4) wheredilute;crackled.
Shapesimilarto preceding
examples.
Dark-groundexteriorwith
handlezone comprisedof zigzagof
diluteglazeframedaboveandbelow
by singlehorizontalreservedband.
Handlezone terminatesat right
againstglazedareaoriginallyat baseof
handle.Reservedbandon insideof
rim;restof interiorsolidlyglazed.
EG or MG I
75 Skyphos,rimfragment
Figs.23, 24
Lot 6648:1.P.H.0.032, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.18. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
upperbody.Clay:tan (7.5YR7/4)
with smallto minuteblackinclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
verydarkgray(5YR3/1) to brown
(7.5YR5/4); crackled.
Shapesimilarto preceding
examples.
Dark-groundexteriorwith upper
portionof handlezone comprisedof
two horizontalreservedbandsabove
zigzag (barelydiscernibleat bottomof
sherd).Narrowreservedbandon
insideof rim;restof interiorsolidly
glazed.
EG or MG I
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Skyphos, rim fragment
Figs. 23, 24
Lot 75-272:2. P.H. 0.032, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.16. Two joining
fragments preserving portion of rim
and upper body. Clay: tannish buff
(between 7.5YR 8/4 and 7/4) with
very small white and brown inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
very dark gray (5YR 3/1) where thick,
pale orange (5YR 7/6) where dilute.
Shape similar to preceding
example, but with more tightly curved
rim.
Dark-ground exterior with right
end of two horizontal reserved bands
of top of handle zone. Narrow
reserved band on inside of rim; rest of
interior solidly glazed.
EG or MG I
77

Fig. 23
Skyphos, rim fragment
Lot 6939:1. P.H. 0.027, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.12. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/3) with minute dark and
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: dark
brown (7.5YR 4/2); crackledwhere
thick; worn.
Shape similar to preceding
example, but with smaller rim.
Dark-ground exterior with upper
portion of handle zone comprised of
single horizontal reserved band above
zigzag of dilute glaze. Reserved band
on inside of rim; rest of interior solidly
glazed.
EG or MG I
78

Fig. 23
Skyphos, rim fragment
Lot 72-122:12. PH. 0.023, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.13. Single fragment
preserving portion of rim and upper
body. Clay: yellowish buff (1OYR 8/4)
with very small brown and gray
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: dark brown (5YR 4/2);
worn.
Convex upper body of skyphos
curving in to flaring rim articulated by
groove along bottom of exterior.This
piece and the following (80-82)
belong to skyphoi similar to the
preceding examples, but their upper
bodies have a more pronounced curve,
which may be indicative of their later
date. Closest parallel for profile: C-6379

76 Skyphos,rim fragment
Figs. 23, 24
Lot 72-122:9.P.H. 0.028, Diam.
of rim not measurable.Single
fragmentpreservingsmallportionof
rim andupperbody.Clay:yellowish
buff (1OYR8/2) with few verysmall
darkinclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR4/4) to
darkbrown(7.5YR4/2); crackled.
Shapesimilarto preceding
examples.
Dark-groundexteriorwith right
end of two narrowhorizontalreserved
bandsof top of handlezone. Narrow
reservedbandon insideof rim;restof
interiorsolidlyglazed.
EG or MG I

EARLY

646 (MG I, from well 1963-7 at
Anaploga; unpublished; Fig. 25).
Preserved portion of exterior of
body and rim solidly glazed. Reserved
band on inside of rim; rest of interior
solidly glazed.
MGI
Fig. 23
Skyphos, rim fragment
Lot 72-122:32. P.H. 0.017, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.15. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/4) with very small brown and
gray inclusions, minute sparkling
inclusions. Glaze: dark brown (5YR
3/4) to black (1OYR2/1); worn.
Shape similar to preceding
example, but with smaller rim and less
emphatic groove between rim and
body.
Dark-ground exterior with
portion of horizontal reserved band
from top of handle zone. Reserved
band on inside of rim; rest of interior
solidly glazed.
MGI
80

Skyphos, rim/handle fragment
Figs. 23, 24
Lot 75-272:1. P.H. 0.047, Diam.
of rim not measurable.Two joining
fragments preserving small portion of
rim and upper body with stump of
handle. Clay: yellowish buff (1OYR
8/3) with very small brown inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
brown (5YR 4/3) to very dark gray
(5YR 3/1); crackled and worn.
Shape comparable to 79 and 80
but with taller, less flaring rim. Canted
horizontal loop handle, round in
section, rises from upper body.
Dark-ground exterior with left
end of handle zone (ust visible)
consisting of zigzag framed above and
below by single horizontal reserved
band. Interior solidly glazed; no
reserved band on inside of rim.
MGI
81

Skyphos, rim fragment
Figs. 23,24
Lot 72-122:10. P.H. 0.042, est.
Diam. of rim 0.20. Single fragment
preserving portion of rim and upper
body with attached handle root. Clay:
yellowish buff (1OYR 8/4 to 8/6) at
82
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surface,gray (1OYR7/2) below
surface,with medium to very small
brown inclusions, minute sparkling
inclusions. Glaze: dark brown (5YR
4/2); crackled.
Shape similar to preceding
example. Canted horizontal loop
handle originally rose from upper
body.
Preserved portion of exterior
solidly glazed except area originally
between handle attachments. Relatively wide reserved band on inside of
rim; rest of interior solidly glazed.
MG I
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Figure 27. Skyphos restored from
86 and 87. Scale1:2

83

Skyphos, rim fragment
Fig. 26
Lot 6936:4. P.H. 0.46, est. Diam.
of rim 0.10. Two joining fragments
preserving small portion of rim and
body with slight remains of one
handle root (third, nonjoining,
fragment in same lot). Clay: buff
(7.5YR 8/4) with small to very small
reddish brown and gray inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
dark gray (5YR 3/1); crackled and
worn.
Small skyphos with relatively
squat body curving in to low flaring
rim with rounded lip.
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Figure26. SkyTphoi.Scale1:2

Dark-ground exterior with triple
reserved band for handle zone.
Hatched reserved band on inside of
rim; rest of interior solidly glazed.
Parallels for basic shape and
decorative scheme: W-28 (EG, from
grave at northern edge of Ancient
Corinth; CorinthVII, i, p. 14, no. 43,
pl. 8) and C-40-345 (EG, from grave
1940-5; Weinberg 1948, p. 206,
no. B7, pl. 71). Despite these EG
parallels, the existence of a hatched
reserved band on the interior suggests
that this piece is MG rather than EG.
MG

Skyphos, foot fragment Fig. 26
Lot 6939:3. P.H. 0.027, est.
Diam. of foot ca. 0.065. Two joining
fragments preserving portion of foot
and lower body. Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/4) with very small dark
inclusions. Glaze: brown (5YR 3/4).
Low flaring ring foot of skyphos
similar to preceding example, but
apparentlylacking articulation
between interior of foot and underside
of vessel.
Solidly glazed except for resting
surface and interior of foot.
EG or MG I

84 Skyphos, foot fragment Fig. 26
)
Lot 75-268:1. PH. 0.026, est.
Diam. of foot 0.065. Single fragment
preserving nearly one-half of foot and
portion of lower body. Clay: yellowish
buff (1OYR 8/4) with few very small
brown inclusions, minute sparkling
inclusions. Glaze: grayish brown
(7.5YR 4/2); worn on interior.
Low flaring ring foot of skyphos
with beveled resting surface;concave
interior of foot offset from recessed
underside of vessel. Convex lower
body rises from foot at ca. 40 degree
angle. The profile of the foot seems to
fall midway between that of W-13
(EG skyphos from grave at northern
edge of Ancient Corinth; CorinthVII,
i, p. 13, no. 38, pl. 7) and that of
C-63-616 (EG or MG I skyphos from
well 1963-7; unpublished); see Fig. 25.
Solidly glazed except for resting
surface and interior of foot and
underside of vessel.
EG or MG I

86

85

Skyphos, foot fragment Fig. 27
C-71-302 (lot 6937). P.H. 0.057,
Diam. of foot 0.056. Four joining
sherds preserving nearly complete foot
and portion of lower body with slight
remains of one handle root. Clay: gray
(1OYR 7/1) with very small black
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions; burned. Glaze: brown (5YR 4/4)
to dark brown (7.5YR 4/2); unevenly
applied; crackled.
Skyphos with low flaring ring
foot with beveled resting surface;
concave interior of foot rises to
recessed underside of vessel. Convex
lower body rises from foot at ca. 40
degree angle.
Solidly glazed except for resting
surface and interior of foot and
underside of vessel.
The shape, glaze, and condition
of this fragment suggest that it
belongs to the following piece
(Fig. 27 shows the two pieces restored
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Skyphos, rim fragment
Figs. 28, 29
Lot 72-119:3. P.H. 0.035, est.
Diam. of rim 0.14. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/3) with few medium to small
white inclusions, minute sparkling
inclusions. Glaze: brown (7.5YR 4/2)
to dark gray (7.5YR 3/0); cracked and
worn.
Convex upper body of skyphos
curving in fairly sharply at top to
slightly concave vertical rim with
rounded lip. Left edge of fragment
preserves slight projection where
horizontal loop handle was originally
attached.
Exterior solidly glazed except for
rim, which may have had a horizontal
reserved band. Hatched reserved band
at top of inside of rim; rest of interior
solidly glazed.
This piece and those that follow
(90-92) are all perhaps dark-bodied
skyphoi with banded rims similar to
the MG II examples from grave V of
the Potters' Quarter (CorinthXV, iii,
p. 16, nos. 12-14, pl. 2); see Fig. 30.
MG

91 Skyphos,rim fragment
Figs. 28,29
Lot 72-119:2.P.H. 0.045, est.
Diam. of rim 0.12. Fivejoining sherds
preservingsmallportionof rim and
body.Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR8/4)
with verysmallbrowninclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
black(1OYR3/1); crackledandworn.
Convexupperbody of skyphos
curvingin sharplyto slightlyflaring
verticalrimwith roundedlip.The
profileindicatesthat this piece
belongsto a deeperskyphosthanthe
preceding.
Preservedportionof bodysolidly
glazed;originallytwo or three
horizontalreservedbandson outside
of rim.Hatchedreservedbandon
insideof rim;restof interiorsolidly
glazed.
MG II(?)

THE

together). Parallel for shape and
decoration: C-75-209 (Argive MG
skyphos from well 1975-3; Williams
and Fisher 1976, p. 103, no. 12,
pl. 18).
MG
Skyphos, rim/handle fragment
Fig. 27
C-71-221 (lot 6937). P.H. 0.087,
est. Diam. of rim 0.145. Three joining
sherds preserving portion of rim and
upper body with stumps of one
handle. Glaze worn on exterior.Clay:
tan (7.5YR 7/4) to gray (1OYR 7/2)
with large to small brown and dark
gray inclusions, minute sparkling
inclusions; burned. Glaze: dark brown
(7.5YR 4/2) to reddish brown (2.5YR
5/6); crackled and worn.
Skyphos with ovoid body curving
in at top to slightly flaring rim with
rounded lip. Canted horizontal loop
handle, round in section, rises from
upper body.
Exterior of body solidly glazed
except for areabetween handle roots.
Single broad horizontal reserved band
on outside of rim. Hatched horizontal
reserved band on inside of rim; rest of
interior solidly glazed.
This fragment probably belongs
to the same vessel as the preceding
piece.
MG
87

Skyphos, rim fragment
Figs. 28, 29
Lot 72-119:11. P.H. 0.038. Single
fragment preserving small portion of
rim and upper body. Clay: yellowish
buff (1OYR 8/4) with minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: dark brown
(7.5YR 4/2).
Skyphos with convex upper body
rising to concave vertical rim with
flattened upper edge.
Solidly glazed except for one
horizontal reserved band at top of
outside of rim and second at top of
inside of rim.
The profile of this piece is
reminiscent of the MG skyphoi with
zigzag handle zones, but its decoration, limited as it is to the rim, is
reminiscent of the Attic-type skyphoi
that follow.
MG
88
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Skyphos, rim fragment
Figs. 28,29
Lot 72-119:1. P.H. 0.033, est.
Diam. of rim 0.14. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/3) with few small brown
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: brown (2.5YR 4/2) to
brownish red (2.5YR 6/6); worn on
interior.
Skyphos with convex upper body
rising to flaring rim, sharply offset on
the exterior.The curve of the upper
body suggests that this piece might
belong to a fairly squat skyphos of the
type represented by KP 167 (MG II,
from grave V of the Potters' Quarter;
CorinthXV, iii, p. 16, no. 13, pl. 2;
illustrated here in Fig. 30).
Solidly glazed inside and out
except for single horizontal reserved
band just below lip on interior and
exterior.
MG II(?)
90

92 Skyphos,rim fragment
Figs. 28, 29
Lot 6936:3.P.H. 0.023, est.
Diam. of rim 0.13. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
upperbody.Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/4) with smallto verysmall
browninclusions,minutesparkling
inclusions.Glaze:darkgrayishbrown
(1OYR3/1).
Convexupperbodyof skyphos
curvingin gentlyto slightlyflaring
verticalrimwith roundedlip.The
profileof the rim is quitesimilarto
C-1982-211 (MG II, fromwell 19816; Pfaff 1988, p. 51, no. 30, fig. 9).
Preservedportionof upperbody
solidlyglazed.Two horizontal
reservedbandson outsideof rim.
Hatchedreservedbandon insideof
rim;restof interiorsolidlyglazed.
MG II(?)
93 Skyphos,rim fragment
Figs. 28, 29
Lot 72-122:28.P.H.0.018, Diam.
of rim not measurable.Single
fragmentpreservingsmallportionof
rimbrokenbelow at attachmentto
body.Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR8/3)
with verysmallbrowninclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
brown(5YR5/4) to darkbrown
(7.5YR4/2); worn.
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graveV of the Potters'Quarter;
CorinthXV, iii, pp. 16-17, no. 15,
pl. 2) and KP 172 (MG II kantharos
fromthe samegrave;CorinthXV, iii,
p. 17,no. 16, pl.2).
MG II

Figure 31. (left):Thapsos Class skyphos
96; (right):comparandum: Thapsos
95 Skyphos,rim fragment Fig. 29
Class skyphos from Syracuse (after
Lot 72-119:5.P.H. 0.030, est.
Pelagatti 1982, no. 4, pl. 26). Scale1:2

Concave vertical rim of skyphos
with rounded lip. The original shape
was probably similar to C-50-107
(MG II, from South Stoa area;
Broneer 1951, pl. 89:d, top left) or
C-38-409 (MG II, from possible
disturbed grave in Forum West area;
CorinthVII, i, p. 29, no. 83, pl. 13).
Two horizontal reserved bands on
exterior;hatched reserved band on
inside of rim.
MG II(?)
Skyphos or kantharos,
rim fragment
Figs. 28, 29
Lot 6720:2. P.H. 0.039, est.
Diam. of rim 0.15. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: tannish buff
(between 7.5YR 8/4 and 7/4) with
very small dark inclusions, minute
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: dark
brown (7.5YR 4/2), light brown
(7.5YR 6/4) where dilute; worn.
Convex upper body of skyphos
or kantharos curving in gently to
unarticulatedconcave vertical rim.
Handle zone decorated with
horizontal chevron zone above at least
two horizontal reserved bands. One
horizontal band preserved on exterior
of rim (probably two originally). No
trace of reserved band preserved on
inside of rim.
Parallels for shape and decoration: KP 170 (MG II skyphos from
94
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Diam. of rim 0.17-0.18. Single
fragmentpreservingportionof rim
andverysmallportionof upperbody.
Clay:greenishbuff (2.5YR8/2) with
few smallwhite andverysmallgray
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR3/4);
crackledandveryworn.
Convexupperbodyof skyphos
curvingin to tall,slightlyflaringrim
with roundedlip.
Reservedhandlezone with at
leastfournarrowlyspacedvertical
framingbars.Threehorizontal
reservedbandson outsideof rim.
Singlehorizontalreservedbandnear
top of insideof rim.
LG(?)

96 ThapsosClassskyphos,
rim fragment
Fig. 31
Lot 72-101:1.P.H. 0.022, est.
Diam. of rim 0.170. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
upperbody.Clay:greenishbuff (2.5Y
8/2) with few verysmallgrayinclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.
Glaze:brown(5YR3/4); worn.
Convexupperbodyof skyphos
curvingsharplyin to inward-sloping
verticalrimwith roundedlip.
Outsideof rim andupperbody
decoratedwith five narrowhorizontal
glazedbands.Singlehorizontal
reservedbandat top of insideof rim.
Rest of interiorsolidlyglazed.
Forthe generalformand
decoration,cf. IthacaRl (GGCIpl.
20:c) andThapsos45825 (Pelagatti

1982, pl. 18, fig. 2, pl. 19, fig. 2). The
rim profile is closely paralleled by a
Thapsos Class skyphos from the area
of the Ionic Temple at Syracuse
(Pelagatti 1982, no. 4, pl. 26); see
Fig. 31.
LG or EPC
97

Skyphos, rim/body fragment
Fig. 32
Lot 2161:4. P.H. 0.023, Diam. of
rim not measurable. Single fragment,
broken all around, preserving small
portion of upper body and lower half
of rim. Clay: yellowish buff (1OYR
8/4) with few very small brown
inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze: reddish brown (2.5YR
4/4) to dark brown (5YR 3/2); worn
on exterior.
Convex upper body of skyphos
curving in to straight vertical rim.
On exterior,reserved handle
zone, 0.013 m high, filled with nine
vertical framing bars; one horizontal
glazed band on rim. Interior solidly
glazed.
Closest parallel for profile and
decoration at Corinth is an
uninventoried rim sherd from well
1948-1 (EPC-MPC); see Fig. 32. A
complete skyphos that seems comparable to 97 was found in a grave at
Taranto together with a globular EPC
aryballos (Bernab6 Brea 1940, p. 483,
fig. 49).
EPC or MPC
98 Miniature skyphos,
rim/handle fragment
Fig. 33
Lot 1994-65:1. PH. 0.022, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.070. Single
fragment preserving ca. one-eighth of
rim, small portion of upper body, and
one handle. Clay: buff (1OYR 8/3)
with few small brown inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
grayish brown (1OYR 3/1); worn.
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Figure32. (left):skyphos97; (right):
skyphosfromwell
comparandum:

Figure33. Miniatureskyphos98.

1948-1. Scale 1:2

Scale 1:2
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Skyphoswith ovoidbody,low
verticalrim,andcantedhorizontal
handle,roundin section.This appears
to be a miniature(half-size)version
of skyphoisuchas C-1978-278
(LG/EPC, fromwell 1978-4;
Williams1983,p. 155, no. 35, fig. 4)
andC-72-49 (LG, fromwell 1972-4;
unpublished).
Preservedportionof exteriorof
bodysolidlyglazedexceptfor area
betweenhandleroots.Exteriorof rim
decoratedwith threehorizontal
reservedbands.Outsideof handle
solidlyglazed,insidereserved.Interior
of vesselsolidlyglazedexceptfor
possiblereservedbandalonginner
edge of lip.
LG or later
99 Protokotyle,rim fragment
Fig. 34
Lot 1975:1.P.H. 0.026, Diam. of
rim not measurable.Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
upperbody.Clay:tannishbuff
(between7.5YR 8/4 and7/4) with
verysmallbrowninclusions,minute
sparklinginclusions.Glaze:dark
brown(5YR 3/2) andcrackledwhere
thick,orangishtan (5YR 7/8) where
dilute;worn.
Convexupperbodyof protokotylecurvingin to minimalrimwith
sharpouteredge.
Handlezone on exteriorconsists
of at leasttwo horizontalreserved
bandsbelowhorizontalzone of
chevrons.Handlezone terminatesat
rightagainstglazedareaoriginallyat
baseof handle.Two horizontal
reservedbandsabovehandlezone at
junctureof rim andbody andon
exteriorof rim proper.Hatched
reservedbandon insideof rim;restof
interiorsolidlyglazed.
Parallelsfor shapeanddecoration:C-50-108 (MG II, fromSouth

99

100

Figure 34. Protokotylai. Scale 1:2
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Figure35. Comparandum:
MG II
protokotyleC-50-108. Scale1:2
Stoa area;Broneer 1951, p. 293, pl.
89:d, lower right; illustrated here in
Fig. 35) and C-1982-213 (MG II,
from well 1981-6; Pfaff 1988,
pp. 51-52, no. 32, fig. 10, pl. 29).
MG II
100 Protokotyle, rim fragment
Fig. 34
Lot 6941:2. P.H. 0.027, Diam. of
rim not measurable. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body with attached handle root.
Clay: tannish buff (between 7.5YR
8/4 and 7/4) with small to very small
black and brown inclusions, minute
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: streaky
brown (5YR 3/4) on interior, almost
entirely worn away from exterior.
Shape similar to preceding but
with thinner rim. Canted horizontal
loop handle attached to upper body.
Decoration on exterior not
preserved. Interior solidly glazed
except for possible horizontal reserved
band on inside of rim.
MG II
101 Protokotyle, rim fragment
Fig. 34
Lot 6940:3. P.H. 0.022, Diam. of
rim ca. 0.13. Single fragment preserv-

ing smallportionof rim andupper
body.Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR8/3)
with few verysmalldarkinclusions.
Glaze:verydarkgray(1OYR3/1);
crackled.
Shapesimilarto 99 but with
moresharplycurvingupperbody.
Exactorientationof fragment
uncertain.
Fairlybroadhorizontalreserved
bandon outsideof rim;restof exterior
solidlyglazed.Interiorsolidlyglazed
exceptfor possiblenarrowhorizontal
reservedbandon insideof rim.
Similarprotokotylaiwith only a
singlehorizontalreservedbandon the
exteriorarecommonat Corinth:cf.
C-50-109 (MG II, fromSouth Stoa
area;Broneer1951, p. 293, pl. 89:d),
C-75-212 (MG II, fromwell 1975-3;
WilliamsandFisher1976, p. 103, no.
13, pl. 18), andC-1982-224 (MG II,
fromwell 1981-6;Pfaff 1988, p. 55,
no. 43, fig. 11, pl. 29).
MG II
102 Protokotyleor skyphos,
foot fragment
Fig. 36
Lot 72-119:4.P.H. 0.030, Diam.
of foot 0.058. Singlefragment
preservingall of foot andpartof lower
body;hole brokenthroughbottom.

101

Figure 36. Protokotyle or skyphos 102.
Scale 1:2
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103 Kotyle,handle/rimfragment
Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR8/4) with
Fig. 37
verysmallgrayandbrowninclusions,
Lot 1956:1.P.H. 0.033, est.
few minutesparklinginclusions.
Diam. of rim0.16, Th. of handle
Glaze:black(1OYR3/1); worn.
Low ringfoot of skyphosor
0.010. Singlefragmentpreserving
completehandlewith attachedportion
protokotylewith roundedresting
surface;concaveinteriorof foot curves of rim andupperbody.Clay:buff
(7.5YR8/4) with verysmallbrown
in to convexundersideof vessel
inclusions,minutesparklingincluwithoutarticulation.Convexlower
sions.Glaze:black(10YR2/1) and
bodyrisesfromfoot at 40 degree
wornon exterior;streakybrown
angle.Profilesimilarto W-15 (EG
(2.5YR4/2) on interior.
skyphosfromgraveat northernedge
VII, i,
Horizontalloop handle,roughly
of AncientCorinth;Corinth
roundin section,risesfromslightly
p. 14, no. 42, pl. 7), C-30-87 (EG
convexupperbodyof kotylewith
skyphosfromBathsof Aphrodite;
simpleroundedlip.
Corinth
VII, i, p. 19, no. 68, pl. 11),
Preserveddecorationon exterior
andC-50-109 (MG II protokotyle
of bodyconsistsof threehorizontal
fromSouthStoa area;Broneer1951,
glazedbandsbelowhandle,two above;
pl. 89:d).
nothingpreservedof the handlezones.
Solidlyglazedexceptfor resting
Outsideof handledecoratedwith
surfaceandinteriorof foot and
narrowlyspacedverticalbarswithout
undersideof vessel.
EG or MG

Figure37. Kotylai.Scale1:2
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framingbandsaboveor below.Interior
solidlyglazedexceptfor horizontal
reservedbandat top.
Parallelsfor shapeand decoration:C-72-3 (LG kotylefromwell
1972-2;unpublished)and C-1978328 (transitionalLG/EPC kotyle
fromwell 1978-4;Williams1983,
p. 154, no. 19, fig. 2). Forgeneral
discussionof kotylaiof this type,see
Neeft 1975, pp. 107-114.
LG or earlyEPC
104 Kotyle,handlefragment Fig. 37
Lot 6941:5.Max.dim.0.028,
Th. of handle0.010. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof handleand
attachedportionof body.Clay:
yellowishbuff (1OYR8/4) on exterior
surface,orangish(5YR 7/8) below
surface,with few verysmallwhite and
browninclusions,minutesparkling

104

106
105

103

107
If
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inclusions.Glaze:light brown(5YR
6/6) to reddishorange(2.5YR5/8);
worn.
Cantedhorizontalloop handleof
kotyle,roundin section,attachedto
slightlyconvexverticalbodywall.
Exteriorof handledecoratedwith
shortverticalbarsframedaboveand
belowby horizontalbands(the barsdo
not touchthe framingbands).Interior
of vesselsolidlyglazed.
Forsimilarhandledecoration,see
C-1978-327 (transitionalLG/EPC
kotylefromwell 1978-4;Williams
1983,p. 154, no. 16, fig. 2).
LG or earlyEPC
105 Kotyle,bodyfragment Fig. 37
C-73-26 (no lot; notebook574,
p. 74, basket41). PH. 0.039,Th. of
wall 0.003. Singlefragment,broken
all around,preservingsmallportion
of upperbody.Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/4) on exteriorsurface,
pinkishbuff (5YR 8/4) belowsurface,
with few verysmalldarkinclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
brown(5YR 3/4) to brownishred
(2.5YR4/6); flakingon exterior,
almostentirelywornawayon interior.
Slightlyconvexbodyof kotyle.
Too little is preservedto determine
whetherthis belongsto a kotyleof the
LG hemisphericalvarietyor to one of
the later,deeper,variety.
Exteriorof lowerbodydecorated
with six narrowglazedbandsbelow
narrowreservedzone filledwith
widelyspacedgroupsof threevertical
glazedbars.Two horizontalglazed
bandsdividenarrowhorizontalzone
frommainhandlezone filledwith
hatchedmeanderframedto left by
threeverticalbars.Fromthe surviving
portionof the meanderit is clearthat
it musthavehad an abbreviated
steppedformas restoredin Fig. 37. A
relatedtype of simplemeander
appearson skyphoiof the Thapsos
Class;cf. Pelagatti1982,pls.22,
30:1-3, 61. As often on Corinthian
meanders,the directionof hatching
reversesat eachcorner;cf. Perachora
II,
pl. 26. Interiororiginallysolidly
glazed.
LG-EPC
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106 Kotyle, rim fragment
Fig. 37
Lot 2235:1. PH. 0.017,Th. of
wall 0.002, Diam. of rim not measurable. Very small fragment preserving
portion of upper body and lip
(chipped). Clay: yellowish buff (1OYR
8/4) with very small dark inclusions,
minute sparkling inclusions. Glaze:
reddish brown (2.5YR 5/6), light
orangish brown (2.5YR 6/8) where
dilute; worn.
Slightly convex vertical upper
body of kotyle.
Preserved right end of handle
zone decorated with two-legged
soldier bird (to right) standing on
horizontal glazed band. Three vertical
glazed bands to right of handle zone;
two horizontal glazed bands above
handle zone. Interior solidly glazed
with added white band near top.
The fact that the three vertical
bands to the right of the handle zone
continue below the horizontal line on
which the bird is standing suggests
that the handle zone included a
second register below the birds.
Parallels for the handle zone: KP 2130
(LG, from Potters' Quarter; Corinth
XV, iii, p. 39, no. 131, pl. 7) and a
kotyle from Delos (Delos XVII,
pl. LIII:C, 35). The use of an added
white band on the interior of a kotyle
is first attested at Corinth on C-1978298 and C-1978-331 (both transitional LG/EPC, from well 1978-4;
Williams 1983, pp. 154-155, nos. 11,
24, figs. 1,2).
LG or EPC
107 Kotyle, rim fragment
Fig. 37
Lot 72-111:1. P.H. 0.028, Diam.
of rim not measurable. Single
fragment preserving small portion of
upper body and lip. Clay: yellowish
buff (1OYR 8/3) with few minute
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: brown
(5YR 4/4) to orangish (2.5YR 5/8);
worn.
Very slightly convex vertical
upper body of kotyle rising to lip with
slight groove along outer edge.
Preserved decoration on exterior
consists of handle zone with file of
one-legged wire birds facing right to
vertical framing bar.Two horizontal
glazed bands above and below handle
zone. Narrow reserved band along top

of rim.Interiorsolidlyglazed.
The decorationof this piece finds
closeparallelson kotylaifromEPC
depositsat Corinth:KP 2085 (EPC,
fromNorthwestAngle Deposit of
Potters'Quarter;CorinthXV, iii, p. 35,
no. 112, pls. 7, 81), C-40-366 (EPC,
fromwell 1940-5;Weinberg1948,
p. 211, no. C12, pl. 75; GGP?
pl. 21:e),
andW-123 (lateEPC, well 1936-17;
CorinthVII, i, p. 39, no. 123, pl. 17).
The use of the similardecorationin
the handlezone of a ray-basedkotyle
fromthe TombedellaNave at
Cerveteri(Brokaw1964, p. 53, fig. 5)
indicates,however,that 107 might
dateas late as the Middle Protocorinthianperiod.The style of the
birdscorrespondsto that of Benson's
"Two-toeGroup"(Benson1989, p. 22,
pl. 6:6).
EPC or perhapsMPC
108 Smallkotyle
Fig. 37
Lot 4352:2.H. 0.062, est. Diam.
of foot 0.030, est. Diam. of rim 0.065.
Singlefragmentpreservingaboutonefifth of vessel(fullprofile);stumpof
one handle.Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/3) with verysmalldark
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:brown(5YR4/3),
brownishyellow(7.5YR7/6) where
dilute,on exterior;streakydarkbrown
(7.5YR4/2) on interior.
Smallkotylewith delicatering
foot, deepbody,and sharp-edgedlip.
Cantedhorizontalhandleattached
just belowlip. Parallelfor shape:KP
2086 and KP 184 (both EPC, from
Potters'Quarter;CorinthXV, iii, p. 35,
no. 111, pl. 7, p. 247, no. 1362, pl. 57).
Undersideof vesselandresting
surfaceandinteriorof foot reserved.
Exteriorof lowerbodydecoratedwith
threewidelyspacedhorizontal
reservedbandson darkground.Upper
bodydecoratedwith eight narrowly
spacedhorizontalglazedbandsbelow
handlezone filledwith sigma'sflanked
by verticalframingbars.Single
horizontalglazedbandat top of
handlezone. Singleglazedbandon
outsideof handle.Interiorof vessel
solidlyglazedexceptfor two horizontal reservedbandsat top.
Parallelfor sigma'sin handlezone
and singlebandon handle:KP 184

THE

(EPC;cited above).Parallelfor three
reservedbandson lowerbody:
C-1978-271 (transitionalLG/EPC,
fromwell 1978-4;Williams1983,
p. 155, no. 23, fig. 2).
Such smallkotylaiarerarein the
8th century;a few examplesof equal
or slightlygreaterheight appearin the
Sanctuaryof Hera Limeniaat
Perachora(probablyEPC; Perachora
II, p. 53, nos. 382, 383, 385, pl. 19);six
othersof slightlysmallersize were
foundin grave1951-1 at Corinth(end
of EPC or MPC; Weinberg1974,
pp.527-530).
EPC
109 Kotyle,rim/handlefragment
Fig. 37
Lot 6941:3.P.H. 0.023, Diam. of
rim not measurable.Singlefragment
preservingoverhalf of handleand
smallportionof attachedupperbody
andlip. Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR
8/4) with verysmalldarkinclusions.
Glaze:brown(5YR4/6) on exterior,
darkbrown(7.5YR3/2) on interior.
Nearlyverticalupperbodyof
kotylerisingto sharp-edgedlip.
Cantedhorizontalloop handle,round
in section,attachedto upperbody.
Exteriorof bodybelowhandle
decoratedwith two horizontalglazed
bands.Preservedportionof handle
zone filledwith fiveverticalframing
bars.Two horizontalglazedbands
C-50-118

110

111

Figure38. Cups(?)110 and 111 and
PG C-50-118. Scale1:2
comparandum:
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113

Figure 39. One-handled cups. Scale1:2
above handle zone. Single glazed band
on outside of handle. Interior of vessel
solidly glazed except for two horizontal reserved bands at top.
Parallel for the handle decoration:
KP 2086 (EPC, from Potters' Quarter;
CorinthXV, iii, p. 35, no. 111, pl. 7).
That the kotylai from well 1978-4
(transitional LG/EPC) still have bars
on their handles rather than the single
band used on 109 suggests that the
single band was not adopted before
the EPC period; see Williams 1983,
p. 154, nos. 16, 18-22, fig 2.
EPC or MPC
There is a similar fragment in lot
2235.

Glaze: brownish red (2.5YR 5/6);
worn.
Small flaring ring foot of small
open vessel with rounded resting
surface and low conical underside with
nipple at center. Concave lower body
rises from foot at ca. 45 degree angle.
Underside and resting surface
reserved;exterior and interior of body
solidly glazed.
This foot might belong to a cup
of transitional form between the highfooted PG variety, represented by the
preceding piece, and the later flatbased variety, represented by the
following.
LPG(?)

110 Cup, foot fragment
Fig. 38
Lot 72-122:25. P.H. 0.022, H. of
foot 0.014, est. Diam. of top of foot
0.031. Single fragment preserving
small portion of foot and floor of
vessel; resting surface worn. Clay: gray
(1OYR 6/2) with few small brown
inclusions and minute sparkling
inclusions; apparentlyburned. Glaze:
thin dull gray (5YR 5/1).
Small conical foot of cup rising at
ca. 65 degree angle to lower body.
Truncated conical underside with
small nipple at center. Size and form
of foot comparable to that of C-50118 (PG cup from South Stoa area;
unpublished); see Fig. 38.
Underside reserved;exterior of
foot and bottom of body solidly
glazed. No glaze preserved on floor of
vessel.
PG

112 One-handled cup, base fragment
Fig. 40
Lot 6935:1. P.H. 0.024, est.
Diam. of base 0.040. Single fragment
preserving about one-fourth of base,
small portion of lower body. Clay:
greenish buff (2.5Y 8/2) with very
small black inclusions, minute
sparkling inclusions. Glaze: light
greenish brown (10YR 6/3); crackled
and very worn.
Flat base of one-handled cup
with slightly concave underside,
convex flaring lower body. Parallel for
profile: C-69-261 (unpublished EG
cup from grave 1970-9 in Forum West
area);see Fig. 41.
Underside reserved;rest solidly
glazed.
EG(?)
A second similar base fragment
remains in lot 72-106.

111 Cup(?), foot fragment
Fig. 38
Lot 72-122:26. P.H. 0.020, Diam.
of foot 0.034. Single fragment
preserving most of foot and portion of
lower body. Clay: tan (7.5YR 7/4) at
surface, gray (1OYR 6/2 to 5/1) below
surface,with few small dark inclusions, minute sparkling inclusions.

113 One-handled cup,
handle/rim fragment
Fig. 39
Lot 6648:2. PH. 0.048, Diam. of
rim not measurable,W. of handle
0.013, Th. of handle 0.008. Single
fragment preserving complete handle
and small portion of attached body
and rim. Clay: yellowish buff (10YR
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Outsideof handledecoratedwith
narrowlyspacedhorizontalglazed
bands;inside (at leasttowardbottom)
solidlyglazed.
EG or MG
115

Fgr4

118

117

116

n

119

.

Figure40. One-handledcups.Scale1:2

8/3) with verysmallbrownandblack
inclusions,minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkbrown(5YR3/2);
crackledon interior;almostentirely
worn awayfromexterior.
Smallcupwith ovoidbodyrising
to flaringrim (profileof rim obscured
by upperhandleattachment).Small
verticalstraphandle,ovalin section,
risesfromlowerbodyto rim.
Slighttracesof horizontalbands
on outsideof handle.Interiorsolidly
glazed.Whethertherewas a reserved
bandon the insideof the rim is no
longerclear.
Parallelfor shapeanddecoration:
C-72-97 (EG, fromgrave1972-5;

C-33-1440

C-69-261
Figure 41. Comparanda for
one-handled cups: C-33-1440 (LPG),
C-72-97 (EG), C-69-261 (EG),
C-63-645 (EG or MG I). Scale1:2

Williamsand Fisher1973, p. 5, no. 7,
pl. 2); see Fig. 41.
EG or MG
114 One-handledcup,
Fig. 39
handlefragment
Lot 72-119:7W. 0.014,Th.
0.007, max.dim. 0.030. Single
fragmentpreservinglowerhalf of
handle,brokenabovelowerattachment.Clay:buff (7.5YR8/4) with few
smallto verysmallbrowninclusions,
smallwhite inclusions,minute
sparklinginclusions.Glaze:grayish
brown(7.5YR6/2).
Smallverticalhandleof cup,oval
in section;similarto preceding.

C-72-97

C-63-645

115 One-handledcup(?),
Fig. 40
rim fragment
Lot 72-122:14.P.H. 0.029, est.
Diam. of rim 0.095. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
upperbody.Clay:buff (7.5YR8/4)
with verysmallbrowninclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
darkgray(5YR3/1) to brown(5YR
5/4); crackledandveryworn.
Convexupperbodycurvingin to
smallconcaveverticalrimwith
roundedlip.Althoughthis fragment
most probablybelongsto a onehandledcup,the diameterof the rim
is just largeenoughthat it could
belonginsteadto a verysmallskyphos,
likeW-28, or kantharos,likeW-30
(bothEG, fromgraveat northern
edge of AncientCorinth;CorinthVII,
i, p. 14, nos. 43, 44, pl. 8). Profileof
rim similarto C-63-645 (EG or MG
I cupfromwell 1963-7 at Anaploga;
unpublished)but not as tightlycurved;
see Fig. 41.
Exteriorappearsto havebeen
solidlyglazed.No remainsof glaze on
interior.
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119 One-handledcup,rimfragment
Fig. 40
Lot 6937:2.P.H. 0.036, est.
Diam. of rim 0.08. Singlefragment
preservingless thanone-fourthof rim
andportionof upperbody.Clay:
116 One-handledcup,rim fragment
Fig. 40 yellowishbuff (10YR 8/3) with small
to verysmallbrowninclusions,few
Lot 75-269:1.P.H.0.030, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.09. Singlefragment minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
verydarkgray(10YR3/1); almost
preservingportionof rim andupper
entirelyworn away.
body.Clay:buff (7.5YR8/4) with
Shapesimilarto preceding
smallbrownandwhite inclusions,
examplebut with morestrongly
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
convexbodyand moreemphatic
light brown(5YR6/6). Not typical
Corinthianfabricandglaze;similarto articulationat baseof rim.
Glaze on outsideof rim;none
two piecesfromwell 1981-6 (Pfaff
preservedelsewhereon exterior.
1988,pp.55-56, nos. 45, 46, figs. 11,
Horizontalreservedbandbarely
13).
discernibleon insideof rim;restof
Convexupperbodyof onehandledcuprisingto low concaverim interiorappearsto havebeen solidly
glazed.
with roundedlip. Profilesimilarto
EG or MG
preceding piece.
In lot 6937 thereis anothervery
Solidlyglazedinsideandout;no
similarrim fragment.
reservedbandon insideof rim.
EG or MG
120 One-handledcup,basefragment
Fig. 40
117 One-handledcup,rimfragment
Lot 6837:1.RH. 0.016, est.
Fig. 40
Diam. of base0.050. Singlefragment
Lot 72-119:6.P.H. 0.019, est.
preservingaboutone-fourthof base,
Diam. of rim 0.07. Singlefragment
smallportionof lowerbody.Clay:
preservingsmallportionof rim and
yellowishbuff (10YR8/2) with very
upperbody.Clay:yellowishbuff
(1OYR8/3) with few verysmallbrown smallblackandbrowninclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
inclusions,minutesparklinginclubrown(5YR4/3) to darkgray(5YR
sions.Glaze:darkgray(5YR4/1);
3/1); entirelyworn awayfrominterior.
worn.
Flat baseof one-handledcup
Shapesimilarto preceding
with concaveunderside;straight
examplebut with smallerrim and
flaringlowerbody.Closestparallelfor
thinnerwall.
Possiblehorizontalreservedband profileof lowerbody:C-82-232 (MG
II[?],fromwell 1981-6;Pfaff 1988,
on insideof rim;restsolidlyglazed.
p. 58, no. 51, fig. 13).
EG or MG
Undersidereserved;exterior
solidlyglazed.
118 One-handledcup,rim fragment
MG(?)
Fig. 40
A secondfragmentwith
Lot 72-117:13.P.H. 0.019, est.
similarprofileis in lot 72-108.
Diam.of rim 0.09. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
121 Cup(?),body/handlefragment
upperbody.Clay:buff (7.5YR8/4)
Fig. 40
with few verysmallbrownandgray
Lot 72-122:13.P.H. 0.040,Th.
inclusions,minutesparklingincluof wall 0.008,W. of handle0.016.
sions.Glaze:brown(5YR 8/4).
Singlefragmentpreservingportionof
Shapesimilarto precedingpiece
lowerbody,brokenjust abovebase,
butwith clearerarticulationat baseof
and stumpof handle.Clay:greenish
rim.
buff (2.5YR8/2) with verysmallblack
Horizontalreservedbandon
andbrowninclusions,minute
insideof rim;restsolidlyglazed.
EG or MG

EG or MG
Therearethreesmallrim
fragmentswith similarprofilesin lots
6935, 72-122, and73-129.

I05

sparklinginclusions.Glaze:darkgray
(5YR3/1); veryworn.
Convexbodyof smallopenvessel
becomingslightlyconcavetowardthe
bottom.Verticalstraphandle,ovalin
section,risesfromlowerbody.The
identificationof this piece remainsin
doubt.It seemstoo largeandthe
handleis attachedtoo low for it to be
a normalone-handledcup;the handle
attachmentis likewisetoo low for a
normalkantharos.
Only slighttraceof glaze on
exterior.Interiorsolidlyglazed.
G(?),not preciselydatable
122 Kyathos,handle/rimfragment
Fig. 42
Lot 2238:1.P.H. 0.044, W. of
handle0.013,Th. of handle0.005.
Singlefragmentpreservingcomplete
handlewith attachedportionof rim
andupperbody.Clay:yellowishtan
(7.5YR7/6) on exterior,orangish
(5YR 7/8) on interior,with verysmall
black,brown,andwhite inclusions,
minutesparklinginclusions.Glaze:
reddishbrown(2.5YR5/8 to 2.5YR
4/8); veryworn.
Kyathoswith convexlowerbody,
upperbody
straightinward-sloping(?)

122

_

4

C-1978-226
Figure42. Kyathos122 and
comparandum.Scale1:2
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rim andupperend of handle(five
terminatingin roundedlip. Delicate
verticalstraphandle,ovalin section,
othernonjoiningfragmentsin same
risesfromlowerbodyto lip. Exact
lot). Clay:greenishbuff (2.5YR 8/2)
with smallto verysmallbrownand
orientationuncertain.
grayinclusions,minutesparkling
Exteriorof bodypreservesonly
inclusions.Glaze:darkgray(1OYR
smallpatchesof glaze nearlower
handleattachment.Outsideof handle 4/1); crackledandworn.
continuouslybanded;insidereserved.
Standwith concavebodywall
Interiorof vesselsolidlyglazedexcept risingto beveledrim.Smallvertical
for two horizontalreservedbandsnear loop handle,ovalin section,set near
middleof side.Parallelfor shape:
top.
Parallelsfor shapeanddecoraCP-861 (MG I, fromgravegroup[s]
tion:BenakiMuseum14476 (LG;
northof Peirene;Nichols 1905, pp.
GGPpl. 19:f) andC-1978-266
417-418, no. 10, pl. 15; CorinthVII, i,
(transitionalLG/EPC, fromwell
p. 18, no. 65, pl. 10).
1978-4;Williams1983,p. 155, no. 37,
Dark-groundexteriordecorated
with horizontalzone framedon all
fig. 4 [inventorynumberwrongly
givenas C-1978-265]);see Fig. 42.
sidesby triplereservedbands.Within
The formof the handleis closerto
the zone areopposedgroupsof
the Benakipiece.
parallelobliqueglazedbandssimilar
LG or EPC
to those that appearon other
Thereis anothersimilarkyathos
CorinthianLPG andEG vessels;cf.
handlefragmentin lot 6935.
CP-1901 (LPG cup;CorinthVII, p. 7,
no. 12, pl. 1), W-27 (EG amphora;
123 Stand
Fig. 43 CorinthVII, i, p. 12, no. 35, pl. 6), and
C-71-224 (lot 6937). RH. 0.105,
C-68-52 (LPG pyxis;Williams1970,
est. Diam.of rim0.17, W. of handle
p. 19, no. 25, pl. 9). Top of rim has
0.017, Th. of handle0.008. Nine
reservedband.Interiorreservedexcept
joining sherdspreservingroughlyone- for narrowglazedmarginat top.
thirdof stand,includingportionof
LPG or EG

~~~

//

~~Figure 43. Stand123.

COARSE WARES
124 Amphoraor hydria,rim fragment
Fig. 44
Lot 75-250:2.P.H. 0.062, Diam.
of rim ca. 0.14, Th. of rim0.008.
Singlefragmentpreservingsmall
portionof rim and neck,upperroot of
handle.Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR
8/3) with manylargeto smallgrayand
browninclusions.
Inward-slopingneckof amphora
or hydriarisingto outturnedrimwith
flattenedlip. Verticalhandleoriginally
attachedto top of neck.Parallelsfor
profile:C-63-650 (MG I amphora
fromwell 1963-7 fromAnaploga;
Pfaff 1988, fig. 22) and C-1982-133
(MG I or II amphora,fromwell
1981-6;Pfaff 1988, p. 65, no. 68,
fig. 22).
MG
125 Amphoraor hydria,rim fragment
Fig. 45
Lot 6940:4.P.H. 0.032, Diam. of
rim not measurable.Singlefragment
preservingverysmallportionof rim
and top of neck.Clay:greenishbuff
(2.5YR8/2) with manylargeto small
grayinclusions.
Verticalneckof amphoraor
hydriarisingto outturnedrimwith
flattenedlip.The profileresembles
most closelyCorinthianMG II
hydrias,suchasT 3592 (MG II, from
grave16 of North Cemetery;Corinth
XIII, p. 23, no. 16-9, pl. 6; Pfaff 1988,
fig. 23), C-37-2 (MG II, fromgrave
1937-3; CorinthVII, i, p. 27, no. 77),
and C-35-35 (MG II[?],fromForum
West area;CorinthVII, i, p. 30, no. 86;
AJA40, 1936, p. 43, fig. 21); see
Fig. 45.
MG II
126 Amphoraor hydria,rim fragment
Fig. 46
Lot 6939:5.P.H. 0.041, Diam. of
rim not measurable,
Th. of rim 0.011.
Singlefragmentpreservingsmall
portionof rim and neck.Clay:
greenishbuff (2.5Y 8/2) with many
mediumto smallgrayinclusions.
Cylindricalneckof amphoraor
hydriarisingto outturnedrimwith
flattenedlip. Closestparallelfor rim
\
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Figure 44. Coarseware amphora or
hydria 124. Scale1:2
125

C-37-2

C-35-35

Figure 45. 125 and comparanda. Scale 1:2
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profile:C-72-162 (LG amphorafrom
well 1972-4;Pfaff 1988, fig. 22).
LG(?)
127 Amphoraor hydria,
neck/rimfragment
Fig. 47
Lot 6940:5.PH. 0.126, est.
Diam. of rim 0.135, W. of handle
0.035,Th. of handle0.022. Nine
joiningfragmentspreservingsmall
portionof upperbody,one-thirdof
neck,andless thanone-fourthof rim;
one handlewith largechip missing.
Clay:greenishbuff (2.5Y 8/2) with
manylargeto smallgrayinclusions.
Broadconvexshoulderof
amphoraor hydriarisingto stout
cylindricalneck surmountedby
outturnedrimwith flattenedlip (in
the breakit is clearthat the rimwas
addedas a separatepiece to the top of
the neck).Verticalhandle,ovalin
section,risesin broadarcfrom
shoulderto top of neck.Deep
thumbprintat baseof handle.Vertical
paringmarkson outsideof neck.
Closestparallelfor profileof neck
andrim:C-1978-302 (transitional
LG/EPC amphorafromwell 1978-4;
Williams 1983, p. 155, no. 64, fig. 7;
Pfaff 1988, fig. 22).
LG or EPC

Figure47. Coarsewareamphoraor
hydria127.

Figure 46. Coarseware amphora or
hydria 126. Scale1:2
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Figure 48. Coarseware hydria 128

128 Hydria, body fragment
Fig. 48
Lot 75-249:9. Est. Diam. of body
below handle ca. 0.41, Th. of wall
0.009. Single fragment of central
portion of body, broken all around,
preserving small portion of handle
roots. Clay: tannish buff (between
7.5YR 8/4 and 7/4) at surface,
orangish tan (5YR 7/8) below surface,
with many large to small brown and
gray inclusions, minute sparkling
inclusions.
Hydria with broad globular body,
horizontal loop handle.
G, not precisely datable
129 Hydria(?), base fragment Fig. 49
Lot 75-249:8. P.H. 0.163, est.
Diam. of base 0.125. Eight joining
fragments preserving about one-sixth
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of baseandportionof lowerbody.
Clay:orangishtan (5YR 7/6) with
manylargeto smallbrowninclusions
(concentratedat the bottom).
Flat baseof largevesselwith
unbeveledouteredge;broadconvex
bodybecomingconcavetowardthe
bottom.Fromthe breakit is clearthat
the baseof this vesselwas formedas a
separatecap addedto the bottomof
the body.
Originalshapeprobablysimilar
to W-32 (EG hydriafromgraveat
northernedge of AncientCorinth;
CorinthVII, i, p. 15, no. 53, pl. 9) and
C-35-35 (MG hydriafromForum
West area;unpublished;see Fig. 45).
EG or MG
130 Miniatureamphoraor hydria,
rim and neckfragment Fig. 50
C-72-298 (lot 72-107). P.H.
0.037, est. Diam. of rim 0.063, est.
Diam. of neck0.050, W. of handle
0.012,Th. of handle0.008. Single
fragmentpreservingone-fourthof rim
and neck,one upperhandleroot.Clay:
tan (between7.5YR 8/4 and 7/4) with
manymediumto smalldarkgrayand
reddishbrowninclusions,minute
sparklinginclusions.
Miniatureversionof Corinthian
A amphora(or relatedhydriashape)

with stoutcylindricalnecksurmountedby heavyhorizontalrimwith
roundeduppersurface.Vertical
handle,ovalin section,attachedjust
belowrim.
Full-sizeamphorasthat correspondmost closelyto this piece are:
C-40-370 (EPC, fromwell 1940-5;
Weinberg1948, p. 212, no. C16, pl.
76; Pfaff 1988, fig. 22) and C-37-935
(EPC[?],fromwell 1937-2; Corinth
VII, i, p. 48, no. 171, pl. 24; Pfaff
1988, fig. 22; illustratedherein Fig.
50). This is the only miniatureversion
of an earlyTypeA amphoraknownto
me. OtherminiatureTypeA amphorasat Corinthareof muchlaterdate
(4th centuryB.C.): C-71-334, C-71528, and C-75-132 (allunpublished).
EPC
131 Pithos,bodyfragment Fig. 51
Lot 6937:3.Max.dim.0.053,Th.
of wall 0.023. Singlefragmentof body,
brokenall around.Clay:grayishtan
(1OYR7/2) to orangishtan (5YR 7/6)
with manyverylargeto medium
brownand darkgrayinclusions.
Exteriordecoratedwith raised
bandimpressedwith comblike
instrument.The impressedpattern
probablyconsistedof two horizontal
lines framinga seriesof parallel

Figure 49. Coarseware hydria(?) 129.
Scale 1:2
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Figure 51. Pithos body fragments 131
and 132
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C-37-935

diagonallines,as on a fragmentary
pithos,C-1982-164 (MG II, from
well 1981-6;Pfaff 1988,p. 66, no. 76,
pl. 30).
G(?),not preciselydatable

zigzag,thoughwithoutframinglines,
appearson a pithosfragment,lot
1982-161:20(MG II, fromwell 19816; Pfaff 1988, p. 68, no. 82, pl. 30).
G(?),not preciselydatable

132 Pithos,bodyfragment Fig. 51
Lot 75-268:2.Max.dim. 0.085,
Th. of wall 0.026. Singlefragment,
brokenall around,preservingsmall
portionof slopingshoulder(?)of
pithos.Clay:tan (7.5YR7/4) with
manyverylargeto mediumreddish
browninclusions.
Exteriordecoratedwith raised
bandimpressedwith comblike
instrument.The impressedpattern
consistsof zigzagframedaboveby
horizontalline (originallytherewas
probablya secondframingline below
the zigzag).A similarimpressed

133 Smallpitcher
Figs. 52, 57
C-72-115. Fromgrave1972-8
(onlyfind).H. to top of handle0.087,
H. to top of rim 0.063, max.Diam.
body0.056, Diam. of bottom0.034,
W. of handle0.012,Th. of handle
0.009.Two fragmentspreserving
entirevessel,exceptfor smallchip at
bottom.Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR
8/3) with manylargeto smallgrayand
browninclusions.
Cited:BookidisandFisher1974,
p. 286, pl. 59.
Smallpitcherwith flattened
bottom,almostsphericalbody,wide
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133

Figure52. Smallcoarsewarepitcher
133 andcomparandumC-69-257.

C-69-257

Scale for drawings1:2
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Figure53. Coarsewarefragments.
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neck,andtrefoilrim;
forward-sloping
high-swungverticalhandle,ovalin
section,risesfromupperbodyto rim.
Thereis no exactparallelfor this
pitcherat Corinth.The sphericalbody
and high-swunghandlearemost
similarto those on two slightlylarger
pitchers,C-69-256 and C-69-257
(EG, fromgrave1970-9;unpublished);see Fig. 52. The formis quite
differentfromthose of two small
pitchersfromgrave1972-5 (LPG,
WilliamsandFisher1973,p. 5,
nos. 1, 4, pl. 2).
EG(?)
134 Pitcher(?),basefragment Fig. 53
Lot 72-119:8.P.H. 0.042, est.
Diam. of base0.10. Twojoining
fragmentspreservingroughlyhalfof
baseandsmallportionof lowerbody.
Clay:greenishbuff (2.5Y 8/2) with
manymediumto smallgrayinclu-
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136 Deep bowl, rim fragment Fig. 53
Lot 72-122:29. P.H. 0.056, Diam.
of rim not measurable,Th. of body
wall 0.004-0.008. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/4) with medium reddish
brown inclusions.
Vertical or nearly vertical upper
body of deep handmade bowl curving
gently out at top to rounded lip. Exact
orientation uncertain. Abundant
paring marks on exterior surface.
The profile is similar to that of
C-38-547, a fine painted skyphos
from the PG hearth deposit west of
the museum of Ancient Corinth
(Corinth VII,i,p. 3,no. 1, fig. 1,pl. 1),
but it is also similar to that of LH
IIIC deep bowls, such as lot 72-116:4
from the Demeter sanctuary (Rutter
1979, p. 366, no. 33, fig. 2).
LH IIIC-PG(?)

sions.

Flat baseof largehandmade
vessel,probablya pitcher,with
unbeveledouteredge;convexlower
bodybecomingconcavetoward
bottom.In the caseof this baseand
the followingexample,thereis no
clearindicationat the breakthat the
bottomwas formedas a separatecap.
Exteriorof lowerbodybearsvertical
paringmarks.
Possibleparallelsfor shape:C-72100 (PG pitcherfromgrave1972-5;
WilliamsandFisher1973, p. 5, no. 3,
pl. 2; Pfaff 1988, fig. 27), C-73-158
(EG pitcherfromabovegrave1973-6;
Pfaff 1988, fig. 27), and C-1982-135
(MG II pitcherfromwell 1981-6;
Pfaff1988, p. 68, no. 85, fig. 27).
PG-MG
135 Pitcher(?),basefragment Fig. 53
Lot 72-119:9.P.H. 0.074, est.
Diam. of base0.12-0.13. Three
joiningfragmentspreservingsmall
portionof baseandlowerbody.Clay:
buff (7.5YR8/4) on exteriorsurface,
orangish(5YR 7/8) elsewhere,with
manylargeto smalldarkredinclusions,smallwhite inclusions.
Flat basesimilarto the preceding.
EG or MG(?)

137 Deep bowl, rim fragment Fig. 53
Lot 6648:6. P.H. 0.076, Diam. of
rim 0.19, Th. of wall 0.004-0.007.
Single fragment preserving portion of
rim and body. Clay: yellowish buff
(1OYR 8/3) with many medium to
small gray and light brown inclusions.
Convex body of handmade deep
bowl curving up and out to slightly
flattened lip. Exact orientation
uncertain.
There are no close parallels for
this piece; the compound curve of the
body wall is reminiscent of fine
painted deep bowls and skyphoi of the
LH IIIC through PG phases, but the
flattened form of the lip is not.
LH IIIC-PG(?)
138 Pedestaled bowl, rim fragment
Fig. 53
Lot 2235:3. P.H. 0.041, est.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.30. Single fragment
preserving small portion of rim and
upper body. Clay: yellowish tan
(7.5YR 7/4) with medium to small
dark gray inclusions, minute sparkling
inclusions.
Shallow bowl with slightly convex
upper body rising to rim, flattened at
top and along outer edge. Interior
burnished.
This piece and the following

III

probablybelongto pedestaledbowls
similarto C-1978-314 (transitional
LG/EPC, fromwell 1978-4;Williams
1983, p. 155, no. 57a, fig. 6). Bowls
with similarrim profilesareattestedas
earlyas the MG II phase;see Pfaff
1988, pp.36-37.
MG II-EPC
139 Pedestaledbowl,rim fragment
Fig. 53
Lot 1970:1.P.H. 0.028, est.
Diam. of rim 0.22. Singlefragment
preservingsmallportionof rim and
upperbody;slightremainsof
handle(?)attachmentprojectingfrom
outsideof rim.Clay:light tan on
exteriorsurface(between7.5YR 8/4
and 7/6), light orangishtan (between
5YR 8/4 and 7/6) elsewhere,with
manymediumto smallbrownand
white inclusions.
Shallowbowl similarto preceding. Interiorandexteriorburnished.
MG II-EPC
Fig. 53
140 Lid, rim fragment
Lot 6940:6.Max. dim.0.092,Th.
0.009-0.016, est. Diam. ca. 0.27. Two
joiningfragmentspreservingsmall
portionof lid, includingca. onetwelfthof outeredge. Clay:light gray
(1OYR7/2) with manymediumto
smalldarkgrayinclusions;apparently
burned.
Flat disk-shapedlid with slightly
beveledouteredge.Thicknessof lid
increasestowardcenter.Top and outer
edge smooth.Bottomflattenedbut
not smoothed.
Similarlids havebeen foundat
Corinthin contextsrangingfromMG
I to EPC; see Pfaff 1988, pp. 38-39.
G(?)
141 Lid, rim fragment
Fig. 53
Lot 6937:4.Max.dim.0.052,
Th. 0.009, est. Diam. ca. 0.22. Single
fragmentpreservingsmallportionof
rim. Clay:yellowishbuff (1OYR8/3)
with manymediumto smalldarkgray
inclusions.Tracesof burningon
portionof bottom.
Flat disk-shapedlid with beveled
outeredge;similarto precedingbut
flatter.
G(?)
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OTHER FINDS OF THE EARLY IRON AGE
SMALL

BRONZES

In additionto the potterydiscussedhere,the only othersmallfindsfrom
the Demeter sanctuarythat may date as earlyas the EarlyIron Age are
small bronze objects:twenty-threebronze straightpins, seven or eight
bronzefibulae,andone or two bronzerings(a selectionof the representative piecesdiscussedbelowis illustratedin Fig. 54). Althoughthese small
bronzeswill be fullypublishedin a forthcomingstudyof the minorobjects
fromthe Demetersanctuary,
they arebrieflydiscussedhereforwhat they
mayindicateaboutthe use of the site duringthe EarlyIronAge.
Of the pins, three (MF-14212, MF-14220a, and MF-14220b) beGeometrictype IB, which rangesin datefrom
long to Kilian-Dirlmeier's
Fourotherpins
the EarlyGeometricto the MiddleGeometricII period.53
(MF-14209,MF-68-381, MF-70-269, andMF-70-270) belongeitherto
Kilian-Dirlmeier's
Geometrictype IIE or to her type IIIA, whose dates
range from the Middle Geometric to the Late Geometric/Early
Protocorinthianperiod.54
Two other pins (MF-14213 and MF-70-213)
belongto Kilian-Dirlmeier's
typeXVIB,which has a chronologicalrange
or,perhaps,
fromthe Late Geometricperiodto the EarlyProtocorinthian
Two others(MF-71-266 and MF-73Middle Protocorinthianperiod.55
multiheadtypeA, whichis attestedfromthe
35) areof Kilian-Dirlmeier's
AnEarlyProtocorinthian
periodto the secondhalf of the 7th century.56
other eight (MF-13183, MF-13188, MF-13194, MF-68-340, and
uninventoriedexamplesfromlots 1991, 2087, 6505, and 72-122) belong
to Kilian-Dirlmeier's
Archaictype All, which seems to have begun towardthe end of the 8th centuryandcontinuedwell into the 7th century.57
The finalfour(MF-13191,MF-14215, MF-14216, andMF-70-271) are
of a rolled-headtypewith awide chronologicalrangefromthe Mycenaean
erato the Classicalperiod.58
Of the fibulae,five(MF-13181,MF-14210, MF-14211, MF-14219,
and MF-68-380) belong to Blinkenberg'stype 11.1,which is characterized by a plain,archedbow,roundin section,anda small,flattenedcatchplate. All five are small (0.031-0.035 m long), and their bows are only
slightlythickenedtowardthe top of the arc.In two cases,the bow is no
thickerthan wire (0.001-0.002 m thick),while in the othersthe bow is
somewhatmore substantial(0.003-0.004 m thick). MF-69-405 might
belongto a largerarchedfibulawith incisedbow,but as only a portionof
the presumedbowsurvives,the identityof the pieceis questionable.Simple
andProtogeometric
fibulaesuchas these aretypicalof the Submycenaean
periods,but some,includingsmallspecimenslike thosefromthe Demeter
sanctuary,havebeen found in contextsof the 8th or early7th century.59
Anothersmallfibulafromthe Demetersanctuary,
MF-73-83, hasa thick,
swollenbow similarto Thessalianfibulaeof Blinkenberg'stype 11.6and
Kilian'sBogenfibel
C I and 11,60 but it is too fragmentaryto classifyand
dateaccurately.
The lastfibula(MF-70-210), of which only a fragmentof
the stem and rearportionof the bow survives,maybelongto a varietyof
the so-calledAttic-Boiotiantype, which is attestedin the Peloponnese
fromthe Middle GeometricII periodto the Middle Protocorinthian.6'

53. Kilian-Dirlmeier1984, pp. 9092. Another pin of this type, washed
into the areaof the Turkishfountain of
Hadji Mustafa by torrentialrains in the
fall of 1996, is likely to derivefrom the
Demeter sanctuary,located some 300
meters up the hill. I owe this information to Nancy Bookidis.
54. Kilian-Dirlmeier1984, pp. 107113. Uncertaintyabout the exact type
to which these two pins belong results
from the fact that only the molded
finialsof the pins survive.
55. Kilian-Dirlmeier1984, pp. 139145.
56. Kilian-Dirlmeier1984, pp. 163169,200-203 (MF-71-266 = no. 2190;
MF-73-35

= no. 2193).

57. Kilian-Dirlmeier1984, pp. 209214,217-218 (MF-13183 = no. 3472;
MF-13188 = no. 3522; MF-13194 =

no. 3455; MF-68-340 = no. 3518).
58. Kilian-Dirlmeier1984, pp. 206207 (MF-13191 = no. 3389).
59. At Corinth two fibulaeof this
type were found in Submycenaean
graves(graves1969-33 and 1969-34);
Williams 1970, pp. 14-15, nos. 10,13,
pl. 6. One other (MF-6532) is without
a datablecontext; CorinthXII, p. 269,
no. 2165, pl. 113. At Perachora,
examplesof the type appearin both the
Limenia and the Akraiasanctuaries,
suggesting that the type continued to
be used well into the 8th century;
PerachoraI, p. 169. For evidence for the
use of this type of fibulainto the late
8th or early7th century,see
Blinkenberg1926, pp. 194-195; Kilian
1975, p. 21; Sapouna-Sakellarakis1978,
p.45.
60. Blinkenberg1926, p. 65, fig. 38;
Kilian 1975, pp. 29-30, pl. 5. Fibulae of
this type have been found in gravesat
Theotokou and Marmarianiin
associationwith Thessalian
Subprotogeometricpottery,which is
contemporarywith Attic Early
Geometric, accordingto Coldstream
(GGP pp. 154-155).
61. For fibulaeof this type, see
Blinkenberg1926, pp. 145-185;
DeVries 1974, pp. 92-104. Only one
exampleat Corinth comes from a
datablecontext:T 2461 from grave 17
of the North Cemetery (MG II).
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Figure54. Bronzeobjects
(leftto right):
MF-14220b, MF-14220a,

II3

rn

The Demeter sanctuaryhas produced, as well, one or two bronze rings
of the Early Iron Age. The first (MF-13199) has an interior diameter of

0.0185 m, adequatefor a fingerring, and is comprisedof a plain,broad

MF-70-269, MF-70-213,
MF-73-35, MF-70-271,
MF-13181, MF-13199.

band, 0.010m wide, which is beveled to a central ridge on the exterior.
Other rings of this type from Corinth are not securely dated,6 but examples from graves in the Argolid show that the type has a broad chronological range, from the Submycenaean to the Early Protocorinthian perid63Th eodrn
M-12051) is comprised of a flat band, 0.009 m
wide, and has an interior diameter of 0.017 m. It is decorated very simply
with two incised lines circling the exterior. Whether this ring, like the
first, dates to the Early Iron Age is uncertain owing to a lack of close
parallels.64
All of these small bronzes from the Demeter sanctuary come from
mixed contexts that reveal nothing about the date of the pieces or how
they found their way into the archaeological record. By comparison with
similar bronzes, approximatedates for most of these pieces can be deter-

62. One examplefrom Corinth,
MF-4669 (CorinthXII, p. 233, no.
1809, pl. 102) comes from a disturbed
context (topsoil).The other,MF-6109
(CorinthXII, p. 233, no. 1808, pl. 102),
was found togetherwith two straight
pins in graveC (grave1936-21) in the
Forumarea;a Protogeometricdate has
been suggestedfor these associatedpins
by Kilian-Dirlmeier(1984, p. 77), but

the location of graveC in the midst of
other 8th-centurygravessuggests that
that grave (and its associatedfinds)
might ratherdate to the Middle
Geometric II period.The problemof
dating graveC is discussedin Dickey
1992, p. A-14.
63. Two rings of this type were
found at Tiryns in Verdelis'graves
XIIIb (Submycenaean)and XVIII

(Protogeometricor Geometric);
Verdelis1963, pp. 7-9, 35, pls. 4, 13:3.
At least three have been found in
gravesin Argos: B89 from grave 90
(EG or MG II), B19 from grave 19
(MG), and B126 from grave 176 (LG
II = EPC); Courbin 1974, p. 132.
64. Because of the uncertaintyof
its date, this piece is not included in
Table2.
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TABLE 2. CHRONOLOGICAL RANGE OF SMALL BRONZE OBJECTS
FROM THE SANCTUARY OF DEMETER
PINS
TYPE

IB

TYPE

IIE

TYPE

XVIB

MULTIHEAD
TYPE

OR IIIA

A

ARCHAIC
TYPE

All

ROLLED-HEAD
TYPE

SM

PG
EG
MGI
MGII
LG
EPC
MPC
3 examples:
MF-14212
MF-14220a
MF-14220b

4 examples:
MF-14209
MF-68-381
MF-70-269
MF-70-270

2 examples:
MF-14213
MF-70-213

2 examples:
MF-71-266
MF-73-35

mined, but as the preceding observations and Table 2 indicate, those dates
often span upward of seventy-five years, the equivalent of two or more
ceramic phases. As for how these pieces came to be deposited at the site,
there are several theoretical possibilities: 1) they might have been lost or
discarded within a normal domestic setting; 2) they might have been deposited within graves,which were subsequentlydisturbed;and 3) they might
have been presented as votive offerings within a sanctuary and then cast
away in a subsequent clean-up operation. Of these possibilities, the first
two seem unlikely.Against the first possibility is the sheer number of the
bronzes, which exceeds what we would expect from a domestic context at
Corinth, where bronze objects are rarely found in domestic occupation
levels and refuse dumps.65Against the second possibility is the paucity of
evidence for graves in the area of the Demeter sanctuary (see below) and

8 examples:
MF-13183
MF-13188
MF-13194
MF-68-340
Univentoried:
Lot 1991
Lot 2087
Lot 6505
Lot 72-122

4 examples:
MF-13191
MF-14215
MF-14216
MF-70-271

65. Well deposits at Corinth show
most clearlythe rarityof bronze finds
in domestic contexts.For example,well
1981-6, which containedmore than
8,000 sherdsof Geometric date,
containedonly a single bronze pin; see
Pfaff 1988, p. 80.
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED

RINGS

FIBULAE
TYPE
.I

II

TYPE

11.6

ATTIC-BOIOTIAN
TYPE

OR .2

BEVELED
TYPE

SM
PG
EG
MGI
I
MG

|~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MGII1
LG
EPC
MPC

6 examples:
MF-13181
MF-14210
MF-14211
66. For the scarcityof fibulaein
Corinthiangraves,see DeVries 1974,
p. 98, where it is observedthat of 114
burialsfrom the 9th to the 7th century
in the North Cemetery,only one
included a fibula.
67. Perachora
I, pp. 69-75, 167-175,
pls. 17, 18, 72, 74. Studies of the
bronzesfrom Isthmia,by Isabelle
Raubitschek,may be found in Isthmia
VII and the forthcomingIsthmiaVIII.
68. For miniaturefibulae,see
Blinkenberg1926, pp. 194-196. Such
miniaturesarelikely to be less
expensivesimulacraof full-sized
specimens,as Blinkenberghas
suggested.That they might, instead,be
children'sfibulaeis possible,but this
theory is unsupportedby archaeological evidence;at Corinth, the only two
EIA fibulaefound in children'sgraves
are full-sized varieties;see Williams

1970,pp.14-15,pl. 6.

1 possible
example:
MF-73-83

1 possible
example:
MF-70-210

1 example:
MF-13199

MF-14219
MF-68-380
MF-69-405

the fact that fibulae,which constitute a significant category of the bronze
finds of this period from the site, are very rarely attested in Corinthian
funerary assemblages.66
On the other hand, bronzes of the kinds and numbers that we have
from the Demeter sanctuaryhave been found in the important Corinthian
sanctuaries at Isthmia and Perachora,where they were presumably given
as personal votives.67From this it seems likely that most, if not all, of the
bronzes from the Demeter sanctuarywere originally brought to the site as
votives. That some, at least, of the bronzes from the Demeter sanctuary
were intended for a votive purpose is further confirmed by the miniature
fibulae.Although one pair of similar miniature fibulae has been found in a
grave in Phokis, most comparable miniatures have come to light in sanctuaries, at Delphi, Tegea, Lousoi, the Argive Heraion, and elsewhere.68
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GRAVE 1972-8

The only feature in the areaof the Sanctuaryof Demeter and Kore that is
datable to the Early Iron Age is grave 1972-8 (see Fig. 1: A).69Located in
grid-square K:14, about fifteen meters west of the Mycenaean Building
(Fig. 1: D) described by Rutter, this grave consists of a shallow, unlined
pit, roughly 1.20 by 0.40 m, cut into bedrock (Fig. 55). When discovered,
the grave had no cover slabs.Within the grave the skeleton of an adult lay
on its side in a strongly contracted position with its head pointed toward

?
GRAVE

1

0

Cq

the south (Fig. 56).7?Behind the head lay the small coarsewarepitcher
133, which dates the grave approximatelyto the Early Geometric period
(Fig. 57). Pit graves are attested in the Corinthia from the Submycenaean
period to at least the end of the Middle Geometric II period, and during
this time they constitute the most common grave type.71The form of these
gravesvaries in sophistication from simple oval pits, such as grave 1972-8,
to precisely cut, rectangularpits with subsidiarycompartments and countersunk rims to support the ends of well-hewn cover slabs. It might be

8
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Figure55. Plan of grid-squareK:14
with grave1972-8
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69. See CorinthXVIII, iii, p. 15;
Dickey 1992, p. A-101.
70. Because of the poor condition of
the skeletalremains,the sex and precise
age could not be determined.
71. Statisticsfor Corinthiangraves
are convenientlycompiled in Dickey
1992, pp. 12-43.
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assumed that simpler forms developed over time into more complex ones,
but simple unlined oval pits, like grave 1972-8, seem to be among the
earliest and latest attested.72
From the evidence for EIA burials at Corinth, which is now considerable, it is clear that graves of this period tended to be located in close
proximity to areas of contemporary habitation.73From the area of the
Demeter sanctuarythere is, moreover,evidence for the close association of
burial and habitation as early as the end of the Mycenaean age, when a
stone-built cist grave (grave 1969-42; Fig. 1: E) was constructed some
twelve meters from what has been interpreted as a contemporary dwelling
(the Mycenaean Building).74Because of the common practice of burying
the dead in close proximity to the living in the Early Iron Age and because
of the precedent for the same practice still earlier on the very site of the
Demeter sanctuary,it seems reasonable to conclude that the existence of
an EIA gravein the areaof the Demeter sanctuaryindicates that the dwelling of the deceased and his or her family stood somewhere nearbyand that
that household is a likely source of the contemporary pottery discussed in
this article. As reasonable as this conclusion might appear,however, it is
not decisive. For a community like that of EIA Corinth, in which the
widely held fear of pollution from death was sufficiently detached from
grave sites as to allow burials in proximity to habitation areas,it is possible
to imagine that a special burial (perhaps of a priestess or other cult official)
might also be allowed in the vicinity of a sanctuary.75
In addition to grave 1972-8, there is a second grave in the Demeter
sanctuaryto be considered here. This is grave 1964-3, discovered in gridsquareM:26, below the north wall of a Classical dining hall (for location,
see Fig. 1: F).76When discovered, this grave consisted of only the skeleton
of an adult in an extended position on its back; none of the original burial
pit survived,nor did any gravegoods. Its position below the wall of a structure built in the late 5th century B.C. indicates that this grave certainly

72. An earlyexampleis the
disturbedgrave 1982-1, which may be
dated to the Submycenaeanperiod by a
bandedlekythos (C-82-119) found
within it. Though much of this grave
was cut awayin Roman times, I can
confirmfrom personalobservationthat
remainsof the roundedends of the
originalgravepit were still apparentat
the time of excavation;see Pfaff 1988,
p. 22, fig. 1; Dickey 1992, pp. A-95A-96. A later example,perhapsas late
as the Late Geometricperiod, is grave
1931-95 in the Potters'Quarter.For
this tomb and associatedfinds, see
CorinthXV, i, pp. 7,122, pl. 49; Corinth
XV, iii, pp. 15-16, pl. 1; for discussion
of the date, see Dickey 1992, p. A-21.
73. It is not perhapsuntil the
Middle Geometric II period that some

graveswere separatedfrom the
habitationarea,as, for example,those
in the North Cemetery.For a concise
summationof the patternof burialat
Corinth in the EarlyIron Age, see
Williams and Fisher 1973, pp. 2-4. For
a more detailedtreatment,see Dickey
1992, pp. 121-132.
74. Rutter 1979, pp. 371-373. This
cist grave,when found, containedno
bones, but its identificationas a graveis
nonetheless confirmedby the form and
location of the structureand by the
existenceof a rare,well-preservedvessel
within it (C-69-179; Fig. 18).
75. For pollution associatedwith
death and concernsfor the deposition
of the deceased,see Parker1983,
pp. 32-48, 70-73. It is here noted that
fear of pollution from death and fresh

corpsesneed not extend to the site of a
grave.Evidence for burialin or near
sanctuariesin Greece is, admittedly,
slight.Three ancient gravesin the
Sanctuaryof Artemis at Brauronwere
interpretedas gravesof priestessesby
Papadimitriou(1956, pp. 76-77). Of the
other evidencefor burialin sanctuaries,
collected in Volgraff1951, pp. 315-398,
"muchof it" is judged to be "highly
dubious"by Stroud (1965, p. 13, note
21). It should be observedhere that the
gravein the Demeter sanctuarythat
occasioned Stroud'snote (grave196226) proved,on furtherexamination,to
belong to a Late Roman cemetery,
unrelatedto the sanctuary;a correction
appearsin CorinthXVIII, iii, p. 387.
76. This graveis describedand
illustratedin CorinthXVIII, iii, p. 14.
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must predate the late 5th century.Because it is in the midst of the Archaic
and Classical sanctuary,the excavatorsargue, with reason, that it is likely
to predate the 7th century,when the cult of Demeter and Kore is firmly
attested. Accepting this, one is left to determine whether the grave should
be associated with the EIA activity on the site or with that of the Late
Bronze Age. For deciding between these alternatives, the position of the
skeleton may provide a helpful clue; whereas the skeletons in all known
Corinthian burials of the Early Iron Age are in a contracted position,77the
one in grave 1964-3 is in a fully extended position, like that of a skeleton
in a Mycenaean grave at nearbyKorakou.78On this evidence, slight though
it may be, grave 1964-3 is tentatively assigned to the Late Helladic habitation of the site, otherwise attested by the Mycenaean Building, the
Mycenaean TerraceWall, and grave 1969-42.
Numerous other graves were found in the area of the Demeter sanctuary, but they are all Late Roman or later, and so postdate the cult of
Demeter and Kore.79

CONCLUSIONS
The EIA pottery from the site of the Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at
Corinth, though hardly impressivefor its state of preservation,contributes
significantly to our small but growing body of evidence for the material
culture of Corinth in this early period. For the Submycenaean and
Protogeometric periods, the pottery is particularlysignificant, because the
pieces from the Demeter sanctuarypresented in the catalogue above nearly
equal the number of all pieces of these periods previously published from
Corinth.
The sherds from the Demeter sanctuaryconfirm that at the transition
from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age Corinthian fine wares had a close
connection with the better-attested ceramic tradition of the Argolid. They
confirm, too, that in the Protogeometric period a number of vases, particularlyskyphoi and oinochoai, were imported from Attica and that some
local pieces were influenced by the Attic style. After the Protogeometric
period, Attic imports are no longer attested at the site, although a few such
imports are attested elsewhere in Corinth, and the influence of Attic pottery can be seen in the adoption by local potters of apparentlyAttic motifs
or shapes, such as the Middle Geometric skyphos of Attic type. Also after
the Protogeometric period the ceramic traditions of the Corinthia and the
Argolid were less closely linked than they were earlier, but two Argive
imports of the Middle Geometric period show, as do a few Argive imports
from other Geometric deposits at Corinth, that at least occasionally vases,
particularlykraters,were imported from the Argolid. That relatively few
pieces were imported from Argos, Athens, and elsewhere from the Early
Geometric period onward may reasonablybe taken to reflect the skill and
productivity of the local potters, who were capable of supplying the people
of Corinth with finely crafted wares suited to their needs and tastes.
In addition to the information it provides for the development of
Corinthian ceramics in the Early Iron Age, the pottery presented here

77. Dickey (1992, pp. 57-59) notes
that contractedburialcontinued
throughoutthe EarlyIron Age and that
it was graduallyreplacedby extended
burialover a period of about a century,
from roughlythe end of the 7th century
to the end of the 6th.
78. For this grave,see Blegen 1921,
pp. 102-103.
79. CorinthXVIII, ii, p. 127;
CorinthXVIII, iii, pp. 381-391.
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serves as important evidence for the occupation of the site of the Demeter
sanctuary in all ceramic phases between Late Helladic IIIC and Early
Protocorinthian. Although this does not quite prove that the site was occupied continuously from the Late Bronze Age through the Early Iron
Age, it does show that, if there ever was a break in occupation, it could not
have lasted for more than a generation or two. Because of the lack of an
obvious period of abandonment, such as might define two distinct phases
in the history of the site, it is difficult to determine when the original use
of the site for habitation, attested in the Late Bronze Age, gave way to its
use for the Sanctuaryof Demeter, which is well documented from the 7th
century onward. One might have hoped that the pottery used and discarded on the site would provide a clear indication of the change in the
function of the site, but it is disappointingly uninformative, owing to the
fact that in the Early Iron Age at Corinth there is little to distinguish
pottery used in domestic contexts from that used in sanctuaries.
Such tantalizing evidence as the pottery provides-the absence of
coarsewarekraters of the kind that are common in 8th-century domestic
deposits, and the presence of three possible votive miniatures of the 8th
century-weakly supports the notion that the site was used as a sanctuary
as early as the 8th century. Such a date seems to be confirmed by the
evidence of the small bronze objects mentioned above. If these pieces are,
indeed, votives, as I have argued, their date should reflect, at least approximately, the date of the sanctuaryin which they were dedicated. Unfortunately, the date of most of these bronzes cannot be narrowly defined; although some pieces, such as the simple bow fibulae, might date as early as
the Submycenaean period, their chronological range extends much later,
to the end of the 8th century or later.The pins of Kilian-Dirlmeier's type
IB have a narrowerrange, ca. 900-750, and provide, it would seem, the
earliest firm date for the offering of votives in a sanctuaryon the site.
Although the evidence of the small finds would seem to justify pushing the foundation date of the sanctuaryback into the 8th century,it gives
no indication of whether that date might be placed still further back. The
only other evidence to which we might turn to clarify the issue is the grave
at the northwest corner of the site (grave 1972-8), tentatively dated to the
Early Geometric period. As was indicated above, Corinthian graves of the
Early Iron Age are generally located in proximity to domestic areas; if,
therefore, the location of grave 1972-8 follows the usual pattern, it would
indicate that as late as the 9th century there was still habitation in the area.
Tempting though it may be to accept blithely the date of this grave as a
terminus post quem for the foundation of the Sanctuary of Demeter, two
facts compel us to resist the temptation. The first is that there is nothing to
prove that grave 1972-8, isolated as it is, is a typical grave. The second is
that datable evidence for habitation on the site, such as a typical grave
might provide, does not necessarily establish a terminus post quem for the
sanctuary,for it is quite possible that the sanctuarywas founded before the
habitation ceased on the site.
We know, unfortunately,nothing about the how the cult of Demeter
was initiated on this site on the slope of Acrocorinth, but in light of the
epithet, epoikidia,80 later associated with the goddess, we might consider
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the possibility that the cult first developed within a household on the site
and that it was maintained, perhaps for generations, within a domestic
setting. Even later, as the cult became established in a more formal way in
a distinct sanctuary,a few people, perhaps descendants of the founder of
the cult, like the Eumolpidai at Eleusis, might have continued for some
time to dwell in proximity to the temenos for the purpose of administering it. This is, of course, purely speculative,but it is sufficiently reasonable
to caution us against easy assumptions about a distinct break between the
presumed early function of the site as a habitation area and its later function as a sanctuary.

LOT SUMMARY
Below are listed all the pottery lots from the Demeter sanctuaryin which
I was able to identify EIA pottery.The order follows that of the lot numbers, which appearfirst in each entry.This number is followed by the grid
designation that identifies the area of the site in which the material in the
lot was found. The letters and numbers of the grid designations correspond to those of the site plan (Fig. 1). The grid designation is followed by
a brief description of the stratum or deposit represented by the lot, together with the date of the stratum,as indicated by the latest datable finds.
This, in turn, is followed by a list of the EIA sherds within the lot; those
pieces included in the catalogue are listed first, in numerical order; other
pieces follow, according to the same order of wares and shapes as used for
the catalogue. For information about later pottery in these lots, the reader
may consult the indices in CorinthXVIII, i (pp. 213-225) and Corinth
XVIII, ii (pp. 131-143). Further information about the contexts of most
of these lots can be found through the Index of Pottery Lots in Corinth
XVIII, iii (pp. 493-497).
877. P:24, depositwest of Pit B (pit 1961-1) (to early3rd centuryB.C.)
EPC or laterkraterbodyfragmentwith horizontalbanding.
891. P-Q(24-25, surfacelayer(to late 4th centuryA.C.)
74 = EG or MG I skyphosrimfragment
1 PG or EG(?)horizontalloop handleof krater(?)(solidlyglazed).
1956. R:25,removalof floorof AreaG (to secondhalf of 5th centuryB.C.)
103 = LG or earlyEPC kotylehandle/rimfragment
1967.P:24-25,removalof upperfloorAreaH (to firsthalfof 5th centuryB.C.)
12 = EPC(?)conicaloinochoebasefragment
1970. R:24-25, fill underupperfloorof AreaH (to late 6th centuryB.C.)
139 = MG II-EPC pedestaledbowlrim fragment
1975. R:23-24, fill over grave 1962-1 (pottery to late 4th or early 3rd century B.C.
context Late Roman)
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99 = MG II protokotyle rim fragment
EPC or later pedestaled bowl rim fragment.
1982. P:24, construction fill for Trapezoidal Building (to late 4th or early 3rd
century B.C.)
14 =EPC oinochoe handle fragment
15 =EPC oinochoe handle fragment
2044. P-Q_26, general fill in Room E, P-Q26 (to second half of
5th century B.C., with some Roman)
26 = LG or EPC oinochoe(?) body fragment
42 = LG or EPC kraterbody/handle fragment
2052. Q_22, black earth deposit (to late 5th century B.C.)
PC conical oinochoe base fragment with horizontal bands on lower body,
LG or EPC kraterbody fragment with horizontal bands on exterior.
2158. J:22, general fill north of Building K-L:21-22 (to early
5th century B.C.)
PC conical oinochoe body fragment with horizontal bands on exterior
2161. 0-P:21, general fill over west wall of Archaic Oikos (to early
4th century B.C.)
11 = EPC(?) conical oinochoe base fragment
13 =EPC(?) oinochoe shoulder fragment
97 = EPC or MPC skyphos rim/body fragment
1 MPC(?) conical oinochoe body fragment (with narrow horizontal
banding on lower body, pendant rays on shoulder), 2 EPC or later
kotyle rim fragments (both with narrow horizontal bands on lower
body, vertical bars in handle zone).
2163. 0:22-23, fill north of Roman TerraceWall 11 for Middle Terrace (to
Late Roman)
2= MG amphora(?)body fragment
1 EPC or later kotyle rim fragment (cf. 109).
2202. 0:27, packing under floor east of Building 0:26-27
(to ca. 500 B.C.)
10 = MG II or LG(?) conical oinochoe neck fragment
2 G or A coarse pitcher(?) neck fragments, 1 G or A coarse horizontal
handle of hydria or jar.
2235. 0:23, fill over bedrock north of Archaic Oikos and south of early wall (to
first quarterof 6th century B.C.)
106 = LG or EPC kotyle rim fragment
138 = MG II-EPC coarse pedestaled bowl rim fragment
2 EPC or later banded oinochoe body fragments, 1 EPC or later banded
oinochoe neck, 1 EPC or MPC kotyle rim (cf. 109).81

81. For other PC pottery from this
lot, see CorinthXVIII, i, p. 1.

2238. P:22-23, foundation trench for north wall of Archaic Oikos
(to 550 B.C. or later?)
122 = LG or EPC kyathos handle/rim fragment82
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2245. P:27, packing against east wall of Room E, P-Q26 (to second half of 6th
century B.C.)
43 = LG or EPC kraterbody fragment
4352. O-P:22-23, general fill over north side of Archaic Oikos and
farther north (to Late Roman)
108 = EPC kotyle
6 EPC or later kotyle rim fragments (all with horizontal bands below handle
zone, 2 with sigmas in center of handle zone), 1 EPC or later kotyle
body fragment with horizontal banding above solidly glazed lower body
interrupted by 1 horizontal reserved band.
4358. O-P:22, fill in Pit E (pit 1965-3), excluding deposit (to mid
5th century B.C.)83
1 PC conical oinochoe base fragment with horizontal bands on lower body, 1
LG or later kraterbody fragment with 12 horizontal bands
on exterior.
4359. O-P:22, fill beneath Pit E (pit 1965-3) (to mid 6th century B.C., with 1 late
sherd)
1 EPC or later kotyle body fragment (banded at top, solidly glazed with
2 horizontal reserved bands at bottom), 1 EPC or later kotyle rim/hand]
root fragment (solidly glazed with possible added white horizontal band
on exterior of body below handle).84
4496. N:22, fill beneath east corner of Building N:21 (to 6th century B.C.)
1 PC conical oinochoe base fragment with horizontal bands on lower body.
4500. N:23, packing beneath west couch and floor of Building N:22-23 (to secon
quarterof 5th century B.C. or perhaps later)
1 LH IIIC-G skyphos or protokotyle handle fragment.
5698. L:17, packing in east couch of west room of Building L:16-17
(to early 5th century B.C.)
1 possible MG-LG kraterbody fragment with 2 horizontal reserved bands
on exterior.
5727. N:18, general fill over west room of Building N:18-19 (Classical
to second half of 5th century B.C.?)
1 EPC or later kotyle rim and handle fragment.
6208. M:22, burned fill over floor 2 of Room 2, Building M:21-22
(to late 4th century B.C.)
41 = LG kraterrim fragment
1 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment (with zigzag handle zone).
6507. R-U:21-23, miscellaneous finds from area of Stepped Theater
1 LG or EPC kraterbody fragment with 7 horizontal glazed bands on
exterior, 1 EPC or later skyphos rim fragment.
6510. J:23, fill beneath floor of Building J:23 (to late 6th century B.C., possibly to
late 5th)

82. Other PC pottery from this lot
is recordedin CorinthXVIII, i, p. 1.
83. For the pit and its deposit, see
CorinthXVIII, i, pp. 87-88.
84. For this lot, see CorinthXVIII,
i, p. 1.
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1 LH IIIC-PG skyphos handle root, 3 PG-G skyphos or protokotyle
handles, 2 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragments (solidly glazed),
1 EG or MG skyphos foot, 4-5 PG-G skyphos(?) body fragments
(solidly glazed), 4 possibly G coarse body fragments.
6518. K:20, general fill over west side of Room 1 of Building
K-L:21-22 (to second half of 5th century B.C.)
54 = PG skyphos body/handle fragment
LH IIIC (or possibly later?) amphora or hydria rim fragment, 1 PC conical
oinochoe shoulder fragment.
6640. T:16-17, construction packing behind south wall of Temple of Demeter
(Building T:16-17)(Early Roman)
1 PG-G skyphos or protokotyle body/handle root fragment (solidly
glazed).
6648. 1:19, packing for retaining wall of road (to 5th century B.C. or perhaps
later)
22 = EG oinochoe or small amphora foot fragment
57 = Attic MPG or LPG skyphos or one-handled cup foot fragment
72 = EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment
75 = EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment
113 = EG or MG one-handled cup handle and rim fragment
137 = LH IIIC-PG(?) coarse deep bowl rim fragment
1 LH IIIC-PG skyphos body/handle root fragment, 1 SM or PG skyphos
rim fragment, 1 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment, 1 EG or MG
skyphos foot fragment, 1 EG or MG one-handled cup rim fragment,
1 or 2 possibly LH IIIC-G skyphos handle fragments, 1 LH IIIC or
later(?) coarse amphora or hydria rim fragment, 17 G or A coarse body
fragments.
6713. L-M:28-29, layer 2 above floor of Room 2, Building L-M:28 (first half

of 1st centuryA.C.)
1 possibly G kraterbody fragment (solidly glazed).
6714. L-M:28-29, layer overlying south couches of Room 2, Building L-M:28
(first half of 1st century A.C.)
1 EG or MG skyphos body/handle fragment.
6720. L-M:27-28, Hellenistic fill over Room 1 of Building L-M:28
(to 2nd century B.C.)
94 = MG II skyphos or kantharos rim fragment
6827. M:22-23, general fill in Room 3 of Building M-N:20-26 (to late 4th
century B.C.)
38 = MG or LG kraterbody fragment
1 EPC or later kraterbody fragment with horizontal bands on exterior, 1
PG-MG skyphos or protokotyle body/handle root fragment with 2
horizontal reserved bands at bottom of handle zone and solidly glazed
handle.
6837. L-M:21, packing beneath first floor of Room 2 of Building
M-N:20-26 (to second half of 6th century B.C.)
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120 = MG(?) one-handledcupbasefragment
1 PC kotylebodyfragmentwith horizontalbandson exterior,1 G or A
baseof coarsepedestaledbowl.
6935. I-J:20,Stairwaytest,layerI (to early4th centuryB.C.)
19 = PG(?)oinochoeor amphorashoulder/neckfragment
24 = MG oinochoeor smallamphoraneckfragment
37 = G krater(?)handlefragment
40 = MG II or LG kraterbodyfragment
112 = EG(?) one-handledcupbasefragment
1 LH IIIC (orpossiblylater?)amphoraor hydrianeck/rimfragment,
6 LH IIIC (or possiblylater?)bodyfragmentsof largeclosedvessels
(lightgroundwith glazedbands),2 possiblyLH IIIC-G body
fragmentsof closedvessels(solidlyglazedon exterior),1 LG or later
bandedoinochoebodyfragment,2 possiblyG kraterbodyfragments
(solidlyglazed),6 possiblyLH IIIC-PG skyphosbodyfragments
(solidlyglazed),1 LH IIIC-G body/handlefragmentof skyphos,1
PG-MG I skyphosbodyfragmentwith zigzagframedaboveand
belowby 2 horizontalreservedbands,1 PG-MG I skyphosbody
fragmentwith zigzag(?)abovetwo horizontalreservedbandsin handle
zone, 1 PG-MG skyphosor protokotylebodyfragmentwith 2
horizontalreservedbands,6 EG or MG I skyphosrim fragments,1 G
skyphosbodyandhandlefragment(solidlyglazed),8 possiblyPG-G
solidlyglazedbodyfragmentsof skyphoior cups,1 EG or MG cup
rim fragment,1 LG or EPC kyathoshandlefragment,1 G or A
horizontalhandleof coarsehydriaorjar,1 G or A flatbaseof largejar,
38 possiblyG or A coarsebodyfragments.
6936. I-J:20,Stairwaytest,layerIII, fill overbedrock(to secondhalf of 7th
century B.C.?)

5 = Attic PG oinochoerim fragment
6 = LPG oinochoebody/shoulderfragment
30 = PG(?)handmadekrater(?)bodyfragment
46 = SM or EPG skyphosrim fragment
50 = PG skyphosbody/handlefragment
55 = PG skyphosfoot fragment
58 = Attic(?)MPG or LPG skyphosfoot fragment
59 = PG skyphos(?)foot fragment
62 = Attic(?)MPG or LPG skyphosbodyfragment
66 = Attic(?)MPG or LPG skyphosbody/handlefragment
83 = MG skyphosrim fragment
92 = MG II(?)skyphosrim fragment
1 LH IIIC (or possiblylater?)amphoraor hydriarim fragment,20 LH
IIIC-PG bodyfragmentsof largeclosedvessels(lightgroundwith
bands),1 EG or MG oinochoefoot fragment,1 possiblyMG
oinochoefoot fragment,9 or 10 possiblyPG or G oinochoebody
fragments(solidlyglazed),1 LG or EPC bandedoinochoeneck
fragment,1 importedPG(?)krater(?)foot fragment,3 possiblyG
kraterbodyfragments(solidlyglazed),1 SM or PG skyphosrim
fragment,1 PG-MG skyphosbodyfragmentwith zigzagbetween
single reserved bands, 3 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragments, 1
nonjoining fragment of 83, 1 EG or MG skyphos foot fragment, 4
LH IIIC-G skyphos or protokotyle handles, 3 LH IIIC-G skyphos or
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protokotyle body and handle root fragments, 44 possibly LH IIIC-G
skyphos or cup body fragments (solidly glazed), 4 G or A coarse flat
base fragments, 1 G or A coarse horizontal handle of hydria or jar, 1
G(?) pithos body fragment.
6937. I-J:20, Stairway test, layer II, dumped fill with mud bricks and burning
(to late 6th or 5th century B.C.)
8 = MG II oinochoe shoulder fragments
67 = MPG or LPG skyphos body/handle fragment
86 = MG skyphos foot fragment
87 = MG skyphos rim/handle fragment
119 = EG or MG one-handled cup rim fragment
123 = LPG or EG amphora stand
131 = G(?) pithos body fragment
141 = G(?) coarse lid rim fragment
1 LH IIIC (or possibly later?) amphora or hydria rim fragment, 3 possibly
G body fragments of closed vessels (solidly glazed on exterior), 9
possibly G kraterbody fragments (1 with 2 or more horizontal
reserved bands, others solidly glazed), 2 LH IIIC-PG skyphos rim
fragments, 1 SM skyphos body fragment with simple zigzag handle
zone, 1 PG-MG skyphos body fragment with zigzag framed below by
2 horizontal reserved bands and above by at least 1, 3 PG or G
skyphos or protokotyle handle fragments, 2 EG or MG skyphos foot
fragments, 12 possibly PG or G skyphos or cup body fragments
(solidly glazed), 1 EG or MG one-handled cup rim fragment, 6
nonjoining fragments of 123, 6 possibly G flat bases of large coarse
vessels, many possibly PG or G coarse body fragments, several possibly
G pithos body fragments (including 1 with flat plastic band).
6938. 1:19-20, fill over bedrock south of retaining wall for road
(to PG or G)
69 = MPG or LPG skyphos body fragment
2 LH IIIC-G body fragments of closed vessels (solidly glazed on exterior),
4 LH IIIC-PG body fragments (light ground with banding), 1 LH
IIIC-PG skyphos rim fragment, 1 SM skyphos or cup body fragment
with simple zigzag handle zone, 9 possibly LH IIIC-G skyphos or
cup body fragments (solidly glazed), 1 body and handle root fragment
of same, several possibly PG or G coarse body fragments.
6939. 1:20, fill over bedrock northeast of Stairway (to 8th century B.C.)
21 = EG oinochoe or small amphora foot fragment
78 = EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment
85 = EG or MG I skyphos foot fragment
126 = LG(?) coarse amphora or hydria rim fragment
1 LH IIIC (or possibly later?) amphora or hydria rim fragment,
4 possibly PG or G body fragments of closed vessels (solidly glazed on
exterior), 5 possibly G kraterbody fragments (solidly glazed),
6 LH IIIC-G skyphos or protokotyle handles, 1 PG or G skyphos
body fragment with zigzag zone framed by two horizontal reserved
bands, 6 possibly PG or G skyphos or cup body fragments (solidly
glazed), 1 possibly EG or MG cup base, several possibly PG or G
coarse body fragments.
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6940. I-J:20, general fill north of Stairway and predating it
(to 6th century B.C.)
4 = Attic PG oinochoe rim fragment
36 = G krater(?)handle fragment
39 = MG or LG kraterbody fragment
101 = MG II protokotyle rim fragment
125 = MG II coarse amphora or hydria rim fragment
127 = LG or EPC coarse amphora or hydria neck/rim fragment
140 = G(?) coarse lid rim fragment
LH IIIC (or possibly later?) amphora or hydria neck fragment, 1 G
oinochoe handle with banded exterior, 8 PG or G body fragments of
closed vessels (3 with horizontal reserved bands), 5 possibly PG or G
krater body fragments (solidly glazed), 3 possibly G skyphos foot
fragments, 6 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragments (2 preserving part of
zigzag handle zone), 1 possibly MG skyphos rim fragment, 33 PG or
G skyphos or cup body fragments (solidly glazed), 3 PG or G skyphos
or protokotyle handle fragments and 1 handle root fragment, 1 MG II
protokotyle or LG kotyle body fragment with
2 vertical bars in handle zone, 1 EG or MG cup rim fragment, 1 EG
or MG cup handle fragment, 1 LG or EPC kyathos(?) handle
fragment, 3 possibly G rims of large coarse jars, 3 possibly G flat bases
of large coarsejars, many possibly G or A coarse body
fragments.
6941. H:20, Stairway test, layer III, fill over bedrock (to second half of 7th
century B.C.)
9 = MG small oinochoe handle fragment
64 = Attic(?) MPG or LPG skyphos body fragment
100 = MG II protokotyle rim fragment
104 = LG or early EPC kotyle handle fragment
109 = EPC or MPC kotyle rim/handle fragment
3 possibly PG-G body fragments of closed vessels (solidly glazed on
exterior), 4 possibly PG or G kraterbody fragments (solidly glazed), 1
EG skyphos rim fragment, 6 possibly PG or G skyphos body fragments (solidly glazed), 3 possibly PG or G skyphos or protokotyle
handle fragments, 1 EG or MG skyphos body fragment decorated
with zone of oblique bars framed below by at least 2 horizontal
reserved bands, above by at least 1, 1 G skyphos or protokotyle foot
fragment, 1 LG kotyle(?) body and handle root fragment, 1 EPC or
later kotyle body fragment (with vertical bars
in handle zone), 1 G flat base of large coarse vessel, 1 possibly G
coarse pitcher mouth fragment, 1 G or A coarse pitcher handle,
1 G or A coarse horizontal handle of hydria(?),20 G-A coarse body
fragments.
72-100. I-J:19, general fill west of Stairway (Late Roman)
16 = Attic PG oinochoe or amphora shoulder fragment
18 = PG(?) oinochoe or amphora shoulder fragment
20 = EG oinochoe or small amphora foot fragment
31 = EG or MG I kraterrim/body fragment
71 = LPG(?) skyphos foot fragment
8 LH III C (or possibly later?) light-ground body fragments of large closed
vessels with banding on exterior,3 PG-G solidly glazed body frag-
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mentsof closedvessels,2-3 G kraterbodyfragments(solidlyglazed),
4 LH IIIC-PG skyphosrim fragments,2 EG or MG skyphosrim
fragments,3 EG or MG skyphosor protokotylefoot fragments,4 LH
IIIC-PG skyphosbodyfragments,8 PG or G skyphosor cup body
fragments,1 EG or MG cup rim, 1 possiblyG coarsehydriabody
with horizontalhandleroots,1 possiblyG coarsehydriahandle,1
possiblyG coarsejarrim, 1 possiblyG coarsejaror amphorabase,
manypossiblyG coarsebody fragments.
72-101. N:12-13, phase1 of fillingin west roomof BuildingN:12-13 (to
secondhalf of 4th centuryB.C.)
96 = LG or EPC ThapsosClassskyphosrim fragment
1 possiblyG skyphosbodyfragment(solidlyglazed).
72-104. K:17,packingfor southcouchof BuildingK:17(to end of
5th centuryB.C.)
2 solidlyglazedEG or MG I skyphosrim fragments,1 possiblyPG or G
skyphosbodyfragment(solidlyglazed),1 EPC or laterbandedkotyle
bodyfragment.
72-105.J-K:17,fill predatingBuildingK:17(to mid 5th centuryB.C.
or later)
1 possiblyPG or G solidlyglazedskyphosbodyfragment,1 possiblyPGG skyphosor protokotylehandle,2-3 possiblyG coarsebodyfragments.
72-106.J:14,fill coveringlatestroadsurface(to late 4th centuryB.C.)
1 possiblyG kraterbodyfragment(solidlyglazedinsideandout),
1 EG or MG cupbasefragment.
72-107. I-J:14-17, fill beneathlatestroadsurface(to late 5th centuryB.C., with
1 Roman sherd)

23 = EG or MG oinochoeor smallamphoraneckfragment
27 = LG or EPC oinochoe(?)neckfragment
52 = PG skyphosrim fragment
130 = EPC miniaturecoarseamphoraor hydria
1 LH IIIC (or possiblylater?)amphoraor hydriarim, 1 LG or later
oinochoeneckwith horizontalbandson exterior,1 LG or later
oinochoeshoulderfragmentwith bandson exterior,1 PG or G krater
bodyfragment(solidlyglazed),3 LH IIIC-PG skyphosrim fragments,1 or 2 EG or MG I skyphosrim fragments,1 EG or MG
skyphosbodyfragmentwith zigzaghandlezone, 3 possiblyG skyphos
or protokotylefoot fragments,1 or 2 PG or G skyphosor protokotyle
handles,2-4 PG or G skyphosor cupbodyfragments(solidlyglazed),
1 PC kotylebodyfragmentwith bandedexterior,
2 EG or MG cup rim fragments,3-4 possiblyPG or G coarsebody
fragments.
72-108. I-J:16-17, fill overlowestroadsurface(to secondhalfof
5th centuryB.C.)
1 PG or G skyphos or protokotyle handle/body fragment, 1 EPC(?) kotyle
foot fragment, 1 MG(?) one-handled cup base fragment.
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72-109. 1:17, fill beneath road (to late 6th century B.C.)
3 possibly PG or G solidly glazed body fragments of closed vessels, 2 LH
IIIC-G skyphos or protokotyle handle fragments and 1 body fragment (solidly glazed).
72-111. I-J:15, fill covering floor and couches in Building I-J:15
(to 4th century B.C.)
107 = EPC or MPC kotyle rim fragment
72-114. K:14, fill in small, shallow pit southeast of grave 1972-8
(to 5th century B.C.)
1 LH IIIC-PG skyphos body fragment.
72-117. K:19, general fill above Mycenaean Building (to 7th century B.C.)
118 = EG or MG one-handled cup rim fragment
1 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment.85
72-119. K:19, general fill above Mycenaean Building (to Classical
or later)
88 = MG skyphos rim fragment
89 = MG skyphos rim fragment
90 = MG II(?) skyphos rim fragment
91 = MG II(?) skyphos rim fragment
95 = LG(?) skyphos rim fragment
102 = EG or MG protokotyle or skyphos foot fragment
114 = EG or MG one-handled cup handle fragment
117 = EG or MG one-handled cup rim fragment
134 = PG-MG coarse pitcher(?) base
135 = EG or MG(?) coarse pitcher(?) base
1 LH IIIC(or possibly later?)banded amphora or hydria neck fragment, 3
LH IIIC (or possibly later?)banded amphora or hydria body fragments, 1 PG oinochoe(?) rim fragment, 36 PG or G solidly glazed
body fragments of closed vessels, 2 PG or G solidly glazed kraterbody
fragments, 2 LH IIIC-PG skyphos rim fragments,
1 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment, 6 LH IIIC-G skyphos or
protokotyle handle fragments, 16 PG-G skyphos or cup body
fragments, many possibly G coarse body fragments.
72-122. J-K:12-18, miscellaneous finds from discarded baskets
1 = MG amphora(?)body fragment
3 = Attic PG oinochoe rim fragment
7 = EG oinochoe shoulder fragment
17 = Attic(?) PG oinochoe or amphora shou-lderfragment
25 = LG or EPC oinochoe(?) neck fragment
28 = LG or EPC oinochoe(?) foot fragment
29 = G oinochoe or amphora handle fragment
34 = Argive EG or MG I kraterbody fragment
45 = LH IIIC-EPG skyphos rim fragment
47 = SM or PG skyphos rim fragment
48a = SM skyphos rim/body fragment
48b = SM skyphos body fragment
48c = SM skyphos body fragment
49 = SM skyphos body fragment

85. For pottery from this lot
identifiedby Rutter as LH IIIC, see
Rutter 1979, pp. 357-369, nos. 2-6, 8,
15-17, 23, 27, 38-44, 58, 71.
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51 = PG skyphosbodyfragment
65 = Attic(?)MPG or LPG skyphosbodyfragment
68 = MPG or LPG skyphosbody fragment
73 = EG or MG I skyphosrimfragment
76 = EG or MG I skyphosrim fragment
79 = MG I skyphosrim fragment
80 = MG I skyphosrim fragment
82 = MG I skyphosrim fragment
93 = MG II(?)skyphosrim fragment
110 = PG cup foot fragment
111 = LPG(?)cup(?)foot fragment
115 = EG or MG one-handledcup(?)rim fragment
121 = G(?) cup(?)body/handlefragment
136 = LH IIIC-PG(?) coarsedeepbowlrim fragment
23 LH IIIC (or possiblylater?)light-groundbodyfragmentsof closed
vesselswith bandeddecoration,6 LH IIIC-G bodyfragmentsof
closedvessels(solidlyglazedon exterior),1 EG oinochoeor small
amphorafoot, 1 EG or MG oinochoeor amphorabodywith triple
reservedband,11 possiblyG kraterbodyfragments(solidlyglazed),9
LH IIIC-G skyphosor protokotylehandles,28 possiblyLH IIIC-G
skyphosor cupbodyfragments(solidlyglazed),5 EG or MG I
skyphosrim fragments,3 PG-MG I skyphosbodyfragmentswith
zigzagand horizontalreservedbandsin handlezone, 2 othersimilar(?)
bodyfragments(zigzagsnot discerniblein handlezone),
4 EG or MG skyphosor protokotylefoot fragments,2 LG or EPC
kotylefoot fragments,1 LG or EPC kotylebodyfragment,3 EG or
MG cup rim fragments,1 G(?) cordedhandleof largemonochrome
vessel(pitcher?),1 possiblyMG coarseamphoraor hydriarim,several
possiblyPG or G coarsebodyfragments,severalPG or G pithosbody
fragments(including4 with plasticbands).
72-140. K-L:24-25, debriscoveringfloorof Room 1 of Building
K-L:24-25 (to late 4th centuryB.C.)
1 EPC or laterbandedkotylebody.
72-235. K-19, fill southof southwall of MycenaeanBuilding(to PC)
1 EG or MG oinochoebodywith 3 horizontalreservedbandson exterior,
2 LH IIIC-PG skyphosbody/handleroot fragments,
1 EG or MG I skyphosrim fragment.
73-115. L:23-24, debrisoverfloorof Room3 of BuildingK-L:23-24 (to third
or fourthquarterof 4th centuryB.C.)
EPC
or laterbandedkotylebodyfragments.
2
73-118. L:23-24, fill in foundationtrenchfor southwall of Building
K-L:23-24 (to thirdquarterof 5th centuryB.C.)
1 EG or MG I skyphosbody/handlerootfragmentwith narrowzone of
diagonalbandsbetween2 horizontalreservedbandsin handlezone.
73-123. K:23,packingagainstsouthwall of BuildingK:23,Phase 1
(to second quarter of 5th century B.C. or perhaps later)

61 = Attic MPG or LPG skyphos rim fragment
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73-128. J-L:21, fill over floor of Room 1 of Building J-L:21 (to later
5th century B.C.)
1 LH IIIC-PG skyphos rim fragment.
73-129. K:18, earlier debris beneath Building K:18-19 and south of Mycenaean
Building (to EG or MG)
2 LH IIIC-PG skyphos rim fragments, 1 EG or MG cup rim fragment.
75-244. P-Q26, foundation trench for east wall of Room E, P-Q26
(to 6th century B.C.)
44 = LG or EPC kraterbody fragment
75-249. N-0:26, packing for north couch of Building N-0:25-26
(to end of 6th century B.C. or later)
128 = G coarse hydria body fragment
129 = EG or MG coarse hydria(?)base fragment
75-250. K:17, fill over bedrock beneath south wall of Building K:17
(to 6th or 5th century B.C.)
35 = Argive EG or MG I kraterbody fragment
124 = MG coarse amphora or hydria rim fragment
1 PG or G oinochoe(?) body fragment with 2 horizontal reserved bands, 1
G oinochoe(?) fragment with 4 vertical glazed bars in reserved zone or
panel, 4 possibly PG or G body fragments of closed vessels (solidly
glazed on exterior), 3 small nonjoining fragments of 35, 1 Attic(?) PG
or G skyphos(?) body fragment solidly glazed), 10 other possibly PG
or G skyphos or cup body fragments, 2 LH IIIC-G skyphos or
protokotyle handle fragments, 1 EG or MG cup handle fragment, 1
possibly PG conical foot fragment, several possibly G coarse body
fragments, 1 G or A chytra rim.
75-251. K:16-17, fill in foundation trench for south wall of Building K:16-17

(to 1st centuryA.C.)
33 = EG or MG I kraterbody fragment
56 = PG skyphos foot fragment
1 LH IIIC (or possibly later?) amphora or hydria rim fragment, 2 PC
conical oinochoe body fragments with horizontal banding, 1 possibly
PG or G skyphos body fragment (solidly glazed), 1 PG
or G cup body fragment (solidly glazed), 3 PC kotyle handle fragments, perhaps as many as 7 PC kotyle body fragments.
75-258. J:18, general fill south of Mycenaean TerraceWall (to
6th century B.C.)
32 = EG or MG I kraterbody fragment86
75-261. 1:18, stone packing between Mycenaean TerraceWall and later
retaining wall for road (to PG or G)
53 = PG skyphos body fragment
1 LH IIIC (or possibly later?) light-ground body fragment of closed vessel
with banding, 3 possibly LH IIIC-G skyphos or cup body fragments
(solidly glazed).

75-264.J:18, stone packing south of retaining wall for road (to PG or G, with
some Classical and Roman contamination)

86. For pottery from this lot
identifiedby Rutteras LH IIIC, see
Rutter 1979, p. 362, nos. 9, 10, p. 365,
nos. 20, 22, pp. 367-369, nos. 53, 57,
65, 72, figs. 2, 5.
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63 = Attic(?)MPG or LPG skyphosbodyfragment
70 = LPG(?)skyphosfoot fragment
3 LH IIIC-PG skyphoshandleroot fragments,13 possiblyLH IIIC-PG
skyphosbodyfragments,1 PG skyphosbodyfragmentwith 2
horizontalreservedbandsabovepossiblezigzag,1 PG-MG I skyphos
bodywith zigzagzone framedby 2 horizontalreservedbandsabove
and below.87

75-267.J:16,fill southof retainingwall for road(to 4th centuryB.C. or perhaps
later)
1 EG or MG I skyphosrim fragmentwith handlescar(solidlyglazed
exceptbetweenhandleattachments).
75-268.J:16,fill southof retainingwall for road,overbedrock(to
5th century B.C.)
84 = EG or MG I skyphos foot fragment
132 = G(?) pithos body fragment
1 LH IIIC-PG skyphos rim fragment.
75-269. J:16, fill south of retaining wall for road, over bedrock (to
Classical)
116 = EG or MG one-handled cup rim fragment
1 PG skyphos body fragment.
75-272. J:16-18, miscellaneous finds from discarded baskets along retaining wall
for road
77 = EG or MG I skyphos rim fragment
81 = MG I skyphos rim/handle fragment
1 Attic(?) SM-PG amphora,hydria,or pitcher rim fragment, 1 PC conical
oinochoe base fragment (with pendant triangles on shoulder,narrow
horizontal bands on lower body), 2 LH IIIC-PG skyphos body and
handle root fragments,2 EG or MG I skyphos rim fragments (1 with
zigzag zone framed above by 1 horizontal reservedband).
1994-62. N:22, earth packing for east couch of Room 2, Building N:21, earlier
phase (to ca. 500 B.C.)88

1 PG or MG skyphos body and handle fragment.
1994-65. N:22, leveling fill over Room 2, Building N:21, earlier phase
(to second half of 5th century B.C.)
98 = LG or later miniature skyphos rim/handle fragment
1994-67. N:21-22, removal of floor 1 in Room 1 of Building N:21, later phase
(to second half of 4th century B.C.)
1 PG cup(?) body fragment.
87. For pieces from this lot
identifiedas LH IIIC by Rutter,see
Rutter 1979, pp. 378-382, nos. 84, 85,
88-90,92-95,100-101,106-109,111,
112,116-119,126.
88. The context of this and the
following lots is discussedby Nancy
Bookidis in her reportin this issue.

1994-76. N:21, packing beneath floor 2 in Room 1 of Building N:21, later
phase (to middle or second half of 5th century B.C.)
1 EG or MG skyphos foot fragment.
1994-78. N:21, packing beneath earliest floor in Room 1 of Building N:21, later
phase (to last quarterof 5th century B.C.)
1 EG skyphos rim fragment.
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